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https://www.statecollegepa.us/DocumentCenter/View/16065/PennDOT-Atherton-Street-Project-Update
https://www.statecollegepa.us/DocumentCenter/View/16065/PennDOT-Atherton-Street-Project-Update
http://www.virginiadot.org/projects/culpeper/flashingyellow.asp
https://nacto.org/publication/urban-bikeway-design-guide/cycle-tracks/two-way-cycle-tracks/
https://nacto.org/publication/urban-bikeway-design-guide/cycle-tracks/two-way-cycle-tracks/
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mccormicktaylor.com

Township of Ferguson
Northland Area Mobility Study 

Summary of Survey Results

October 29, 2018 

mccormicktaylor.com

Outreach

 Face to Face

 6 attendees at the public meeting

 1 comment form

 On the Web

 163 participants (257 unique page views)

 194 points; 80 lines added to the WikiMap
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mccormicktaylor.com

What We Heard

 Bicycle

 62 points/lines added to the map

 Pedestrian

 70 points/lines added to the map

 Transit 

 13 points/lines added to the map

 Vehicle

 129 points/lines added to the map

mccormicktaylor.com

Travel Activity and Mode Use

Transit Pedestrian Bicycle Vehicle Overall

“I use this location for …” Total % Total % Total % Total % Total %

Commuting 11 85% 22 31% 35 56% 86 67% 154 24%

Accessing Gov't Services 0 0% 2 3% 2 3% 8 6% 12 2%

Accessing Penn State 10 77% 18 25% 23 37% 28 22% 79 13%

Accessing local schools 0 0% 9 13% 9 15% 14 11% 32 5%

Accessing stores, services, 
goods, healthcare

12 92% 61 85% 35 56% 91 71% 199 32%

Accessing recreation 2 15% 23 32% 35 56% 38 29% 98 16%

Recreational purposes N/A N/A 26 36% 31 50% N/A N/A 57 9%

Total 35 161 170 265 631

* Note that users could select multiple choices
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mccormicktaylor.com

Bicycle

 What do use the study area for:

 56% commuting, accessing stores, etc. and accessing recreational 
opportunities (35)

 56% Accessing stores, services, goods, healthcare (35)

 56% Accessing recreational purposes (35)

 50% recreational purposes (31)

 37% accessing Penn State (23)

 15% accessing local schools (9)

 3% accessing government services (2)

 How often respondents use the study area:

 40% weekly (25)

 32% monthly (20)

 23% daily (14)

mccormicktaylor.com

Bicycle

 What causes users concern?

 74% lack of bike lane (46)

 65% lack of protected bike lane (40)

 42% vehicles are going too fast (26)

 29% other (18)

 25% travel lanes are too narrow (15)

 21% no shoulder (13)

 15% shoulder is too narrow (9)

 15% poor shoulder condition (9)

 13% lack of enforcement (8)

 11% lack of connectivity to transit facilities (7)

 7% drainage grates make facility unusable or hazardous (4)

 3% travel lanes need swept (2)

 3% buses block roadway (2)
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mccormicktaylor.com

Bicycle – Comments

 Connections between bicycle paths

 Safe crossing at North Atherton and Cherry Lane

 Improved sensors for commuter bicyclists

 Bicycle way-finding signs

 Dangerous intersections

 Construction issues

mccormicktaylor.com

Mapping based on 
22 bicycle 

survey lines
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mccormicktaylor.com

Mapping based on 
40 bicycle 

survey points

mccormicktaylor.com

Pedestrian

 What do use the study area for:

 85% accessing stores, etc. (61) 

 36% recreational purposes (26)

 32% accessing recreational opportunities (23)

 31% commuting (22)

 25% accessing Penn State (18)

 13% accessing local schools (9)

 3% accessing government services (2)

 How often respondents use the study area:

 49% weekly (35)

 33% daily (24)

 18% monthly (13)
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mccormicktaylor.com

Pedestrian

 What causes users concern?

 51% excessive vehicle speed (37)

 44% sidewalk ends; no sidewalk (32)

 31% other (22)

 26% no crosswalk (19)

 25% lack of enforcement (18)

 24% sidewalk condition (17)

 10% no shoulder (7)

 8% lack of connectivity to transit facilities (6)

 6% shoulder is too narrow (4)

 4% sidewalk not ADA compliant (3)

 1% drainage grates make facility unusable or hazardous (1)

 0% poor shoulder condition (0)

 0% vehicles don’t stop for pedestrians in crosswalks (0)

mccormicktaylor.com

Pedestrian – Comments

 Need longer walk lights

 Need quicker pedestrian walking signals

 Need for chirping signals/other improvements for visually impaired

 Set signals to stop all traffic for pedestrians

 Use sidewalks to connect bike paths

 Cut through traffic through Northland Center or Weis Plaza

 Need for crossing guard at Atherton and Cherry Lane so students can walk to Radio Park

 Pedestrian connections to Radio Park 

 Need for speed bumps

 Love the tunnel!

 Lack of signage
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mccormicktaylor.com

Mapping based on 
21 pedestrian 

survey lines

mccormicktaylor.com

Mapping based on 
49 pedestrian 

survey points
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mccormicktaylor.com

Transit

 What do use the study area for:

 92% accessing stores, etc. (12)

 85% commuting (11)

 77% accessing Penn State (10)

 15% accessing recreational opportunities (2)

 0% accessing local schools (0)

 0% accessing government services (0)

 How often respondents use the study area:

 46% weekly (6)

 38% monthly (5)

 15% daily (2)

mccormicktaylor.com

Transit

 What causes users concern?

 54% other (7)

 23% vehicles are going too fast near the stop (3)

 23% the waiting area is crowded and insufficient (3)

 15% accessing the transit stop is difficult and unsafe (2)

 15% transit stop is not well lighted (2)

 8% there is no transit stop here (1)

 8% lack of connectivity to walking or biking facilities (1)

 0% buses wait too long (0)

 0% buses don’t wait long enough (0)
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mccormicktaylor.com

Transit – Comments

 Improve frequency – combine N and V services and increase 

frequency

 Express stop on VE Route as midway stop between Vairo Blvd. and 

campus

 Add bike rack at stops (need to confirm)

 Re-add noon stop on A route in Overlook Heights

 Better boarding areas and additional shelters

 Better sidewalk connections

mccormicktaylor.com

Mapping based on 
3 transit

survey lines
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mccormicktaylor.com

Mapping 

based on 

10 transit 

survey 
points

mccormicktaylor.com

Vehicle

 What do use the study area for:

 71% accessing stores, etc. (91)

 67% commuting (86)

 29% accessing recreational opportunities (38)

 22% accessing Penn State (28)

 11% accessing local schools (14)

 6% accessing government services (8)

 How often respondents use the study area:

 53% daily (68)

 40% weekly (41)

 7% monthly (9)
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mccormicktaylor.com

Vehicle

 What causes users concern?

 47% general congestion (60)

 36% stopping or turning vehicles (46)

 36% other (47)

 25% pedestrians in the roadway (32) 

 23% stopped buses cause delays (30)

 20% excessive vehicle speed (26)

 12% cyclists in the roadway (16)

 9% lack of connectivity (12)

mccormicktaylor.com

Vehicle – Comments

 Restrict access and egress for some businesses

 Traffic light timing 

 More turning arrows

 Bus pull offs

 Better marked pedestrian crossings

 Road profile issue

 Sight distance issues – trimming of shrubbery

 Beautification

 Road conditions
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mccormicktaylor.com

Mapping based on 
30 vehicular

survey lines

mccormicktaylor.com

Mapping based on 
99 vehicular

survey points
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mccormicktaylor.com

Overall Patterns

Mapping based on 
ALL

survey points

mccormicktaylor.com

9 Areas of Focus

1. Atherton Street & Aaron Drive

2. Atherton Street & North Hills Place

3. Atherton Street & Blue Course 

Drive/ Clinton Avenue

4. Atherton Street & Cherry Lane

5. Martin Street & Aaron Drive

6. Martin Street & Herman Drive

7. Martin Street Transit Stop at Park 

Crest Lane

8. Martin Street & Blue Course Drive

9. Blue Course Drive, including 

Circleville Road intersection

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9



WIKIMAPPING SURVEY REPSPONSES SORTED BY MODE

Focus Area ID Number Mode Issue Other Comment I-Category 1 I-Category 2

Aaron Drive and Martin Street 307967 bike

The busy nature of this intersection and the heavy traffic makes this 

location dangerous to cross as a pedestrian or a bicyclist.

Left turns onto W. Aaron are hard to make via car, so the drivers are very focused on oncoming 

traffic during green lights. I think a left turn with arrow might help this situation. Or, move the 

pedestrian and bicycle crossing away from the intersection. Safety

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 307963 bike lack of bike lane, travel lanes are too narrow

Create a bike lane on the road.  The sidewalks are small and it's tight when 2 bicyclists need to 

pass each other. Infrastructure

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 311681 bike

Please make sure that when the construction is done at RP there is still 

access to the bike path from Cherry Lane Infrastructure

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 312346 bike no shoulder, lack of protected bike lane, vehicles are going too fast, lack of enforcement Need a bike lane to connect to Circleville Bike path. Infrastructure

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 312409 bike lack of bike lane, lack of connectivity No sidewalk or bike lane, no connectivity to bike path Infrastructure

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 312410 bike lack of protected bike lane

This is a dangerous intersection for bicyclists.  Cars turning from Blue 

Course or from Circleville are moving quickly and can't be easily seen by 

cyclists when the cars come from behind, especially cars coming around 

the curve on Circleville to the intersection.  At a minimum, better 

warning signs for drivers are needed. Improving the bike crossing would 

be best. Safety

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 307971 bike lack of bike lane, lack of protected bike lane

I would like a good pedestrian crossing/bicycle crossing along this road to improve access from 

the Tudek park bicycle lanes and the apartments in general. The young street trees also hurt 

visibility. Long term they will be great. Infrastructure

Cherry Lane and North 

Atherton Street 308494 bike Lack of protected bike lane Road construction made travel unsafe

Improved sensors for commuter bicyclists and better enforcement of construction crews who 

block the roadway Enforcement

Cherry Lane and North 

Atherton Street 308734 bike

Traffic lights do not respond to bicycles. As a cyclist, I try to maintain my 

lane as a vehicle, but if the light won't turn, I need to access the 

pedestrian walk button instead. This puts me at an awkward position as 

a cyclist because vehicles will attempt to turn right around me, which is 

unsafe. If the light would turn for cyclists, or the walk signal would work 

faster, crossing Atherton as a cyclist would be safer. Safety

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 308388 bike lack of bike lane, lack of protected bike lane

Consider bikeway as a vital part of this intersection. 

Bicyclists share the road with traffic, much of it making a right turn onto 

Southbound Atherton St. Note that cyclist include younger riders...cyclist 

need access to pedestrian-crossing-button so as to lengthen "walk" time 

to cross Atherton Infrastructure

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 308735 bike

Traffic lights do not respond to bicycles. As a cyclist, I try to maintain my 

lane as a vehicle, but if the light won't turn, I need to access the 

pedestrian walk button instead. This puts me at an awkward position as 

a cyclist because vehicles will attempt to turn right around me, which is 

unsafe. If the light would turn for cyclists, or the walk signal would work 

faster, crossing Atherton as a cyclist would be safer. Safety

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 311807 bike

lack of bike lane, lack of protected bike lane, vehicles are going too fast, lack of 

enforcement Enforcement

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 312264 bike no connectivity on Allen Street a bridge over the stream bed connecting Allen Street to avoid Atherton Street Infrastructure

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 312636 bike lack of bike lane

This intersection is unsafe for pedestrians because vehicles turn right on 

red lights and ignore pedestrian walk signs. Desperately needs the 

"pedestrian scramble" solution -- vehicle all-way stop allowing 

pedestrians to cross in all directions safely. Also unsafe for bicycles 

because the bike path along Blue Course Drive does not extend to this 

intersection, requiring bicycles to enter vehicle lanes on Blue Course Dr. 

and merge with vehicle traffic going at too high a speed for safe merging.

1) Pedestrian scramble; 2) extend Blue Course bicycle path into and across the intersection to 

improve there approach from west of Atherton St. to the Clinton-McKee St bike path. Safety

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 1213381 bike

lack of bike lane, lack of protected bike lane, travel lanes are too narrow, vehicles are 

going too fast allow for safe bicycle travel Safety

Herman Street and Martin 

Street 307977 bike lack of bike lane, lack of protected bike lane

Improve crossing at this location, Herman Drive is a great route for a pedestrian and  bicycle 

crossing.to services across Martin Street. Infrastructure

North Atherton and Aaron 

Drive 308391 bike lack of bike lane, lack of protected bike lane

Consider bikeway as a vital part of this intersection. 

Cyclists are crossing Atherton her to/from Suburban Park and Arboretum 

connections (thru Overlook Heights) and going to/from Tudek Pk and 

Park Forest/Park Hills neighborhoods. Note that cyclist include younger 

riders...cyclist need access to pedestrian-crossing-button so as to 

lengthen "walk" time to cross Atherton St. Infrastructure

North Atherton and Aaron 

Drive 311805 bike lack of bike lane, lack of protected bike lane, vehicles are going too fast Infrastructure Enforcement

North Atherton and North 

Hills 308389 bike lack of bike lane, lack of protected bike lane

Consider bikeway as a vital part of this intersection. 

Bicyclists share the road with traffic, much of it making a right turn onto 

Southbound Atherton St. Note that cyclist include younger riders...cyclist 

need access to pedestrian-crossing-button so as to lengthen "walk" time 

to cross Atherton Infrastructure



WIKIMAPPING SURVEY REPSPONSES SORTED BY MODE

Focus Area ID Number Mode Issue Other Comment I-Category 1 I-Category 2

North Atherton and North 

Hills 311676 bike

lights prioritize vehicles, pushing ped xing button does not seem to work, 

light only changes once a vehicle shows up. And this also prioritizes 

vehicles coming from shopping center over the neighborhood Give pedestrians and bikes equal standing to get across the street. Infrastructure

North Atherton and North 

Hills 311806 bike

lack of bike lane, lack of protected bike lane, vehicles are going too fast, lack of 

enforcement Infrastructure Enforcement

Point 306219 bike Lack of connectivity to transit facilities, Other Shared use path needs extended beyond Atherton Street.

If the shared use path was extended beyond Atherton Street would the small section within State 

College Borough become an issue? Infrastructure

Point 307964 bike Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane, Vehicles are going too fast n/a

The stretch from where the bike path ends back near blue course to Atherton is pretty bad.  The 

sidewalk is narrow, and a lot of the dips between parking lots lead you towards traffic, which is 

going too fast.  Then, when you try and cross Atherton using the sidewalk (Atherton to Clinton), 

nobody can see you because all of the light/power poles that block the vision of the cars turning 

right to head downtown.  I typically need to jump from the sidewalk into the road around 

Enterprise car, get in the lane on Blue Course that goes straight though the light to Clinton.  It can 

get a little hairy at times but I feel safer doing that rather than using the cross walk. Infrastructure Safety

Point 307979 bike

No shoulder, Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane, Travel lanes are too narrow, 

Lack of enforcement, Other Due to the recent construction, my husband cannot reliably ride his bike to our daycare to help me drop our daughters off in the mornings.  He used to be able to do this periodically, but now finds that there may or may not be a huge hole on the sidewalk preventing safe and easy use.  The lack of reliable information about when, how, if, etc. this area of the sidewalk will be inaccessible is highly frustrating.

Reliable and consistent communication and scheduling about when this area will be open or 

closed. Operational

Point 308390 bike Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane

Consider bikeway as a vital part of this intersection. 

Bicyclists share the road with traffic, much of it just starting to slow down 

from Blue Course and not expecting pedestrians/bikes. Note that cyclist 

include younger riders...cyclist need access to pedestrian-crossing-button 

so as to lengthen walk" time to cross Blue Course Dr."

Consider bikeway as a vital part of this intersection. 

Bicyclists share the road with traffic, much of it just starting to slow down from Blue Course and 

not expecting pedestrians/bikes. Note that cyclist include younger riders...cyclist need access to 

pedestrian-crossing-button so as to lengthen walk" time to cross Blue Course Dr." Infrastructure

Point 308394 bike

Shoulder is too narrow, Poor shoulder condition, Lack of bike lane, Drainage grates make 

facility unusable or hazardous

Cyclist traveling north and southbound on east side of Atherton Street 

share narrow sidewalk with pedestrians 

 at pinch point over top of Big Hollow culvert, then turn into Cherry Lane 

to meet Allen Street to ride to campus (as an alternate to biking thru 

Overlook Hts to Big Hollow bike path to Sunset Park)"

Widen sidewalk here to accommodate pedestrians and cyclist

Consider landscaping plan (work w student project to transform this area into an asset that 

people WANT to explore) in this area that includes a foot bridge and bikeway" across culvert." infrastructure

Point 308499 bike

Poor shoulder condition, Travel lanes need swept, Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike 

lane, Vehicles are going too fast, Buses block roadway, Other This is one of the sketchiest areas I've ridden because of the blind turns, slight elevation changes, and big vehicles.n/a Safety

Point 308670 bike

Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane, Drainage grates make facility unusable or 

hazardous, Other The SCASD site should be part of riding routes. Especially, getting from bike path across the site corner up to Cherry lane. From there getting to Northland center or over to CVS occurs safely. I.e.. Connectivity to bike routes/paths.

Noted before. And a possible set of way finding signs can help, new residents annually travel by 

bike safely that is fun. Signs could go showing  biking via Tudek park, Radio Park school, Overlook 

heights as examples. Infrastructure

Point 308736 bike Other Traffic lights do not respond to bicycles. As a cyclist, I try to maintain my lane as a vehicle, but if the light won't turn, I need to access the pedestrian walk button instead. This puts me at an awkward position as a cyclist because vehicles will attempt to turn right around me, which is unsafe. If the light would turn for cyclists, or the walk signal would work faster, crossing Atherton as a cyclist would be safer.

Traffic lights do not respond to bicycles. As a cyclist, I try to maintain my lane as a vehicle, but if 

the light won't turn, I need to access the pedestrian walk button instead. This puts me at an 

awkward position as a cyclist because vehicles will attempt to turn right around me, which is 

unsafe. If the light would turn for cyclists, or the walk signal would work faster, crossing Atherton 

as a cyclist would be safer. Operational

Point 308737 bike

No shoulder, Shoulder is too narrow, Poor shoulder condition, Lack of bike lane, Lack of 

protected bike lane n/a Have a shoulder, bike lane, or bike path. Infrastructure

Point 308738 bike

No shoulder, Shoulder is too narrow, Poor shoulder condition, Lack of bike lane, Lack of 

protected bike lane, Travel lanes are too narrow, Vehicles are going too fast n/a Have a shoulder, bike lane, or bike path. infrastructure

Point 308739 bike

No shoulder, Shoulder is too narrow, Poor shoulder condition, Lack of bike lane, Lack of 

protected bike lane, Travel lanes are too narrow, Vehicles are going too fast n/a Have a shoulder, bike lane, or bike path. infrastructure

Point 308740 bike

No shoulder, Shoulder is too narrow, Poor shoulder condition, Lack of bike lane, Lack of 

protected bike lane, Vehicles are going too fast n/a

I need to connect the Blue Course bike path to Atherton somewhere in this area. I can choose 

Cherry Ln or Blue Course, both of which are bad options. Cherry Ln has a big hill which causes 

blind spots for cars possibly not seeing me on a bike. Blue Course has vehicles moving much too 

quickly, and not expecting me to take the correct turning lane, resulting in unsafe cycling 

approaching the Atherton intersection. Bike lanes, especially indicating cyclists in turning lanes 

here would really help. Infrastructure

Point 308741 bike

No shoulder, Shoulder is too narrow, Poor shoulder condition, Lack of bike lane, Lack of 

protected bike lane, Vehicles are going too fast n/a

The bike path ends too far back on Blue Course. It would be great if it would connect up to 

Atherton, where most of the shopping on this end of town is. It only gets me so far, then I have to 

ride in narrow lanes or unsafely on sidewalks. Infrastructure

Point 311679 bike Lack of bike lane, Other When you go through the neighborhoods rather than take the bike path the sidewalk is the only safe place to get over the old railroad bed at Atherton. It would be nice to have a wider path here so pedestrians and bikes can use it at the same time.n/a Infrastructure

Point 311693 bike Vehicles are going too fast, Other Better signalization for crossing, more time n/a Safety

Point 311804 bike Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane, Vehicles are going too fast n/a n/a n/a

Point 312347 bike No shoulder, Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane, Travel lanes are too narrow n/a

Need bike lane and bike/pedestrian bridge over N. Atherton that connects McKee St bike path to 

Circleville bike path. infrastructure

Point 312359 bike Lack of protected bike lane, Travel lanes are too narrow, Vehicles are going too fast n/a n/a Infrastructure

Point 312408 bike Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane, Vehicles are going too fast n/a Safe way to cross Atherton Infrastructure

Polyline 1212589 bike Lack of bike lane, Vehicles are going too fast n/a

The bike path turns into a narrow sidewalk and can make biking pretty treacherous.  It's 

especially difficult to cross Atherton over to Clinton because of the heavy traffic turning right to 

go downtown, and they can't see you when you try and use the cross walk because of all the 

electrical boxes and light poles.  I find it safer to jump in the road by Enterprise, but I need to 

time it correctly and pedal my butt off so nobody rides into me that isn't paying attention. Infrastructure



WIKIMAPPING SURVEY REPSPONSES SORTED BY MODE

Focus Area ID Number Mode Issue Other Comment I-Category 1 I-Category 2

Polyline 1212591 bike Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane n/a Improve access from Tudek Park bicycle trails to business and services in Northland Center. Infrastructure

Polyline 1212594 bike Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane n/a

I typically travel through Teaberry and the Golf Course to Penn State University. It would be a 

significantly shorter journey if I could safely cross North Atherton at Cherry Lane. I also suspect 

that parents who work at Penn State would be more likely to bicycle commute with their children 

(via a stop at Radio Park) if this route was an option. Infrastructure

Polyline 1212615 bike Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane n/a Extend Tudek/Circleville Bikeway from Evergreen Townhomes to Clinton/McKee Bikeway infrastructure

Polyline 1213023 bike Lack of bike lane n/a Add a bike lane Infrastructure

Polyline 1213048 bike

Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane, Lack of connectivity to transit facilities, 

Other No bike path connection from blue course to McKee st path study to determine where a bike lane/bike path could be placed to connect these Infrastructure

Polyline 1213049 bike Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane n/a no connection from tudek park to suburban park. Infrastructure

Polyline 1213081 bike Lack of bike lane, Lack of connectivity to transit facilities There is no safe way to get from bike lane coming out of Tudek or coming up along Radio Park Elementary to connect to the bike lane that runs from Sunset Park to Vairo Blvd.

It is also difficult to cross Atherton on this route due to the light not being pedestrian/bike 

friendly (no ramp off sidewalk prior to construction at least). Infrastructure operational

Polyline 1213082 bike Lack of bike lane, Travel lanes are too narrow n/a

It is very narrow here and heavily traveled by buses, so I avoid this section on my bike when I can.  

It does not allow cars six feet in which to pass a bike. Infrastructure

Polyline 1213141 bike

No shoulder, Shoulder is too narrow, Poor shoulder condition, Lack of bike lane, Lack of 

protected bike lane, Vehicles are going too fast n/a

This route gets you from Tudek to Dairy Queen - a very family friendly route, but a horrible one to 

walk or bike. The left onto Martin is difficult with fast moving traffic, and traveling on Martin on a 

bike is scary with no room for vehicles to pass you. Operational Enforcement

Polyline 1213376 bike No shoulder, Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane, Vehicles are going too fast n/a

There is a missing connection from the bike path coming out of Tudek to connect in to the Bike 

Path that starts at Overlook Park.  The opportunities to cross N Atherton safely are limited as 

well. Infrastructure

Polyline 1213626 bike

Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane, Travel lanes are too narrow, Drainage grates 

make facility unusable or hazardous, Vehicles are going too fast, Lack of connectivity to 

transit facilities Going down Blue Course Bike/Walk path is wonderful, but if I want to get to Northland Shopping or through on Martin Street, I either have to get onto the road, or ride on the pedestrian only sidewalk. It is not well constructed nor marked for bicycle traffic. A lot happens at that intersection and it is difficult to merge from the bike path to the intersection to safely make a left turn onto Martin Street.Improve sidewalk by widening to extend bike path to service Northland Mall and Martin Street. Infrastructure

Polyline 1213627 bike

No shoulder, Shoulder is too narrow, Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane, Travel 

lanes are too narrow, Drainage grates make facility unusable or hazardous, Vehicles are 

going too fast, Buses block roadway Riding on Martin Street to access Wal Mart Plaza is dangerous on a bicycle. Uphill cycling is hard enough, but now I have to go on the sidewalk, cut through parking lots in Northland, and negotiate intersections made for cars only.Bike lane all along Martin Street to extend from Blue Course bike path to Wal Mart Plaza. Infrastructure

Polyline 1213858 bike Lack of bike lane n/a

Connection (path through ditch or bridge)  across railroad ROW to Village Dr and Allen St for 

access to campus without having to walk along Atherton Infrastructure

Polyline 1213904 bike

No shoulder, Shoulder is too narrow, Poor shoulder condition, Lack of bike lane, Lack of 

protected bike lane, Travel lanes are too narrow, Vehicles are going too fast, Lack of 

enforcement, Lack of connectivity to transit facilities n/a

Bike lane that travels along Clinton and Blue Course drive that connects McKee St and Circleville 

Bike Path. Infrastructure

Polyline 1213909 bike

No shoulder, Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane, Travel lanes are too narrow, 

Vehicles are going too fast, Lack of enforcement n/a Need a developed bike path that connects the McKee St Bike Path to Circleville Bike Path infrastructure

Polyline 1213910 bike

Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane, Travel lanes are too narrow, Vehicles are 

going too fast, Lack of enforcement, Lack of connectivity to transit facilities n/a

There are no bike lanes or sidewalks on W. Aaron Dr.  or safe pedestrian crosswalks over N. 

Atherton. Infrastructure Safety

Polyline 1213912 bike

Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane, Travel lanes are too narrow, Vehicles are 

going too fast, Lack of enforcement n/a Need a bike lane or path along Aaron Drive that connects Overlook to Martin Street infrastructure

Polyline 1213940 bike

Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane, Travel lanes are too narrow, Vehicles are 

going too fast n/a

Getting from the Borough to the bike paths at this intersection is very difficult and often 

dangerous. infrastructure

Polyline 1213948 bike Other Incomplete bike facility or sidewalks. n/a infrastructure

Polyline 1213958 bike Other n/a n/a n/a

Polyline 1213959 bike Other n/a n/a n/a

OTHER - EMAIL N/A bike

McKee St shared-use path from Sunset Park to Overlook Heights has some pretty steep grades; 

Even with bike lights, with the speeds and curves, it's hard to account for pedestrians and/or dogs 

who don't have lights or reflectors on them until its too late. Unreported accident where biker hit 

elderly man; based on bike safety audit was dark, busy, and leaf covered. Poor nighttime visibility 

created by steep grades that generate higher speeds creating difficulty in preceiving conflicts. 

Path width (8 feet vs. 10 feet current standard). Path is outside study area.

Aaron Drive and Martin Street 307975 drive general congestion

Consider extending the northbound turning arrow from Martin St. to W. Aaron 

Drive during rush hour(s) Operational

Aaron Drive and Martin Street 307983 drive stopping or turning vehicles

There should be a green arrow for turning left from Martin onto Aaron. LOTS of cars want to turn 

left and there are too many cars coming straight from the opposite direction. It feels unsafe as 

people try and zip through to make a left on an orange light because they don't want to wait 

through multiple light cycles. Operational

Aaron Drive and Martin Street 307986 drive stopping or turning vehicles

Please add left turn arrows to the traffic lights at the corner of Martin and Aaron!!  It is near 

impossible to turn from Martin onto Aaron heading into Park Forest and sometimes one has to 

wait several cycles, backing up traffic.  Also, I have witnessed multiple near-accidents because 

people turning try to "beat" oncoming traffic. Operational

Aaron Drive and Martin Street 307989 drive pedestrians in the roadway

Provide crossing for bus passengers crossing Aaron here by all these apartment and townhouse 

complexes Infrastructure

Aaron Drive and Martin Street 307990 drive

Vehicles  turning left at the l ight here - hurrying to do so just after the 

light changes, even if there are oncoming cars Have a green arrow here OR enforcement Operational Enforcement

Aaron Drive and Martin Street 312282 drive general congestion, stopping or turning vehicles Turn lanes for Aaron st onto Martin Infrastructure

Aaron Drive and Martin Street 312341 drive general congestion

There needs to be a left turn signal here, for cars turning off Martin onto 

W. Aaron Dr.

During busy times, often only one car or none at all can make a left turn while the light is green. 

Very often I see cars turning left on red, because if they didn't, they would never turn at all. Operational
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Aaron Drive and Martin Street 312556 drive general congestion, stopping or turning vehicles Operational

Aaron Drive and Martin Street 312579 drive excessive vehicle speed Cars turning left from Martin to Aaron sometimes race to get through the yellow light. Safety Enforcement

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 308072 drive pedestrians in the roadway No sidewalk on the northbound section of the road here. People walking in road is a hazard. Infrastructure

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 308424 drive pedestrians in the roadway, cyclists in the roadway

Pedestrians cross 4-lanes of traffic to get to the bus stop.  No crosswalk 

in the vicinity and not well lit in the evening. Move bus stop to a safer location where pedestrians can cross safely. Infrastructure Safety

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 312028 drive Stopping or turning vehicles Operational

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 312119 drive General congestion

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 312236 drive

pedestrians in the roadway, cyclists in the roadway, excessive vehicle speed, general 

congestion, stopping or turning vehicles

Add left turn signals for all traffic direction. With increase in housing in area traffic volume at this 

intersection has increased considerably. Especially at peak hours there are often near miss 

collisions between cars, pedestrians and bikes as cars turn at high speeds. operational

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 312286 drive excessive vehicle speed Enforcement

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 307972 drive

pedestrians in the roadway, cyclists in the roadway, general congestion, lack of 

connectivity

When leaving Radio Park Elem on Martin St and making a left onto Blue 

Course, a light with an arrow would be safer and easier to navigate this 

busy intersection Adding an arrow to the traffic light at Martin/Blue Course (leaving Radio Park Elem) Operational

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 307981 drive stopped buses cause delays Bus pull outs Infrastructure

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 307982 drive general congestion, lack of connectivity Infrastructure

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 307991 drive

Ugliness of back of property when so many are using it as their entrance 

to the shopping center.

Beautify the Martin Street side of the North Hills plaza to make it nicer and a more legitimate 

entry point.

Community 

Engagement

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 307992 drive general congestion, stopping or turning vehicles

An arrow for the cars turning onto Blue Course from Martin St. There is often congestion here. An 

arrow would keep the flow going. Operational

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane)

308026

drive stopping or turning vehicles

Left turn from Blue Course to Martin ST should be better marked. Danger of people turning to 

apartment complex because white line goes back so far, but it has to. Safety

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 308028 drive

pedestrians in the roadway, cyclists in the roadway, excessive vehicle speed, stopped 

buses cause delays, general congestion, stopping or turning vehicles, lack of connectivity Buses are always causing congestion, pedestrians walking in front of cars. Safety Operational

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 308058 drive stopped buses cause delays, stopping or turning vehicles

The volume of bus riders creates problems, people park and ride from there. With the amount of 

traffic on Martin Street due to Atherton construction makes this dangerous. Operational Safety

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 308097 drive pedestrians in the roadway The stop lights at the cross roads are only about a second long.

Make the stop lights at the crossroads of North Atherton (Blue Course/Clinton and W. Aaron) last 

more than one-to-two seconds. Operational

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane)

308392

drive

Inability to make left turns onto Martin from Blue Course when light is 

green. Allow left turns to yield on green. (Remove protected/prohibited). Operational

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 308673 drive

excessive vehicle speed, stopped buses cause delays, general congestion, stopping or 

turning vehicles

The bus stop for CATA at Park Crest Lane should be off of the road--this causes so much 

congestion at peak hours. Infrastructure

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 308675 drive general congestion The light at Blue Course and Martin, left turn lane arrow

The left turn lane from Blue Course Drive onto Martin Street should turn into a green yield after 

the green arrow--this would help with congestion in the left lane as well as congestion on Martin 

Street, since it would allow cars to turn in intervals, reducing the amount of cars on martin street 

at once. Operational

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 308733 drive general congestion, stopping or turning vehicles

Coming from Cherry Ln to Blue Course on Martin St, and needing to turn left is nearly impossible 

during commuting times. Operational

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 308762 drive Stopping or turning vehicles Need a left turn arrow going from Cherry lane onto Blue course Drive. Operational

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 308763 drive stopped buses cause delays Need bus pull off areas on Martin Street Infrastructure

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 311715 drive stopped buses cause delays

If I recall in both the southbound and northbound sides of Martin St. Only 1 bus stop between 

blue course and Aaron has a turnout lane . Given growing traffic volume and associated GOS 

decline , all bust stops should be redesigned to have a turnout lane at bus stops and all CATA 

drivers should be made aware of necessity of using them ( knew from personal experience they 

sometimes don't use the one near bowling alley) Infrastructure
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Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 311743 drive pedestrians in the roadway, stopped buses cause delays, stopping or turning vehicles Heading south on Martin St.: A pull off for buses should be installed to maintain traffic flow. Infrastructure

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 312029 drive pedestrians in the roadway, stopped buses cause delays, general congestion Add Bus Lanes along Martin St. Infrastructure

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 312237 drive

pedestrians in the roadway, cyclists in the roadway, excessive vehicle speed, stopped 

buses cause delays, general congestion, stopping or turning vehicles

Need to rethink turn signals and pedestrian flow especially at peak times as school busses are 

turning. As cars cross Blue Course on Martin they can either turn left or go straight and often see 

near miss collisions as cars/busses are turning out of Radio Park. Pedestrians are often crossing 

against the light which adds to confusion. Safety Operational

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 312552 drive general congestion

The timing at this light needs adjusted.  It stays green for a very short amount of time for those of 

us who are on Martin Street.  Sometimes, the traffic traveling northwest on Martin Street and 

turning left onto Blue Course Drive can only get one or two cars through before the light turns 

yellow/red.  Perhaps give traffic traveling in that direction an extended left-arrow turn so that 

they don't have to drive against oncoming traffic? Operational

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 312554 drive stopped buses cause delays, general congestion, stopping or turning vehicles Operational

Cherry Lane and North 

Atherton Street 308151 drive Pedestrians in the roadway, cyclists in the roadway Steep drop causing cars to scratch road/damage car

Two things: first, Atherton is unsafe to cross. I work nearby and hear it from parents with children 

all the time. Please consider bigger, brighter crosswalks. Second, the steep drop from Cherry to 

Atherton is damaging cars and causing them to stay in the line of traffic longer to slow down 

through that turn. Please regrade. Safety Infrastructure

Cherry Lane and North 

Atherton Street 308697 drive

Seen cars traveling on Atherton heading north run stop light at that 

intersection.

Northbound traffic is approaching traffic light at bottom of hill, so maybe light needs to be yellow 

for longer or maybe cars are not seeing it as well (esp. at sunset) so maybe a flashing red light 

would help. Operational

Cherry Lane and North 

Atherton Street 312030 drive

Cherry Street here is too Steep, need to find a way to make it a softer 

grade. Infrastructure

Cherry Lane and North 

Atherton Street 312295 drive

Despite ALL of the construction, the timing of North Atherton lights is 

extraordinary.  Thank you for your efforts to make this timing work for 

us.

Keep up the good work and next time there is construction on North Atherton, insist that the job 

be bid for 24 hour work, seven days a week to get the job finished in short order! Operational

Cherry Lane and North 

Atherton Street 312551 drive

The Cherry Lane/Atherton Street intersection needs to be improved.  

Traffic turning off of Atherton has slow down significantly in order to 

turn onto Cherry Lane without their bottoms scraping the road.  I'm not 

sure what the technical term is for this (maybe "grading"?), but 

essentially, the entrance to Cherry Lane is too steep. Improve the entrance to Cherry Lane. Infrastructure

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 307970 drive

Cars entering and exiting the Waffle Shop via N. Atherton St.  Access and 

egress can be restricted to Clinton Ave. for added safety. Restrict access and egress to and from the Waffle Shop to Clinton Ave. to alleviate safety hazard Safety

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 307985 drive stopping or turning vehicles Operational

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 308495 drive stopping or turning vehicles Poor signal timing. I wait here forever to make left turns towards town. Operational

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 311677 drive

There is no need for a left turn light off Blue Course onto Atherton 

Northbound. There are generally only a car or two leaving the 

neighborhood that they would have to wait for, if any. Instead cars 

leaving the neighborhood have to wait at a red light with no one coming 

to go straight or turn left onto Atherton southbound. Eliminate the left turn light. Operational

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 312074 drive excessive vehicle speed

Cars using N. Allen Street to avoid Atherton, speeding and not stopping 

at stop signs. Also, N. Allen has a high number of cars parked on the 

street which makes it unsafe for cyclist, walkers and people walking their 

pets. Ticket cars parked on the street. Have police monitor the N. Allen Street for speeders. Enforcement

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 312287 drive general congestion

Have a right turn arrow for those on Blue Course during the same time as 

the left hand turn for the cars on Atherton Operational

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 312555 drive

pedestrians in the roadway, excessive vehicle speed, general congestion, stopping or 

turning vehicles Operational

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 1212638 drive

pedestrians in the roadway, cyclists in the roadway, excessive vehicle speed, stopped 

buses cause delays, general congestion, stopping or turning vehicles

Width of Blue Course Drive when pulling out of Northland Centre parking 

lot to the south. Very dangerous with bikes, pedestrians, cars & buses to 

get pulled across all lanes to make a right turn onto Atherton. Safety

Herman Street and Martin 

Street 307973 drive general congestion, stopping or turning vehicles Traffic study to determine need for a traffic light at Herman Dr. and Martin St. Infrastructure

Herman Street and Martin 

Street 312118 drive stopped buses cause delays Operational

Herman Street and Martin 

Street 312239 drive

pedestrians in the roadway, cyclists in the roadway, excessive vehicle speed, stopped 

buses cause delays, general congestion, stopping or turning vehicles

Excessive speed is an issue on Martin. Perhaps physical features like speed bumps could help slow 

flow. Also congestion due to busses stopped at peak times. Enforcement

Herman Street and Martin 

Street 312284 drive excessive vehicle speed, stopped buses cause delays A pull off area for busses to load and unload people Infrastructure
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Herman Street and Martin 

Street 312400 drive

Pedestrians in the roadway, cyclists in the roadway, excessive vehicle speed, stopped 

buses cause delays, general congestion

Road is narrow for all the traffic it gets. Busses stopped to load can back up traffic considerably. 

Maybe create more bus pull ins by redesigning sidewalk so they can load safely. Also, people go 

very fast on road. Maybe measures to calm traffic would help. Infrastructure

Herman Street and Martin 

Street 312574 drive

pedestrians in the roadway, cyclists in the roadway, stopped buses cause delays, general 

congestion, stopping or turning vehicles It is very difficult to turn left when leaving Tudek Park. Operational

North Atherton and Aaron 

Drive 308393 drive Road profile causes vehicle to bottom out. Smooth out road profile between Aaron to Atherton. Infrastructure

North Atherton and Aaron 

Drive 312053 drive

When traveling by car from the East Aaron (near Rite Aid) to West Aaron 

(dealership), the road has a steep slope.  If a driver goes too quickly 

through this intersection (trying to make the light or delayed by other 

traffic), they can bottom out on the road because it's so steep.

It would be helpful if those wanting to go straight on Aaron (across Atherton) could use the right 

lane instead of the middle lane.  The right lane seems to be a little less steep in slope. Infrastructure

North Atherton and Aaron 

Drive 312289 drive excessive vehicle speed Enforcement

North Atherton and Aaron 

Drive 312642 drive general congestion, stopping or turning vehicles

The intersection is situated on an angle instead of forming a standard "+" so the vehicles turning 

east and west onto Aaron Drive almost always collide.  There are noticeable close calls each day 

and we have witnessed several accidents when cars are turning left in opposite directions Safety

North Atherton and North 

Hills 312411 drive

The light timing crossing Atherton onto Hill is too short. Add a few 

seconds.  If you are not in the first few cars, or if you are walking or 

cycling, you have too little time to cross before the light changes. Operational

Point 306222 drive Stopped buses cause delays n/a Build bus pull-off areas. Infrastructure

Point 307968 drive Stopped buses cause delays n/a CATA  Bus pull-off lanes Infrastructure

Point 307984 drive Lack of connectivity n/a

The intersection between Weis Market and the Northland Center (near the Giant gas station) 

needs help! You can't see all the cars in the intersection and it feel dangerous. Infrastructure

Point 307987 drive Other Tall shrubbery creates multiple blind spots in Northland Center parking lot

Please cut down the large bushes and shrubs in the Northland Center parking lot - they are at the 

end of every lane and make it very difficult to see pedestrians or traffic around the corner. Infrastructure

Point 307988 drive Pedestrians in the roadway n/a Add a sidewalk to the north side of the street. Infrastructure

Point 307993 drive Other Low visibility Low visibility in both directions when leaving Discovery Space  turning onto Cherry Ln. Infrastructure

Point 308003 drive Other Hard to exit Discovery Space and turn left. n/a n/a

Point 308005 drive Pedestrians in the roadway, Cyclists in the roadway n/a Adherence to crosswalks by students running across four lanes of traffic. Enforcement

Point 308006 drive Excessive vehicle speed, General congestion, Stopping or turning vehicles n/a

Turning left onto Blue Course Drive when exiting the gas station is nearly impossible. With traffic 

turning onto and off Atherton Street, it can be dangerous turning onto Blue Course Drive because 

as soon as the road clears, a car turning off Atherton can be right in front by the time you get into 

the fourth lane. In addition, traffic coming off Blue Course Drive will often cut through the gas 

station to avoid the traffic light when turning onto Atherton Street. The cut through traffic in the 

past has almost came into contact with Gas Station customers turning off Atherton Street. Operational

Point 308030 drive

Pedestrians in the roadway, Cyclists in the roadway, Excessive vehicle speed, Stopped 

buses cause delays, Stopping or turning vehicles, Other No crosswalk on pavement; bus pull off would be good idea.

clearly marked crosswalks. Bus pull offs.  Turning lane driving south on Martin Street to turn left 

into Northland Center. Infrastructure

Point 308031 drive Pedestrians in the roadway, Excessive vehicle speed, Stopped buses cause delays n/a Bus pull off needed Infrastructure

Point 308034 drive Excessive vehicle speed, General congestion, Stopping or turning vehicles n/a

Going on Martin Street from Aaron Drive to Atherton there should be a dedicated turning lane to 

turn from Martin into the Best Buy Plaza and a turning lane to turn right onto Atherton instead of 

a combined turning lane/straight lane.  Also, the traffic light to get across this intersection is too 

short. infrastructure

Point 308071 drive General congestion Making left turns onto Blue Course coming from the school A left turn arrow at the red light Operational

Point 308074 drive Pedestrians in the roadway n/a

People cross Blue Course to get to the bus stops, but there is no crosswalk here. There should be 

a crosswalk. When driving car, it is hard to see people, especially at night. I worry for their safety. Infrastructure

Point 308150 drive General congestion, Stopping or turning vehicles, Other There is no turn arrow for 3 of the 4 directions so people turn at unsafe times when traffic is backed up.Please add a green turn arrow to each of the 4 directions. Operational

Point 308379 drive Pedestrians in the roadway, Other Unsafe pedestrian crossings to access bus stop on east side of Blue Course Dr.Move bus stop or add pedestrian crossing. Infrastructure

Point 308425 drive General congestion, Other Cannot make a safe left hand turn. Limit access onto Blue Course Drive as a right-hand turn only. Operational

Point 308700 drive Other No left turn arrow from martin onto W. Aaron.  Only one car gets through a light cycle. With more cars avoiding Atherton, this backs up.  Cars are more aggressive turning left here because of it.

A left turn arrow from Martin St turning left onto West Aaron (if you are driving from Giant 

towards Best Buy). Operational

Point 308764 drive Other signal detection

Vehicles stopped in all  four directions and the light takes forever to detect them and change.  

Nothing moving! Operational

Point 308765 drive General congestion n/a Need a left turn arrow going from Blue course taking a left to Cherry lane. Operational

Point 311680 drive Stopping or turning vehicles, Other The "no left turn" here seems overly protective, especially since you can make a turn into the PNC bank right next door. This would provide better access directly to weis and DD.n/a Operational

Point 311744 drive Stopping or turning vehicles n/a

A flashing yellow arrow should be installed for the left turn lane at the intersection of Blue 

Course/Martin (heading north on Blue Course Dr.) to help clear traffic in the que lane. This could 

be restricted for certain times of the day should safety be an issue depending on traffic counts. Operational

Point 312019 drive Stopped buses cause delays, General congestion n/a n/a n/a

Point 312031 drive Stopping or turning vehicles n/a

If driving southbound and want to take a left turn, need to typically wait, suggest adding left 

turning lane light like northbound has. Operational
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Point 312049 drive Stopping or turning vehicles n/a

I assume that when the construction is completed that a turning arrow will allow more than ONE 

vehicle to turn left off of Clinton during rush hours in the morning since it appears to be a 

NASCAR competition for the vehicles turning right from Blue Course to keep us from making the 

turn. Operational

Point 312051 drive Pedestrians in the roadway, Stopping or turning vehicles, Other If you are coming from Clinton Avenue and wanting to turn left onto Atherton Street, the green light is very short.  Sometimes no cars make it through on a green light because they have to wait for oncoming traffic coming from Blue Course Drive.  The construction on Atherton Street the past few years has exacerbated this issue, but it's problematic even under normal traffic conditions.

Longer green light for left turns or a green arrow for those wanting to make a left turn instead of 

needing to yield to on-coming traffic and sometimes missing the light. Operational

Point 312054 drive Stopping or turning vehicles, Other If a driver wants to turn left from Atherton onto North Hills Place, this light offers no left turning arrow like the intersection at Atherton and Aaron.  It would be helpful if there were a left turning arrow here and also at the intersection of Atherton and Clinton for those wanting to turn left into Overlook Heights.n/a Operational

Point 312075 drive General congestion, Other Construction has turned Atherton Street into a nightmare for drivers. Causing people to speed thru lights and drive dangerously. It also pushes cars onto the side streets "Overlook Heights" to avoid constructionHave construction at nigh. Operational

Point 312120 drive Pedestrians in the roadway, Excessive vehicle speed, Stopping or turning vehicles n/a n/a Infrastructure

Point 312121 drive

Excessive vehicle speed, Stopped buses cause delays, General congestion, Stopping or 

turning vehicles n/a n/a n/a

Point 312254 drive Cyclists in the roadway, Excessive vehicle speed, General congestion terribly uneven pavement

crossing over Atherton on Clinton to Blue course needs to be smoother.  Please add signs for 

people to not block the cross road during red lights or we can not get our of our plan Infrastructure

Point 312285 drive Other Poor condition of road Repaving the road Infrastructure

Point 312288 drive Lack of connectivity n/a Continue the road to university Infrastructure

Point 312294 drive General congestion, Other The Plumbing Supply Trucks are frequently parked/loading on Clinton Avenue.  As I turn off of North Atherton Street these parked vehicles are in my path of travel ... and an empty lot is available for their work.  This is an area of congestion!Is the lot behind the Plumbing Supply available for their purchase and / or usage? Operational

Point 312348 drive Lack of connectivity n/a Connect Suburban Ave to Vairo or unblock the road that connects the two. Infrastructure

Point 312361 drive General congestion, Other Roads stopped for construction with no end in sight.  Also limited access to businesses in this area

Roads too narrow for easy turning for CATA buses - one almost side swiped me due to narrow 

turning radius. Infrastructure

Point 312374 drive General congestion n/a

General congestion and delay at this intersection for traffic exiting both Clinton Avenue and Blue 

Course Drive.  Transit priority takes time from Clinton Avenue - consider only having busses emit 

request for priority if behind schedule.  Consider looking at phasing change as well to potentially 

provide more capacity for Blue Course and Clinton by going split phase with dual left turns from 

Blue Course onto North Atherton. Operational

Point 312376 drive General congestion n/a

Protected/Prohibited left turn phase causes delay all day when there is little opposing traffic.  

Need to be careful about sight distance for opposing approach due to curvature in roadway if 

vehicle in opposing left turn lane for permissive turns.  Consider Flashing Yellow Arrow signal 

here with limitations on time of day as well of occupancy of opposing left turn lane as criteria for 

implementation of FYA, verses Prohibited operation Operational

Point 312638 drive General congestion, Other Left turns from Clinton south onto Atherton St. are becoming impossible with oncoming vehicle congestion from the west side of Atherton St. There is already a useful left turn arrow in the opposite direction at this intersection, from Blue Course Dr. turning north onto Atherton. A left turn arrow is needed to assist vehicles turning left from Clinton to proceed south on Atherton St.

A left turn arrow is needed to assist vehicles turning left from Clinton to proceed south on 

Atherton St. Operational

Polyline 1212326 drive Pedestrians in the roadway, General congestion n/a n/a n/a

Polyline 1212588 drive General congestion, Lack of connectivity n/a Where are their walkways on this property infrastructure

Polyline 1212593 drive General congestion, Lack of connectivity n/a

I use the service entrance to the Northland Center to get to the light at W. North Hills. This is a 

trip to the dentist. I think a road off of Martin Street to the light would help traffic flow. Infrastructure

Polyline 1212596 drive General congestion, Stopping or turning vehicles, Lack of connectivity n/a

I make this roughly 0.25 mile trek to/from home and daycare twice daily, 5x/week, to drop my 

daughters off to daycare.  It is HELL (to be blunt) thanks to the recent construction.  The ability to 

enter and sometimes exit Village Dr. changes almost minute-by-minute; I occasionally have to 

overshoot Village Dr. if it is unexpectedly blocked off and seek an alternative way into the area 

(I've even had to go 2 miles out of my way due to so many unexpected closures).  Furthermore, 

trying to turn left from my neighborhood (Overlook Heights - Clinton Drive) onto Atherton is 

AWFUL.  The temporary traffic signals occasionally are EXTREMELY short, and congestion in this 

area from the construction often means I have to wait multiple lights before I get a chance to 

turn onto Atherton - occasionally getting marooned in the middle of the intersection in the 

process.  Occasional flaggers will sometimes help me get into/out of Clinton and Village Dr., but 

again, it is extremely inconsistent, as with when, where, and whether I will experience issues.  In 

sum, living in Overlook Heights and trying to access the sites I need to daily is AWFUL.  AWFUL.  I 

understand that numerous construction issues need addressed - but WHY did the township let so 

many roadwork issues pile up to result in YEARS worth of roadwork?  The roads were already in 

atrocious shape - why did they let it get so bad that now people who don't have any alternate 

ways to access their homes, businesses, daycares, etc. are so majorly inconvenienced for an 

extremely long period of time? Infrastructure

Polyline 1212597 drive Stopped buses cause delays, General congestion, Stopping or turning vehicles n/a Widen the road, add a turning lane, anything to lessen the congestion. infrastructure

Polyline 1212598 drive

Pedestrians in the roadway, Stopped buses cause delays, General congestion, Stopping or 

turning vehicles Better turning lanes, more options for turning, in general better options for accessing local stores.n/a infrastructure

Polyline 1212601 drive Other Low visibility, steep hill

Trimming of shrubbery around the intersection, reconstruction the road so the hill on Cherry ln is 

not as steep Infrastructure

Polyline 1212602 drive Other Low visibility, steep hill

Trimming of shrubbery around the intersection, reconstruction the road so the hill on Cherry ln is 

not as steep Infrastructure

Polyline 1212604 drive Pedestrians in the roadway, Other High amount of people crossing on Blue Course, between Martin Street and Circleville Road, NOT using crosswalks.No jaywalking with enforcement on Blue Course Drive. Enforcement

Polyline 1212607 drive Stopped buses cause delays, General congestion, Other Left Turns onto Aaron Drive towards Park Forest.

A left turn signal would help make turning off Martin Street less challenging. A lot of times heavy 

traffic will make it difficult to turn especially as cars are coming off Atherton Street. Then if the 

cars are speeding through the intersection it can cause motorist to second guess safely turning 

left. Operational
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Polyline 1212609 drive General congestion, Other Traffic Light Timing/Left Turns

Having a left turn signal at this light would be helpful, especially considering the current light 

cycles through green quite quickly. Operational

Polyline 1212610 drive Other Traffic Light Timing It would be helpful to see the traffic signal make longer green light cycles. Operational

Polyline 1212616 drive

Pedestrians in the roadway, Cyclists in the roadway, Stopped buses cause delays, General 

congestion, Stopping or turning vehicles n/a n/a n/a

Polyline 1212617 drive Pedestrians in the roadway n/a Nope Operational

Polyline 1212622 drive General congestion n/a n/a n/a

Polyline 1212637 drive

Excessive vehicle speed, Stopped buses cause delays, General congestion, Stopping or 

turning vehicles n/a

bus stop pull offs

speed enforcement Infrastructure Enforcement

Polyline 1212814 drive

Pedestrians in the roadway, Cyclists in the roadway, Excessive vehicle speed, General 

congestion n/a Widen road, end construction, forbid game day travel to stadium infrastructure

Polyline 1213050 drive Stopped buses cause delays, General congestion n/a consider bus pull offs to allow traffic to pass Infrastructure

Polyline 1213302 drive

Pedestrians in the roadway, Excessive vehicle speed, Stopped buses cause delays, General 

congestion, Stopping or turning vehicles n/a n/a Enforcement

Polyline 1213631 drive General congestion, Lack of connectivity n/a add a few more bus stops. less road construction Infrastructure

Polyline 1213836 drive Pedestrians in the roadway, Cyclists in the roadway, Stopping or turning vehicles, Other Turning left out of Northland Center onto Blue Course drive, there are cars coming from Atherton, cars coming out of the Asian grocery store lot, possibly buses, pedestrians etc.  I find exiting this way to be somewhat risky, and I usually exit by taking the connector past the bank to Atherton, and turn right.

Encourage cars that plan to travel south on Atherton to exit Northland Center by driving directly 

to Atherton instead of turning right onto Blue Course then Right onto Atherton. Infrastructure

Polyline 1213875 drive Excessive vehicle speed, Other This is a blind spot area when driving from Atherton over the hill toward Cherry Hill Salon and the garage.n/a Enforcement

Polyline 1213913 drive

Excessive vehicle speed, General congestion, Stopping or turning vehicles, Lack of 

connectivity n/a There is no road connection from Denton Ave to the Weis parking area or to Martin St. Infrastructure

Polyline 1213914 drive Lack of connectivity n/a

Connect Clinton Ave to University Dr. or Rt.322 or 99  To alleviate traffic congestion on N. 

Atherton. This was suggested many years ago. Infrastructure

Polyline 1213960 drive Other n/a n/a n/a

Polyline 1213961 drive Other n/a n/a n/a

Polyline 1214522 drive General congestion n/a

It would be very nice if construction in this area ever ended.  I have worked at Penn State for 3.5 

years, and this area is constantly under construction.  Driving from Altoona, I now have to go 

through 4 different work zones on my drive to and from work.  This work should be done at night 

and two lanes of traffic should be open during ALL rush hours. n/a

Polyline 1214523 drive Excessive vehicle speed, General congestion, Stopping or turning vehicles n/a n/a n/a

Polyline 1214524 drive Stopped buses cause delays, General congestion n/a Make areas for the buses to pull off of the street. Infrastructure

Polyline 1214589 drive General congestion, Stopping or turning vehicles n/a

A possibility to turn left, out of the Rite Aid parking lot on to Atherton Street exists. This should 

be reevaluated for more limited access. Operational

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 312373 transit accessing the transit stop is difficult

It is unsafe to cross 5 lanes of traffic to access the bus stop.  Many times pedestrians are left 

stranded in the turning lane waiting to finish crossing the street. Safety

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 312605 transit the waiting area is crowded, transit stop is not well lighted

Need a shelter from the elements (rain & snow) and paved loading pad 

for bus boarding. Construct a shelter and paved boarding pad. Infrastructure

Cherry Lane and North 

Atherton Street 312606 transit

Accessing the transit strop is difficult, the waiting area is crowded, transit stop is not well 

lighted

Need a shelter from the elements (rain & snow) and paved loading pad 

for bus boarding.

Add a paved boarding pad and shelter -- boarding area near bottom of hill is often muddy and 

uneven. Infrastructure

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 312279 transit Frequency hampered by lack of density Upzone to mixed use - not only Atherton St but entire commercial zone rezoning

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 312320 transit

I like that there is a bus route going through the Overlook Heights 

neighborhood. It would be great if CATA re-added the noon time on the 

"A" route, that would be helpful. Operational

North Atherton and North 

Hills 308306 transit

Point 308386 transit Other

Please make this an EXPRESS stop on VE route, so as to allow mid-way 

stop between campus and Vairo Blvd, and allowing and encouraging 

commuters to use transit to access retail/restaurants.

VE stop here would provide alternate route options for riders of nearby 

A, N, W routes, and V riders.

Work with CATA to make this area a HUB to allow transfers, easy on, easy off, and access to 

retail/local services. Operational

Point 312593 transit There is no transit stop here, Vehicles are going too fast near the stop How do you get a regular CATA bus if all the bus stop along North Atherton are closed? Have to cross North Atherton to catch a bus at Giant. Previous comment referenced closed intersections or open intersections that have the pedestrian signs covered with black plastic? Overlook Heights is being completely isolated!n/a Operational

Point 312603 transit Lack of connectivity to walking or biking facilities, Other Need better sidewalk connection accessing Overlook Heights Construct a better boarding pad and sidewalk connections for boarding and getting off of a bus. Infrastructure

Point 312604 transit The waiting area is crowded/insufficient n/a Enlarge bus boarding area and add a shelter. Infrastructure

Polyline 1212603 transit Other Transit frequency could be improved

Combining the N and V services together (and making NE and VE services stop) would greatly 

increase frequency through the corridor - this would be a long term goal in conjunction with 

major zoning density increases Operational

Polyline 1213625 transit Vehicles are going too fast near the stop n/a There is a kiosk which is good. Is there a bike rack? Enforcement Infrastructure

Polyline 1213857 transit Other Low densities hamper increased frequency

Upzoning to mixed use (could even include student housing) to create a 'downtown' for Ferguson 

Township with much higher densities would allow for more transit service, helping everyone 

along the corridor Operational

Aaron Drive and Martin Street 312369 walk sidewalk ends; no sidewalk

construct missing sidewalks along Aaron Drive and Martin Street to make walking more 

convenient and reduce the need to cross the street at the intersection. Infrastructure

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 308498 walk I love this tunnel and I thought you should know how great it is!!!

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 311634 walk excessive vehicle speed Enforcement
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Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 312235 walk excessive vehicle speed

Lots of pedestrians crossing road from bike path from Tudek and 

apartments to bus stop. Crosswalks are far away. Major traffic hazard. 

Especially as vehicles come down hill on Blue Course at high speed 

Perhaps lower speed on Blue Course now that traffic volume is higher.

Better signage directing pedestrians to crosswalk. Lower speed of cars to increase safety. Bridge 

connecting bike paths on each side of road rather than crossing street. Infrastructure

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 312399 walk sidewalk condition, excessive vehicle speed, no crosswalk, lack of connectivity

This area has grown very busy. Lots of pedestrians crossing from apartments to bus stop. Bikes 

crossing road from Tudek Park bike path rather than following path to Circleville Rd. Intersection. 

Cars going very fast. The sidewalk is narrow and very close to road. Gets lots of kids on bikes 

accessing school.  Suggestions - lower speed on road (make 25MPH start clearly at Circleville 

rather than reduction to 35 just before Martin), maybe a pedestrian Island across from Blue 

Course commons would help improve pedestrian safety. Infrastructure

Cherry Lane and North 

Atherton Street 308025 walk No sidewalk, no crosswalk 

My granddaughter should walk to Radio Park, but there is no side walk on just one side so district 

buses instead of crossing guard at Atherton and Cherry lane. Infrastructure

Cherry Lane and North 

Atherton Street 1213947 walk Sidewalk condition, excessive vehicle speed, no crosswalk 

At best, this is a very unpleasant place to walk. At worst, it is a very 

hazardous place to walk. I walk between the Enterprise Car Rental on 

Clinton Avenue and the university. I would use it more for other reasons 

if it were more hospitable. Vehicles travel very fast along North 

Atherton. Buses are terrifying because they come so close to the 

sidewalk. This is a long-standing issue, which I have brought up to State 

College Borough's Transportation Commission (for the portion of North 

Atherton that crosses into the borough from Ferguson Township).

There needs to be some buffer between the street and the sidewalk. There is too much emphasis 

on moving cars and essentially none on moving bikes and pedestrians. Infrastructure

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 308033 walk sidewalk condition Side walk should run from Atherton continuously to The Greek and Joel Confer Toyota Infrastructure

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 308308 walk sidewalk ends; no sidewalk, shoulder is too narrow, excessive vehicle speed, no crosswalk Quicker pedestrian walking signals Operational

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 308696 walk

Last time I was crossing there, a walk sign came on, but cars were still 

turning and it was not safe to cross.

Possibly there could be a walk signal that would only be on when all other traffic is stopped.  In 

other words, if a pedestrian pushed the button they could cross while all traffic from every 

direction was stopped and waiting for the pedestrians to cross.  If traffic is allowed to turn left 

there on a green while pedestrians are crossing, it creates a dangerous situation. Safety operational

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 311850 walk

sidewalk condition, shoulder is too narrow, excessive vehicle speed, lack of enforcement, 

lack of connectivity to transit facilities

There are disjointed sections of sidewalk, but no sidewalks or bike lanes 

from the trailhead to any part of the neighborhood.  Cars are parked on 

both sides of the street.  Vehicles cut through the neighborhood from 

the car dealerships on both ends, as well as the auto repair shop 

(Monroe), test driving vehicles through the residential area.  Walking 

along Atherton in a rain storm is asking to get soaked from water run-off 

and high-speed vehicle splashes... Infrastructure

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 312132 walk

sidewalk condition, no shoulder, excessive vehicle speed, sidewalk not Americans with 

Disabilities Act (ADA) compliant, lack of enforcement

Timer does not give enough time to cross intersection if you are older or 

have mobility issue. Have to be youth and swift to avoid being hit!

I can see they are rebuilding the sidewalks BUT there still is not adequate time for a pedestrian to 

cross before light changes. Operational

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 312204 walk

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 312205 walk sidewalk condition, no shoulder Infrastructure

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 312238 walk sidewalk condition, excessive vehicle speed

Poor sight lines for cars turning right to see pedestrians behind utility 

box.

Redesign crossing to improve sight lines for cars and pedestrians, especially as cars often turn 

right at high speed onto N. Atherton. Perhaps make corner no right on red to ensure full stop. Infrastructure Safety

Herman Street and Martin 

Street 308742 walk excessive vehicle speed, no crosswalk

I always have problems crossing Martin Street here to get between the Park and stores in 

Northland Center. Infrastructure

Herman Street and Martin 

Street 311851 walk Hard to reach this "destination"

If you live on the east side of Atherton, it is very unsafe to reach the resources like Tudek Park 

without grave risk.  Once you get west of Atherton on Aaron Drive, conditions improve 

significantly.  Regarding access from the Blue Course intersection, I don't recall if the sidewalks 

there are continuous on the north side of Blue Course to Martin, but I wouldn't use that section 

of sidewalk because the road is even busier there with high speed traffic! Safety

Herman Street and Martin 

Street 312269 walk excessive vehicle speed, lack of enforcement Enforcement

Herman Street and Martin 

Street 312375 walk

Can something be done at the cross walks at Herman and Park Crest Terrace Apartments to 

enhance the safety for visually impaired pedestrians.  Signs, RRFB? Infrastructure

North Atherton and Aaron 

Drive 311849 walk

sidewalk ends; no sidewalk, shoulder is too narrow, drainage gates make facility unusable 

or hazardous, excessive vehicle speed, lack of enforcement

This intersection is a bit curved (SW corner, so visibility is poor for vehicle 

speeds). Vehicles from Aaron (W side) do not always look for pedestrians 

on the SW corner of the intersection - they look north for traffic only and 

turn on red coming down the hill to light).  Traffic is WAY TOO fast!  

Bicycle access is also very poor here due to grade and lack of lanes.

Could a pedestrian / bicycle bridge be installed since there is already an elevation change next to 

Rite Aide?  Other than that, probably decreasing speed further back Atherton...having 4-way stop 

lights for all pedestrian crossing...etc. Infrastructure

North Atherton and Aaron 

Drive 312203 walk excessive vehicle speed a safer crossing for pedestrians -- better lighting, and longer "walk lights" Infrastructure
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North Atherton and Aaron 

Drive 312266 walk excessive vehicle speed, no crosswalk, lack of enforcement cars run red lights Enforcement

North Atherton and Aaron 

Drive 312360 walk

sidewalk ends; no sidewalk, no shoulder, excessive vehicle speed, no crosswalk, sidewalk 

not American with Disabilities Act (ADA) compliant

The entire Overlook Heights neighborhood needs either sidewalks or a dedicated bike lane (could 

occur on the back side of Curtin, and also on the back side of Suburban Park) Infrastructure

North Atherton and North 

Hills 307976 walk sidewalk ends; no sidewalk Improve sidewalk conditions. Improve crossing safety. Bicycle lane? Infrastructure

North Atherton and North 

Hills 308007 walk sidewalk ends; no sidewalk, excessive vehicle speed, lack of enforcement traffic cut through

Traffic has been observed turning off Atherton at the Bank and cutting through either the 

Northland Center or Weis Plaza to avoid traffic and/or construction on Atherton. Enforcement

North Atherton and North 

Hills 308387 walk sidewalk ends; no sidewalk, no crosswalk

Sidewalk from Northland Center to corner on south side of cartway is 

interrupted and requires pedestrians to walk in same path as vehicle 

traffic exiting center. pedestrians are not visible, nor expected by 

vehicles as they exit the center onto Atherton St.

connect sidewalk

additionally add pedestrian strips to driveway crossing from Giant Gas Station to sidewalk. Infrastructure

North Atherton and North 

Hills 312022 walk

I am legally blind and live in Overlook Hts. I use this intersection daily to 

go to the Giant or the Weis. I would love to have the walk signals have 

some type of chirping sounds so I know when to cross. It is difficult to see 

all the way across Atherton at this intersection, Clinton Ave. and Aaron 

Dr. Chirping signals help tremendously. Operational

North Atherton and North 

Hills 312060 walk sidewalk condition, excessive vehicle speed, lack of enforcement more enforcement of speed limits and stopping for red lights Enforcement

North Atherton and North 

Hills 312267 walk excessive vehicle speed, no crosswalk, lack of enforcement Enforcement Infrastructure

Point 307966 walk Other This is a blind corner with CATA stops on both sides. Driving through this area is dangerous as CATA routinely switches drivers here as well.Move the CATA stops or widen the cartway Infrastructure

Point 307980 walk Other n/a

Just an FYI that, for reasons I am still struggling to understand, the Overlook Heights Park was 

dismantled a year ago and no longer exists.  I used this park on a near-daily basis with my toddler 

daughter and would've loved to've used it in the future with my new baby as well. Infrastructure

Point 307994 walk Other Usually do not cross at this intersection due to high amount of vehicular traffic at this intersection.Usually cross at North Hills Place or Cherry Lane when crossing North Atherton. Safety

Point 308032 walk No crosswalk n/a Add a crosswalk along Martin Street in front of entrance to Northland Center Infrastructure

Point 308496 walk Excessive vehicle speed, Other I would come to champs much more if this was part of their deck and not extra parking!  I feel unsafe crossing this during the dinner rush.n/a n/a

Point 308743 walk Excessive vehicle speed, No crosswalk n/a

Impossible to cross the street here even with a crosswalk. Traffic is always backed up with the 

traffic light, so there is never a break in traffic and no one stops for pedestrians here. Operational

Point 308744 walk

Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, Sidewalk condition, Sidewalk not Americans with Disabilities 

Act (ADA) compliant n/a

Crossing into the Giant plaza here from Tudek leaves you in a parking lot with no sidewalk or 

clear markings for pedestrians, and trying to turn the corner towards Brothers / Giant has weird 

sloping of the sidewalk that makes it impossible to get a stroller around it without dipping down 

into the street, which I imagine would be an ADA concern as well. Infrastructure

Point 308772 walk Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, Other although there is a pedestrian signal at this intersection, it often is not working.  Furthermore, since pedestrians must cross multiple highway lanes at the  same time as moving traffic, it is always risky.  Drivers do not like to give pedestrians the right of way.  It would be helpful if the pedestrian signal would stop traffic in all directions to allow pedestrians to cross in any direction including diagonally.  This arrangement would be helpful at intersections elsewhere in the township.Set signals to stop all traffic for pedestrians. Operational

Point 311635 walk Other Lack of signage n/a Infrastructure

Point 312046 walk Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, Excessive vehicle speed, Other Pedestrians are able to enter the Northland Shopping area via W. North Hills Place along 1 sidewalk then it ends. After that to enter the Giant mall you have to cross at the Weis/Giant stop signs or walk down the access road which has no sidewalks and cars go well above the posted 10-15 mph. Also just walking across the parking lots, both Giant and Weis, is dangerous because cars fly through the parking lots, and/or driving diagonally through the lots at 25mph.

see "other" comment on last page. Speed bumps(which snow plows hate), throughout the 

parking lots and in front of Weis Store(already in front of Giant). Sidewalk along access road from 

Blue Course to N Hills Place. Infrastructure

Point 312048 walk Excessive vehicle speed, Lack of enforcement n/a see previous walking point comment regarding Giant/Weis parking lot and access roads. Enforcement

Point 312052 walk Other I just want to thank the township and/or borough for maintaining this path.  I use it daily to commute to/from work and try to do my part to decrease traffic congestion.  I've lived here for 15 years and am not sure why the yellow stripe down the middle of the path was added - makes me feel like I'm following the yellow brick road on my way to work each morning!n/a Operational

Point 312206 walk Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, Sidewalk condition, No shoulder n/a

extend sidewalk all along Clinton avenue, in front of Bilo supplies, put pedestrian crossing across 

exit from Joel Confers infrastructure

Point 312240 walk Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, Sidewalk condition, No shoulder n/a Add sidewalk to connect with bike path from McKee street, Infrastructure

Point 312241 walk Sidewalk condition, Excessive vehicle speed n/a

Use sidewalk often to access Radio park School. See many drivers using martin to Cherry lane as a 

shortcut around traffic and traveling at high speed despite pedestrians and poor sight-lines 

(especially at Cherry/N. Atherton intersection). Safety

Point 312265 walk Excessive vehicle speed, Lack of enforcement n/a n/a Enforcement

Point 312268 walk Excessive vehicle speed, Other difficult to cross safely n/a Safety

Point 312319 walk Excessive vehicle speed, No crosswalk n/a n/a Infrastructure

Point 312349 walk Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, Shoulder is too narrow, Other The shoulder here between where the bike path meets the sidewalk and where you can turn toward Radio Park (but there isn't a sidewalk all the way to the school) is very narrow. On the other side of the sidewalk, the native plantings are really vigorous and crowd and overhang the sidewalk. It makes this stretch of sidewalk -- already by a very fast road -- feel very dangerous, particularly with children present.

Cut back the undergrowth on the inner side of the sidewalk. Connect the sidewalk to Radio Park. 

It would be great if the sidewalk could be further from the road. Infrastructure

Point 312370 walk Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk n/a

construct missing sidewalks along Cherry Lane and Martin Street to make walking more 

convenient and reduce the need to cross the street at the intersection. Infrastructure

Polyline 1212323 walk Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk n/a Add sidewalk. Infrastructure

Polyline 1212595 walk Sidewalk condition n/a

Traffic management at this intersection, in the form of a left turn arrow onto W. Aaron. Also, W. 

Aaron needs street lights for pedestrians at night. Operational

Polyline 1212605 walk Blank n/a More visible law enforcement at or near crosswalks Enforcement

Polyline 1212606 walk Excessive vehicle speed, Lack of enforcement, Other Heavy traffic.

Several vehicles will frequent Martin Street in effort to avoid traffic and/or construction on 

Atherton Street thus making it nearly impossible to find a break to cross Martin Street. Enforcement

Polyline 1212608 walk Excessive vehicle speed, Lack of enforcement Not enough time to cross Atherton before light changes. Even young people have to hustle. Hard if you’re older.n/a Operational

Polyline 1212886 walk Sidewalk condition, Excessive vehicle speed n/a n/a Infrastructure

Polyline 1213103 walk Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, Sidewalk condition, Lack of connectivity to transit facilities n/a Improve transit to Shopping Center Operational

Polyline 1213301 walk Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, Sidewalk condition, Excessive vehicle speed n/a n/a Infrastructure

Polyline 1213353 walk Excessive vehicle speed n/a n/a Enforcement
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Polyline 1213635 walk Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk n/a

Please install a sidewalk, bike path. It actually would be nice to connect the McKee street bike 

bath to the bike paths on Blue course Drive. Infrastructure

Polyline 1213642 walk Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, Excessive vehicle speed, No crosswalk n/a

Enforcement of current stop signs. Crosswalk into Northland Center parking lot.

Hedges are too high to see cross traffic when leaving Giant Enforcement

Polyline 1213806 walk Blank n/a

The light crossing Atherton seems to be 2 cars per light and not enough time to walk across. The 

timing was recently shortened. Operational

Polyline 1213855 walk Excessive vehicle speed, No crosswalk, Lack of connectivity to transit facilities n/a

A mid-block crosswalk with refuge in the center lane to connect the CATA bus stops to the Asian 

Market and Giant - people cross here all the time Infrastructure

Polyline 1213856 walk Lack of connectivity to transit facilities n/a

Walking/biking and eventually road connection to Martin St would start a street grid which could 

allow for more density and walkability infrastructure

Polyline 1213905 walk

Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, Sidewalk condition, Excessive vehicle speed, No crosswalk, 

Lack of enforcement n/a

Need Sidewalks from North Hills Place (which is not identified on map) to Northland Center.  No 

side walks there or one that ends abruptly and goes no where. Infrastructure

Polyline 1213906 walk Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, Excessive vehicle speed, No crosswalk, Lack of enforcement n/a

Lack of sidewalks to access Weis market and other businesses on N. Atherton and Martin St. No 

crosswalk/signals from Denton to other side of N. Atherton. Infrastructure

Polyline 1213907 walk Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, No shoulder, Excessive vehicle speed, Lack of enforcement n/a

Once you cross N Atherton at North Hills Place there is no sidewalk on the south side of the road. 

You have to walk in the road way. The sidewalk needs to enter Northland Center and provide a 

marked path to the center. Infrastructure

Polyline 1213908 walk Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, No crosswalk, Lack of enforcement n/a Need sidewalk that connects to the Weis Market to N Atherton by Denten Ave Infrastructure

Polyline 1213911 walk

Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, No shoulder, Excessive vehicle speed, No crosswalk, Lack of 

enforcement n/a Sidewalk along Aaron Drive that safely crosses N Atherton St Infrastructure

Polyline 1214595 walk

Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, Sidewalk condition, Excessive vehicle speed, Lack of 

enforcement n/a If North Hill is also closed, how is an elderly pedestrian supposed to get to Giant? Infrastructure

Polyline 1214618 walk Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, Other Extend sidewalk all the way to North Atherton n/a infrastructure
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Aaron Drive and Martin Street 307967 bike

The busy nature of this intersection and the heavy traffic makes this 

location dangerous to cross as a pedestrian or a bicyclist.

Left turns onto W. Aaron are hard to make via car, so the drivers are very focused on oncoming 

traffic during green lights. I think a left turn with arrow might help this situation. Or, move the 

pedestrian and bicycle crossing away from the intersection. Safety

Aaron Drive and Martin Street 307975 drive general congestion

Consider extending the northbound turning arrow from Martin St. to W. Aaron 

Drive during rush hour(s) Operational

Aaron Drive and Martin Street 307983 drive stopping or turning vehicles

There should be a green arrow for turning left from Martin onto Aaron. LOTS of cars want to turn 

left and there are too many cars coming straight from the opposite direction. It feels unsafe as 

people try and zip through to make a left on an orange light because they don't want to wait 

through multiple light cycles. Operational

Aaron Drive and Martin Street 307986 drive stopping or turning vehicles

Please add left turn arrows to the traffic lights at the corner of Martin and Aaron!!  It is near 

impossible to turn from Martin onto Aaron heading into Park Forest and sometimes one has to 

wait several cycles, backing up traffic.  Also, I have witnessed multiple near-accidents because 

people turning try to "beat" oncoming traffic. Operational

Aaron Drive and Martin Street 307989 drive pedestrians in the roadway

Provide crossing for bus passengers crossing Aaron here by all these apartment and townhouse 

complexes Infrastructure

Aaron Drive and Martin Street 307990 drive

Vehicles  turning left at the l ight here - hurrying to do so just after the 

light changes, even if there are oncoming cars Have a green arrow here OR enforcement Operational Enforcement

Aaron Drive and Martin Street 312282 drive general congestion, stopping or turning vehicles Turn lanes for Aaron st onto Martin Infrastructure

Aaron Drive and Martin Street 312341 drive general congestion

There needs to be a left turn signal here, for cars turning off Martin onto 

W. Aaron Dr.

During busy times, often only one car or none at all can make a left turn while the light is green. 

Very often I see cars turning left on red, because if they didn't, they would never turn at all. Operational

Aaron Drive and Martin Street 312556 drive general congestion, stopping or turning vehicles Operational

Aaron Drive and Martin Street 312579 drive excessive vehicle speed Cars turning left from Martin to Aaron sometimes race to get through the yellow light. Safety Enforcement

Aaron Drive and Martin Street 312369 walk sidewalk ends; no sidewalk

construct missing sidewalks along Aaron Drive and Martin Street to make walking more 

convenient and reduce the need to cross the street at the intersection. Infrastructure

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 307963 bike lack of bike lane, travel lanes are too narrow

Create a bike lane on the road.  The sidewalks are small and it's tight when 2 bicyclists need to 

pass each other. Infrastructure

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 311681 bike

Please make sure that when the construction is done at RP there is still 

access to the bike path from Cherry Lane Infrastructure

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 312346 bike no shoulder, lack of protected bike lane, vehicles are going too fast, lack of enforcement Need a bike lane to connect to Circleville Bike path. Infrastructure

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 312409 bike lack of bike lane, lack of connectivity No sidewalk or bike lane, no connectivity to bike path Infrastructure

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 312410 bike lack of protected bike lane

This is a dangerous intersection for bicyclists.  Cars turning from Blue 

Course or from Circleville are moving quickly and can't be easily seen by 

cyclists when the cars come from behind, especially cars coming around 

the curve on Circleville to the intersection.  At a minimum, better 

warning signs for drivers are needed. Improving the bike crossing would 

be best. Safety

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 308072 drive pedestrians in the roadway No sidewalk on the northbound section of the road here. People walking in road is a hazard. Infrastructure

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 308424 drive pedestrians in the roadway, cyclists in the roadway

Pedestrians cross 4-lanes of traffic to get to the bus stop.  No crosswalk 

in the vicinity and not well lit in the evening. Move bus stop to a safer location where pedestrians can cross safely. Infrastructure Safety

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 312028 drive Stopping or turning vehicles Operational

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 312119 drive General congestion

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 312236 drive

pedestrians in the roadway, cyclists in the roadway, excessive vehicle speed, general 

congestion, stopping or turning vehicles

Add left turn signals for all traffic direction. With increase in housing in area traffic volume at this 

intersection has increased considerably. Especially at peak hours there are often near miss 

collisions between cars, pedestrians and bikes as cars turn at high speeds. operational

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 312286 drive excessive vehicle speed Enforcement

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 312373 transit accessing the transit stop is difficult

It is unsafe to cross 5 lanes of traffic to access the bus stop.  Many times pedestrians are left 

stranded in the turning lane waiting to finish crossing the street. Safety

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 312605 transit the waiting area is crowded, transit stop is not well lighted

Need a shelter from the elements (rain & snow) and paved loading pad 

for bus boarding. Construct a shelter and paved boarding pad. Infrastructure

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 308498 walk I love this tunnel and I thought you should know how great it is!!!

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 311634 walk excessive vehicle speed Enforcement

Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 312235 walk excessive vehicle speed

Lots of pedestrians crossing road from bike path from Tudek and 

apartments to bus stop. Crosswalks are far away. Major traffic hazard. 

Especially as vehicles come down hill on Blue Course at high speed 

Perhaps lower speed on Blue Course now that traffic volume is higher.

Better signage directing pedestrians to crosswalk. Lower speed of cars to increase safety. Bridge 

connecting bike paths on each side of road rather than crossing street. Infrastructure
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Blue Course Drive and 

Circleville Road 312399 walk sidewalk condition, excessive vehicle speed, no crosswalk, lack of connectivity

This area has grown very busy. Lots of pedestrians crossing from apartments to bus stop. Bikes 

crossing road from Tudek Park bike path rather than following path to Circleville Rd. Intersection. 

Cars going very fast. The sidewalk is narrow and very close to road. Gets lots of kids on bikes 

accessing school.  Suggestions - lower speed on road (make 25MPH start clearly at Circleville 

rather than reduction to 35 just before Martin), maybe a pedestrian Island across from Blue 

Course commons would help improve pedestrian safety. Infrastructure

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 307971 bike lack of bike lane, lack of protected bike lane

I would like a good pedestrian crossing/bicycle crossing along this road to improve access from 

the Tudek park bicycle lanes and the apartments in general. The young street trees also hurt 

visibility. Long term they will be great. Infrastructure

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 307972 drive

pedestrians in the roadway, cyclists in the roadway, general congestion, lack of 

connectivity

When leaving Radio Park Elem on Martin St and making a left onto Blue 

Course, a light with an arrow would be safer and easier to navigate this 

busy intersection Adding an arrow to the traffic light at Martin/Blue Course (leaving Radio Park Elem) Operational

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 307981 drive stopped buses cause delays Bus pull outs Infrastructure

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 307982 drive general congestion, lack of connectivity Infrastructure

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 307991 drive

Ugliness of back of property when so many are using it as their entrance 

to the shopping center.

Beautify the Martin Street side of the North Hills plaza to make it nicer and a more legitimate 

entry point.

Community 

Engagement

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 307992 drive general congestion, stopping or turning vehicles

An arrow for the cars turning onto Blue Course from Martin St. There is often congestion here. An 

arrow would keep the flow going. Operational

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane)

308026

drive stopping or turning vehicles

Left turn from Blue Course to Martin ST should be better marked. Danger of people turning to 

apartment complex because white line goes back so far, but it has to. Safety

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 308028 drive

pedestrians in the roadway, cyclists in the roadway, excessive vehicle speed, stopped 

buses cause delays, general congestion, stopping or turning vehicles, lack of connectivity Buses are always causing congestion, pedestrians walking in front of cars. Safety Operational

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 308058 drive stopped buses cause delays, stopping or turning vehicles

The volume of bus riders creates problems, people park and ride from there. With the amount of 

traffic on Martin Street due to Atherton construction makes this dangerous. Operational Safety

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 308097 drive pedestrians in the roadway The stop lights at the cross roads are only about a second long.

Make the stop lights at the crossroads of North Atherton (Blue Course/Clinton and W. Aaron) last 

more than one-to-two seconds. Operational

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane)

308392

drive

Inability to make left turns onto Martin from Blue Course when light is 

green. Allow left turns to yield on green. (Remove protected/prohibited). Operational

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 308673 drive

excessive vehicle speed, stopped buses cause delays, general congestion, stopping or 

turning vehicles

The bus stop for CATA at Park Crest Lane should be off of the road--this causes so much 

congestion at peak hours. Infrastructure

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 308675 drive general congestion The light at Blue Course and Martin, left turn lane arrow

The left turn lane from Blue Course Drive onto Martin Street should turn into a green yield after 

the green arrow--this would help with congestion in the left lane as well as congestion on Martin 

Street, since it would allow cars to turn in intervals, reducing the amount of cars on martin street 

at once. Operational

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 308733 drive general congestion, stopping or turning vehicles

Coming from Cherry Ln to Blue Course on Martin St, and needing to turn left is nearly impossible 

during commuting times. Operational

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 308762 drive Stopping or turning vehicles Need a left turn arrow going from Cherry lane onto Blue course Drive. Operational

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 308763 drive stopped buses cause delays Need bus pull off areas on Martin Street Infrastructure

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 311715 drive stopped buses cause delays

If I recall in both the southbound and northbound sides of Martin St. Only 1 bus stop between 

blue course and Aaron has a turnout lane . Given growing traffic volume and associated GOS 

decline , all bust stops should be redesigned to have a turnout lane at bus stops and all CATA 

drivers should be made aware of necessity of using them ( knew from personal experience they 

sometimes don't use the one near bowling alley) Infrastructure

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 311743 drive pedestrians in the roadway, stopped buses cause delays, stopping or turning vehicles Heading south on Martin St.: A pull off for buses should be installed to maintain traffic flow. Infrastructure

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 312029 drive pedestrians in the roadway, stopped buses cause delays, general congestion Add Bus Lanes along Martin St. Infrastructure

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 312237 drive

pedestrians in the roadway, cyclists in the roadway, excessive vehicle speed, stopped 

buses cause delays, general congestion, stopping or turning vehicles

Need to rethink turn signals and pedestrian flow especially at peak times as school busses are 

turning. As cars cross Blue Course on Martin they can either turn left or go straight and often see 

near miss collisions as cars/busses are turning out of Radio Park. Pedestrians are often crossing 

against the light which adds to confusion. Safety Operational
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Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 312552 drive general congestion

The timing at this light needs adjusted.  It stays green for a very short amount of time for those of 

us who are on Martin Street.  Sometimes, the traffic traveling northwest on Martin Street and 

turning left onto Blue Course Drive can only get one or two cars through before the light turns 

yellow/red.  Perhaps give traffic traveling in that direction an extended left-arrow turn so that 

they don't have to drive against oncoming traffic? Operational

Blue Course Drive and Martin 

Street (include area of Park 

Crest Lane) 312554 drive stopped buses cause delays, general congestion, stopping or turning vehicles Operational

Cherry Lane and North 

Atherton Street 308494 bike Lack of protected bike lane Road construction made travel unsafe

Improved sensors for commuter bicyclists and better enforcement of construction crews who 

block the roadway Enforcement

Cherry Lane and North 

Atherton Street 308734 bike

Traffic lights do not respond to bicycles. As a cyclist, I try to maintain my 

lane as a vehicle, but if the light won't turn, I need to access the 

pedestrian walk button instead. This puts me at an awkward position as 

a cyclist because vehicles will attempt to turn right around me, which is 

unsafe. If the light would turn for cyclists, or the walk signal would work 

faster, crossing Atherton as a cyclist would be safer. Safety

Cherry Lane and North 

Atherton Street 308151 drive Pedestrians in the roadway, cyclists in the roadway Steep drop causing cars to scratch road/damage car

Two things: first, Atherton is unsafe to cross. I work nearby and hear it from parents with children 

all the time. Please consider bigger, brighter crosswalks. Second, the steep drop from Cherry to 

Atherton is damaging cars and causing them to stay in the line of traffic longer to slow down 

through that turn. Please regrade. Safety Infrastructure

Cherry Lane and North 

Atherton Street 308697 drive

Seen cars traveling on Atherton heading north run stop light at that 

intersection.

Northbound traffic is approaching traffic light at bottom of hill, so maybe light needs to be yellow 

for longer or maybe cars are not seeing it as well (esp. at sunset) so maybe a flashing red light 

would help. Operational

Cherry Lane and North 

Atherton Street 312030 drive

Cherry Street here is too Steep, need to find a way to make it a softer 

grade. Infrastructure

Cherry Lane and North 

Atherton Street 312295 drive

Despite ALL of the construction, the timing of North Atherton lights is 

extraordinary.  Thank you for your efforts to make this timing work for 

us.

Keep up the good work and next time there is construction on North Atherton, insist that the job 

be bid for 24 hour work, seven days a week to get the job finished in short order! Operational

Cherry Lane and North 

Atherton Street 312551 drive

The Cherry Lane/Atherton Street intersection needs to be improved.  

Traffic turning off of Atherton has slow down significantly in order to 

turn onto Cherry Lane without their bottoms scraping the road.  I'm not 

sure what the technical term is for this (maybe "grading"?), but 

essentially, the entrance to Cherry Lane is too steep. Improve the entrance to Cherry Lane. Infrastructure

Cherry Lane and North 

Atherton Street 312606 transit

Accessing the transit strop is difficult, the waiting area is crowded, transit stop is not well 

lighted

Need a shelter from the elements (rain & snow) and paved loading pad 

for bus boarding.

Add a paved boarding pad and shelter -- boarding area near bottom of hill is often muddy and 

uneven. Infrastructure

Cherry Lane and North 

Atherton Street 308025 walk No sidewalk, no crosswalk 

My granddaughter should walk to Radio Park, but there is no side walk on just one side so district 

buses instead of crossing guard at Atherton and Cherry lane. Infrastructure

Cherry Lane and North 

Atherton Street 1213947 walk Sidewalk condition, excessive vehicle speed, no crosswalk 

At best, this is a very unpleasant place to walk. At worst, it is a very 

hazardous place to walk. I walk between the Enterprise Car Rental on 

Clinton Avenue and the university. I would use it more for other reasons 

if it were more hospitable. Vehicles travel very fast along North 

Atherton. Buses are terrifying because they come so close to the 

sidewalk. This is a long-standing issue, which I have brought up to State 

College Borough's Transportation Commission (for the portion of North 

Atherton that crosses into the borough from Ferguson Township).

There needs to be some buffer between the street and the sidewalk. There is too much emphasis 

on moving cars and essentially none on moving bikes and pedestrians. Infrastructure

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 308388 bike lack of bike lane, lack of protected bike lane

Consider bikeway as a vital part of this intersection. 

Bicyclists share the road with traffic, much of it making a right turn onto 

Southbound Atherton St. Note that cyclist include younger riders...cyclist 

need access to pedestrian-crossing-button so as to lengthen "walk" time 

to cross Atherton Infrastructure

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 308735 bike

Traffic lights do not respond to bicycles. As a cyclist, I try to maintain my 

lane as a vehicle, but if the light won't turn, I need to access the 

pedestrian walk button instead. This puts me at an awkward position as 

a cyclist because vehicles will attempt to turn right around me, which is 

unsafe. If the light would turn for cyclists, or the walk signal would work 

faster, crossing Atherton as a cyclist would be safer. Safety

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 311807 bike

lack of bike lane, lack of protected bike lane, vehicles are going too fast, lack of 

enforcement Enforcement

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 312264 bike no connectivity on Allen Street a bridge over the stream bed connecting Allen Street to avoid Atherton Street Infrastructure
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Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 312636 bike lack of bike lane

This intersection is unsafe for pedestrians because vehicles turn right on 

red lights and ignore pedestrian walk signs. Desperately needs the 

"pedestrian scramble" solution -- vehicle all-way stop allowing 

pedestrians to cross in all directions safely. Also unsafe for bicycles 

because the bike path along Blue Course Drive does not extend to this 

intersection, requiring bicycles to enter vehicle lanes on Blue Course Dr. 

and merge with vehicle traffic going at too high a speed for safe merging.

1) Pedestrian scramble; 2) extend Blue Course bicycle path into and across the intersection to 

improve there approach from west of Atherton St. to the Clinton-McKee St bike path. Safety

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 1213381 bike

lack of bike lane, lack of protected bike lane, travel lanes are too narrow, vehicles are 

going too fast allow for safe bicycle travel Safety

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 307970 drive

Cars entering and exiting the Waffle Shop via N. Atherton St.  Access and 

egress can be restricted to Clinton Ave. for added safety. Restrict access and egress to and from the Waffle Shop to Clinton Ave. to alleviate safety hazard Safety

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 307985 drive stopping or turning vehicles Operational

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 308495 drive stopping or turning vehicles Poor signal timing. I wait here forever to make left turns towards town. Operational

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 311677 drive

There is no need for a left turn light off Blue Course onto Atherton 

Northbound. There are generally only a car or two leaving the 

neighborhood that they would have to wait for, if any. Instead cars 

leaving the neighborhood have to wait at a red light with no one coming 

to go straight or turn left onto Atherton southbound. Eliminate the left turn light. Operational

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 312074 drive excessive vehicle speed

Cars using N. Allen Street to avoid Atherton, speeding and not stopping 

at stop signs. Also, N. Allen has a high number of cars parked on the 

street which makes it unsafe for cyclist, walkers and people walking their 

pets. Ticket cars parked on the street. Have police monitor the N. Allen Street for speeders. Enforcement

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 312287 drive general congestion

Have a right turn arrow for those on Blue Course during the same time as 

the left hand turn for the cars on Atherton Operational

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 312555 drive

pedestrians in the roadway, excessive vehicle speed, general congestion, stopping or 

turning vehicles Operational

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 1212638 drive

pedestrians in the roadway, cyclists in the roadway, excessive vehicle speed, stopped 

buses cause delays, general congestion, stopping or turning vehicles

Width of Blue Course Drive when pulling out of Northland Centre parking 

lot to the south. Very dangerous with bikes, pedestrians, cars & buses to 

get pulled across all lanes to make a right turn onto Atherton. Safety

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 312279 transit Frequency hampered by lack of density Upzone to mixed use - not only Atherton St but entire commercial zone rezoning

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 312320 transit

I like that there is a bus route going through the Overlook Heights 

neighborhood. It would be great if CATA re-added the noon time on the 

"A" route, that would be helpful. Operational

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 308033 walk sidewalk condition Side walk should run from Atherton continuously to The Greek and Joel Confer Toyota Infrastructure

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 308308 walk sidewalk ends; no sidewalk, shoulder is too narrow, excessive vehicle speed, no crosswalk Quicker pedestrian walking signals Operational

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 308696 walk

Last time I was crossing there, a walk sign came on, but cars were still 

turning and it was not safe to cross.

Possibly there could be a walk signal that would only be on when all other traffic is stopped.  In 

other words, if a pedestrian pushed the button they could cross while all traffic from every 

direction was stopped and waiting for the pedestrians to cross.  If traffic is allowed to turn left 

there on a green while pedestrians are crossing, it creates a dangerous situation. Safety operational

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 311850 walk

sidewalk condition, shoulder is too narrow, excessive vehicle speed, lack of enforcement, 

lack of connectivity to transit facilities

There are disjointed sections of sidewalk, but no sidewalks or bike lanes 

from the trailhead to any part of the neighborhood.  Cars are parked on 

both sides of the street.  Vehicles cut through the neighborhood from 

the car dealerships on both ends, as well as the auto repair shop 

(Monroe), test driving vehicles through the residential area.  Walking 

along Atherton in a rain storm is asking to get soaked from water run-off 

and high-speed vehicle splashes... Infrastructure

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 312132 walk

sidewalk condition, no shoulder, excessive vehicle speed, sidewalk not Americans with 

Disabilities Act (ADA) compliant, lack of enforcement

Timer does not give enough time to cross intersection if you are older or 

have mobility issue. Have to be youth and swift to avoid being hit!

I can see they are rebuilding the sidewalks BUT there still is not adequate time for a pedestrian to 

cross before light changes. Operational

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 312204 walk

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 312205 walk sidewalk condition, no shoulder Infrastructure

Clinton Avenue and North 

Atherton Street 312238 walk sidewalk condition, excessive vehicle speed

Poor sight lines for cars turning right to see pedestrians behind utility 

box.

Redesign crossing to improve sight lines for cars and pedestrians, especially as cars often turn 

right at high speed onto N. Atherton. Perhaps make corner no right on red to ensure full stop. Infrastructure Safety

Herman Street and Martin 

Street 307977 bike lack of bike lane, lack of protected bike lane

Improve crossing at this location, Herman Drive is a great route for a pedestrian and  bicycle 

crossing.to services across Martin Street. Infrastructure

Herman Street and Martin 

Street 307973 drive general congestion, stopping or turning vehicles Traffic study to determine need for a traffic light at Herman Dr. and Martin St. Infrastructure
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Herman Street and Martin 

Street 312118 drive stopped buses cause delays Operational

Herman Street and Martin 

Street 312239 drive

pedestrians in the roadway, cyclists in the roadway, excessive vehicle speed, stopped 

buses cause delays, general congestion, stopping or turning vehicles

Excessive speed is an issue on Martin. Perhaps physical features like speed bumps could help slow 

flow. Also congestion due to busses stopped at peak times. Enforcement

Herman Street and Martin 

Street 312284 drive excessive vehicle speed, stopped buses cause delays A pull off area for busses to load and unload people Infrastructure

Herman Street and Martin 

Street 312400 drive

Pedestrians in the roadway, cyclists in the roadway, excessive vehicle speed, stopped 

buses cause delays, general congestion

Road is narrow for all the traffic it gets. Busses stopped to load can back up traffic considerably. 

Maybe create more bus pull ins by redesigning sidewalk so they can load safely. Also, people go 

very fast on road. Maybe measures to calm traffic would help. Infrastructure

Herman Street and Martin 

Street 312574 drive

pedestrians in the roadway, cyclists in the roadway, stopped buses cause delays, general 

congestion, stopping or turning vehicles It is very difficult to turn left when leaving Tudek Park. Operational

Herman Street and Martin 

Street 308742 walk excessive vehicle speed, no crosswalk

I always have problems crossing Martin Street here to get between the Park and stores in 

Northland Center. Infrastructure

Herman Street and Martin 

Street 311851 walk Hard to reach this "destination"

If you live on the east side of Atherton, it is very unsafe to reach the resources like Tudek Park 

without grave risk.  Once you get west of Atherton on Aaron Drive, conditions improve 

significantly.  Regarding access from the Blue Course intersection, I don't recall if the sidewalks 

there are continuous on the north side of Blue Course to Martin, but I wouldn't use that section 

of sidewalk because the road is even busier there with high speed traffic! Safety

Herman Street and Martin 

Street 312269 walk excessive vehicle speed, lack of enforcement Enforcement

Herman Street and Martin 

Street 312375 walk

Can something be done at the cross walks at Herman and Park Crest Terrace Apartments to 

enhance the safety for visually impaired pedestrians.  Signs, RRFB? Infrastructure

North Atherton and Aaron 

Drive 308391 bike lack of bike lane, lack of protected bike lane

Consider bikeway as a vital part of this intersection. 

Cyclists are crossing Atherton her to/from Suburban Park and Arboretum 

connections (thru Overlook Heights) and going to/from Tudek Pk and 

Park Forest/Park Hills neighborhoods. Note that cyclist include younger 

riders...cyclist need access to pedestrian-crossing-button so as to 

lengthen "walk" time to cross Atherton St. Infrastructure

North Atherton and Aaron 

Drive 311805 bike lack of bike lane, lack of protected bike lane, vehicles are going too fast Infrastructure Enforcement

North Atherton and Aaron 

Drive 308393 drive Road profile causes vehicle to bottom out. Smooth out road profile between Aaron to Atherton. Infrastructure

North Atherton and Aaron 

Drive 312053 drive

When traveling by car from the East Aaron (near Rite Aid) to West Aaron 

(dealership), the road has a steep slope.  If a driver goes too quickly 

through this intersection (trying to make the light or delayed by other 

traffic), they can bottom out on the road because it's so steep.

It would be helpful if those wanting to go straight on Aaron (across Atherton) could use the right 

lane instead of the middle lane.  The right lane seems to be a little less steep in slope. Infrastructure

North Atherton and Aaron 

Drive 312289 drive excessive vehicle speed Enforcement

North Atherton and Aaron 

Drive 312642 drive general congestion, stopping or turning vehicles

The intersection is situated on an angle instead of forming a standard "+" so the vehicles turning 

east and west onto Aaron Drive almost always collide.  There are noticeable close calls each day 

and we have witnessed several accidents when cars are turning left in opposite directions Safety

North Atherton and Aaron 

Drive 311849 walk

sidewalk ends; no sidewalk, shoulder is too narrow, drainage gates make facility unusable 

or hazardous, excessive vehicle speed, lack of enforcement

This intersection is a bit curved (SW corner, so visibility is poor for vehicle 

speeds). Vehicles from Aaron (W side) do not always look for pedestrians 

on the SW corner of the intersection - they look north for traffic only and 

turn on red coming down the hill to light).  Traffic is WAY TOO fast!  

Bicycle access is also very poor here due to grade and lack of lanes.

Could a pedestrian / bicycle bridge be installed since there is already an elevation change next to 

Rite Aide?  Other than that, probably decreasing speed further back Atherton...having 4-way stop 

lights for all pedestrian crossing...etc. Infrastructure

North Atherton and Aaron 

Drive 312203 walk excessive vehicle speed a safer crossing for pedestrians -- better lighting, and longer "walk lights" Infrastructure

North Atherton and Aaron 

Drive 312266 walk excessive vehicle speed, no crosswalk, lack of enforcement cars run red lights Enforcement

North Atherton and Aaron 

Drive 312360 walk

sidewalk ends; no sidewalk, no shoulder, excessive vehicle speed, no crosswalk, sidewalk 

not American with Disabilities Act (ADA) compliant

The entire Overlook Heights neighborhood needs either sidewalks or a dedicated bike lane (could 

occur on the back side of Curtin, and also on the back side of Suburban Park) Infrastructure

North Atherton and North 

Hills 308389 bike lack of bike lane, lack of protected bike lane

Consider bikeway as a vital part of this intersection. 

Bicyclists share the road with traffic, much of it making a right turn onto 

Southbound Atherton St. Note that cyclist include younger riders...cyclist 

need access to pedestrian-crossing-button so as to lengthen "walk" time 

to cross Atherton Infrastructure

North Atherton and North 

Hills 311676 bike

lights prioritize vehicles, pushing ped xing button does not seem to work, 

light only changes once a vehicle shows up. And this also prioritizes 

vehicles coming from shopping center over the neighborhood Give pedestrians and bikes equal standing to get across the street. Infrastructure

North Atherton and North 

Hills 311806 bike

lack of bike lane, lack of protected bike lane, vehicles are going too fast, lack of 

enforcement Infrastructure Enforcement
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North Atherton and North 

Hills 312411 drive

The light timing crossing Atherton onto Hill is too short. Add a few 

seconds.  If you are not in the first few cars, or if you are walking or 

cycling, you have too little time to cross before the light changes. Operational

North Atherton and North 

Hills 308306 transit

North Atherton and North 

Hills 307976 walk sidewalk ends; no sidewalk Improve sidewalk conditions. Improve crossing safety. Bicycle lane? Infrastructure

North Atherton and North 

Hills 308007 walk sidewalk ends; no sidewalk, excessive vehicle speed, lack of enforcement traffic cut through

Traffic has been observed turning off Atherton at the Bank and cutting through either the 

Northland Center or Weis Plaza to avoid traffic and/or construction on Atherton. Enforcement

North Atherton and North 

Hills 308387 walk sidewalk ends; no sidewalk, no crosswalk

Sidewalk from Northland Center to corner on south side of cartway is 

interrupted and requires pedestrians to walk in same path as vehicle 

traffic exiting center. pedestrians are not visible, nor expected by 

vehicles as they exit the center onto Atherton St.

connect sidewalk

additionally add pedestrian strips to driveway crossing from Giant Gas Station to sidewalk. Infrastructure

North Atherton and North 

Hills 312022 walk

I am legally blind and live in Overlook Hts. I use this intersection daily to 

go to the Giant or the Weis. I would love to have the walk signals have 

some type of chirping sounds so I know when to cross. It is difficult to see 

all the way across Atherton at this intersection, Clinton Ave. and Aaron 

Dr. Chirping signals help tremendously. Operational

North Atherton and North 

Hills 312060 walk sidewalk condition, excessive vehicle speed, lack of enforcement more enforcement of speed limits and stopping for red lights Enforcement

North Atherton and North 

Hills 312267 walk excessive vehicle speed, no crosswalk, lack of enforcement Enforcement Infrastructure

Point 306219 bike Lack of connectivity to transit facilities, Other Shared use path needs extended beyond Atherton Street.

If the shared use path was extended beyond Atherton Street would the small section within State 

College Borough become an issue? Infrastructure

Point 307964 bike Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane, Vehicles are going too fast n/a

The stretch from where the bike path ends back near blue course to Atherton is pretty bad.  The 

sidewalk is narrow, and a lot of the dips between parking lots lead you towards traffic, which is 

going too fast.  Then, when you try and cross Atherton using the sidewalk (Atherton to Clinton), 

nobody can see you because all of the light/power poles that block the vision of the cars turning 

right to head downtown.  I typically need to jump from the sidewalk into the road around 

Enterprise car, get in the lane on Blue Course that goes straight though the light to Clinton.  It can 

get a little hairy at times but I feel safer doing that rather than using the cross walk. Infrastructure Safety

Point 307979 bike

No shoulder, Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane, Travel lanes are too narrow, 

Lack of enforcement, Other Due to the recent construction, my husband cannot reliably ride his bike to our daycare to help me drop our daughters off in the mornings.  He used to be able to do this periodically, but now finds that there may or may not be a huge hole on the sidewalk preventing safe and easy use.  The lack of reliable information about when, how, if, etc. this area of the sidewalk will be inaccessible is highly frustrating.

Reliable and consistent communication and scheduling about when this area will be open or 

closed. Operational

Point 308390 bike Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane

Consider bikeway as a vital part of this intersection. 

Bicyclists share the road with traffic, much of it just starting to slow down 

from Blue Course and not expecting pedestrians/bikes. Note that cyclist 

include younger riders...cyclist need access to pedestrian-crossing-button 

so as to lengthen walk" time to cross Blue Course Dr."

Consider bikeway as a vital part of this intersection. 

Bicyclists share the road with traffic, much of it just starting to slow down from Blue Course and 

not expecting pedestrians/bikes. Note that cyclist include younger riders...cyclist need access to 

pedestrian-crossing-button so as to lengthen walk" time to cross Blue Course Dr." Infrastructure

Point 308394 bike

Shoulder is too narrow, Poor shoulder condition, Lack of bike lane, Drainage grates make 

facility unusable or hazardous

Cyclist traveling north and southbound on east side of Atherton Street 

share narrow sidewalk with pedestrians 

 at pinch point over top of Big Hollow culvert, then turn into Cherry Lane 

to meet Allen Street to ride to campus (as an alternate to biking thru 

Overlook Hts to Big Hollow bike path to Sunset Park)"

Widen sidewalk here to accommodate pedestrians and cyclist

Consider landscaping plan (work w student project to transform this area into an asset that 

people WANT to explore) in this area that includes a foot bridge and bikeway" across culvert." infrastructure

Point 308499 bike

Poor shoulder condition, Travel lanes need swept, Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike 

lane, Vehicles are going too fast, Buses block roadway, Other This is one of the sketchiest areas I've ridden because of the blind turns, slight elevation changes, and big vehicles.n/a Safety

Point 308670 bike

Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane, Drainage grates make facility unusable or 

hazardous, Other The SCASD site should be part of riding routes. Especially, getting from bike path across the site corner up to Cherry lane. From there getting to Northland center or over to CVS occurs safely. I.e.. Connectivity to bike routes/paths.

Noted before. And a possible set of way finding signs can help, new residents annually travel by 

bike safely that is fun. Signs could go showing  biking via Tudek park, Radio Park school, Overlook 

heights as examples. Infrastructure

Point 308736 bike Other Traffic lights do not respond to bicycles. As a cyclist, I try to maintain my lane as a vehicle, but if the light won't turn, I need to access the pedestrian walk button instead. This puts me at an awkward position as a cyclist because vehicles will attempt to turn right around me, which is unsafe. If the light would turn for cyclists, or the walk signal would work faster, crossing Atherton as a cyclist would be safer.

Traffic lights do not respond to bicycles. As a cyclist, I try to maintain my lane as a vehicle, but if 

the light won't turn, I need to access the pedestrian walk button instead. This puts me at an 

awkward position as a cyclist because vehicles will attempt to turn right around me, which is 

unsafe. If the light would turn for cyclists, or the walk signal would work faster, crossing Atherton 

as a cyclist would be safer. Operational

Point 308737 bike

No shoulder, Shoulder is too narrow, Poor shoulder condition, Lack of bike lane, Lack of 

protected bike lane n/a Have a shoulder, bike lane, or bike path. Infrastructure

Point 308738 bike

No shoulder, Shoulder is too narrow, Poor shoulder condition, Lack of bike lane, Lack of 

protected bike lane, Travel lanes are too narrow, Vehicles are going too fast n/a Have a shoulder, bike lane, or bike path. infrastructure

Point 308739 bike

No shoulder, Shoulder is too narrow, Poor shoulder condition, Lack of bike lane, Lack of 

protected bike lane, Travel lanes are too narrow, Vehicles are going too fast n/a Have a shoulder, bike lane, or bike path. infrastructure
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Point 308740 bike

No shoulder, Shoulder is too narrow, Poor shoulder condition, Lack of bike lane, Lack of 

protected bike lane, Vehicles are going too fast n/a

I need to connect the Blue Course bike path to Atherton somewhere in this area. I can choose 

Cherry Ln or Blue Course, both of which are bad options. Cherry Ln has a big hill which causes 

blind spots for cars possibly not seeing me on a bike. Blue Course has vehicles moving much too 

quickly, and not expecting me to take the correct turning lane, resulting in unsafe cycling 

approaching the Atherton intersection. Bike lanes, especially indicating cyclists in turning lanes 

here would really help. Infrastructure

Point 308741 bike

No shoulder, Shoulder is too narrow, Poor shoulder condition, Lack of bike lane, Lack of 

protected bike lane, Vehicles are going too fast n/a

The bike path ends too far back on Blue Course. It would be great if it would connect up to 

Atherton, where most of the shopping on this end of town is. It only gets me so far, then I have to 

ride in narrow lanes or unsafely on sidewalks. Infrastructure

Point 311679 bike Lack of bike lane, Other When you go through the neighborhoods rather than take the bike path the sidewalk is the only safe place to get over the old railroad bed at Atherton. It would be nice to have a wider path here so pedestrians and bikes can use it at the same time.n/a Infrastructure

Point 311693 bike Vehicles are going too fast, Other Better signalization for crossing, more time n/a Safety

Point 311804 bike Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane, Vehicles are going too fast n/a n/a n/a

Point 312347 bike No shoulder, Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane, Travel lanes are too narrow n/a

Need bike lane and bike/pedestrian bridge over N. Atherton that connects McKee St bike path to 

Circleville bike path. infrastructure

Point 312359 bike Lack of protected bike lane, Travel lanes are too narrow, Vehicles are going too fast n/a n/a Infrastructure

Point 312408 bike Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane, Vehicles are going too fast n/a Safe way to cross Atherton Infrastructure

Point 306222 drive Stopped buses cause delays n/a Build bus pull-off areas. Infrastructure

Point 307968 drive Stopped buses cause delays n/a CATA  Bus pull-off lanes Infrastructure

Point 307984 drive Lack of connectivity n/a

The intersection between Weis Market and the Northland Center (near the Giant gas station) 

needs help! You can't see all the cars in the intersection and it feel dangerous. Infrastructure

Point 307987 drive Other Tall shrubbery creates multiple blind spots in Northland Center parking lot

Please cut down the large bushes and shrubs in the Northland Center parking lot - they are at the 

end of every lane and make it very difficult to see pedestrians or traffic around the corner. Infrastructure

Point 307988 drive Pedestrians in the roadway n/a Add a sidewalk to the north side of the street. Infrastructure

Point 307993 drive Other Low visibility Low visibility in both directions when leaving Discovery Space  turning onto Cherry Ln. Infrastructure

Point 308003 drive Other Hard to exit Discovery Space and turn left. n/a n/a

Point 308005 drive Pedestrians in the roadway, Cyclists in the roadway n/a Adherence to crosswalks by students running across four lanes of traffic. Enforcement

Point 308006 drive Excessive vehicle speed, General congestion, Stopping or turning vehicles n/a

Turning left onto Blue Course Drive when exiting the gas station is nearly impossible. With traffic 

turning onto and off Atherton Street, it can be dangerous turning onto Blue Course Drive because 

as soon as the road clears, a car turning off Atherton can be right in front by the time you get into 

the fourth lane. In addition, traffic coming off Blue Course Drive will often cut through the gas 

station to avoid the traffic light when turning onto Atherton Street. The cut through traffic in the 

past has almost came into contact with Gas Station customers turning off Atherton Street. Operational

Point 308030 drive

Pedestrians in the roadway, Cyclists in the roadway, Excessive vehicle speed, Stopped 

buses cause delays, Stopping or turning vehicles, Other No crosswalk on pavement; bus pull off would be good idea.

clearly marked crosswalks. Bus pull offs.  Turning lane driving south on Martin Street to turn left 

into Northland Center. Infrastructure

Point 308031 drive Pedestrians in the roadway, Excessive vehicle speed, Stopped buses cause delays n/a Bus pull off needed Infrastructure

Point 308034 drive Excessive vehicle speed, General congestion, Stopping or turning vehicles n/a

Going on Martin Street from Aaron Drive to Atherton there should be a dedicated turning lane to 

turn from Martin into the Best Buy Plaza and a turning lane to turn right onto Atherton instead of 

a combined turning lane/straight lane.  Also, the traffic light to get across this intersection is too 

short. infrastructure

Point 308071 drive General congestion Making left turns onto Blue Course coming from the school A left turn arrow at the red light Operational

Point 308074 drive Pedestrians in the roadway n/a

People cross Blue Course to get to the bus stops, but there is no crosswalk here. There should be 

a crosswalk. When driving car, it is hard to see people, especially at night. I worry for their safety. Infrastructure

Point 308150 drive General congestion, Stopping or turning vehicles, Other There is no turn arrow for 3 of the 4 directions so people turn at unsafe times when traffic is backed up.Please add a green turn arrow to each of the 4 directions. Operational

Point 308379 drive Pedestrians in the roadway, Other Unsafe pedestrian crossings to access bus stop on east side of Blue Course Dr.Move bus stop or add pedestrian crossing. Infrastructure

Point 308425 drive General congestion, Other Cannot make a safe left hand turn. Limit access onto Blue Course Drive as a right-hand turn only. Operational

Point 308700 drive Other No left turn arrow from martin onto W. Aaron.  Only one car gets through a light cycle. With more cars avoiding Atherton, this backs up.  Cars are more aggressive turning left here because of it.

A left turn arrow from Martin St turning left onto West Aaron (if you are driving from Giant 

towards Best Buy). Operational

Point 308764 drive Other signal detection

Vehicles stopped in all  four directions and the light takes forever to detect them and change.  

Nothing moving! Operational

Point 308765 drive General congestion n/a Need a left turn arrow going from Blue course taking a left to Cherry lane. Operational

Point 311680 drive Stopping or turning vehicles, Other The "no left turn" here seems overly protective, especially since you can make a turn into the PNC bank right next door. This would provide better access directly to weis and DD.n/a Operational

Point 311744 drive Stopping or turning vehicles n/a

A flashing yellow arrow should be installed for the left turn lane at the intersection of Blue 

Course/Martin (heading north on Blue Course Dr.) to help clear traffic in the que lane. This could 

be restricted for certain times of the day should safety be an issue depending on traffic counts. Operational

Point 312019 drive Stopped buses cause delays, General congestion n/a n/a n/a

Point 312031 drive Stopping or turning vehicles n/a

If driving southbound and want to take a left turn, need to typically wait, suggest adding left 

turning lane light like northbound has. Operational

Point 312049 drive Stopping or turning vehicles n/a

I assume that when the construction is completed that a turning arrow will allow more than ONE 

vehicle to turn left off of Clinton during rush hours in the morning since it appears to be a 

NASCAR competition for the vehicles turning right from Blue Course to keep us from making the 

turn. Operational

Point 312051 drive Pedestrians in the roadway, Stopping or turning vehicles, Other If you are coming from Clinton Avenue and wanting to turn left onto Atherton Street, the green light is very short.  Sometimes no cars make it through on a green light because they have to wait for oncoming traffic coming from Blue Course Drive.  The construction on Atherton Street the past few years has exacerbated this issue, but it's problematic even under normal traffic conditions.

Longer green light for left turns or a green arrow for those wanting to make a left turn instead of 

needing to yield to on-coming traffic and sometimes missing the light. Operational

Point 312054 drive Stopping or turning vehicles, Other If a driver wants to turn left from Atherton onto North Hills Place, this light offers no left turning arrow like the intersection at Atherton and Aaron.  It would be helpful if there were a left turning arrow here and also at the intersection of Atherton and Clinton for those wanting to turn left into Overlook Heights.n/a Operational

Point 312075 drive General congestion, Other Construction has turned Atherton Street into a nightmare for drivers. Causing people to speed thru lights and drive dangerously. It also pushes cars onto the side streets "Overlook Heights" to avoid constructionHave construction at nigh. Operational
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Point 312120 drive Pedestrians in the roadway, Excessive vehicle speed, Stopping or turning vehicles n/a n/a Infrastructure

Point 312121 drive

Excessive vehicle speed, Stopped buses cause delays, General congestion, Stopping or 

turning vehicles n/a n/a n/a

Point 312254 drive Cyclists in the roadway, Excessive vehicle speed, General congestion terribly uneven pavement

crossing over Atherton on Clinton to Blue course needs to be smoother.  Please add signs for 

people to not block the cross road during red lights or we can not get our of our plan Infrastructure

Point 312285 drive Other Poor condition of road Repaving the road Infrastructure

Point 312288 drive Lack of connectivity n/a Continue the road to university Infrastructure

Point 312294 drive General congestion, Other The Plumbing Supply Trucks are frequently parked/loading on Clinton Avenue.  As I turn off of North Atherton Street these parked vehicles are in my path of travel ... and an empty lot is available for their work.  This is an area of congestion!Is the lot behind the Plumbing Supply available for their purchase and / or usage? Operational

Point 312348 drive Lack of connectivity n/a Connect Suburban Ave to Vairo or unblock the road that connects the two. Infrastructure

Point 312361 drive General congestion, Other Roads stopped for construction with no end in sight.  Also limited access to businesses in this area

Roads too narrow for easy turning for CATA buses - one almost side swiped me due to narrow 

turning radius. Infrastructure

Point 312374 drive General congestion n/a

General congestion and delay at this intersection for traffic exiting both Clinton Avenue and Blue 

Course Drive.  Transit priority takes time from Clinton Avenue - consider only having busses emit 

request for priority if behind schedule.  Consider looking at phasing change as well to potentially 

provide more capacity for Blue Course and Clinton by going split phase with dual left turns from 

Blue Course onto North Atherton. Operational

Point 312376 drive General congestion n/a

Protected/Prohibited left turn phase causes delay all day when there is little opposing traffic.  

Need to be careful about sight distance for opposing approach due to curvature in roadway if 

vehicle in opposing left turn lane for permissive turns.  Consider Flashing Yellow Arrow signal 

here with limitations on time of day as well of occupancy of opposing left turn lane as criteria for 

implementation of FYA, verses Prohibited operation Operational

Point 312638 drive General congestion, Other Left turns from Clinton south onto Atherton St. are becoming impossible with oncoming vehicle congestion from the west side of Atherton St. There is already a useful left turn arrow in the opposite direction at this intersection, from Blue Course Dr. turning north onto Atherton. A left turn arrow is needed to assist vehicles turning left from Clinton to proceed south on Atherton St.

A left turn arrow is needed to assist vehicles turning left from Clinton to proceed south on 

Atherton St. Operational

Point 308386 transit Other

Please make this an EXPRESS stop on VE route, so as to allow mid-way 

stop between campus and Vairo Blvd, and allowing and encouraging 

commuters to use transit to access retail/restaurants.

VE stop here would provide alternate route options for riders of nearby 

A, N, W routes, and V riders.

Work with CATA to make this area a HUB to allow transfers, easy on, easy off, and access to 

retail/local services. Operational

Point 312593 transit There is no transit stop here, Vehicles are going too fast near the stop How do you get a regular CATA bus if all the bus stop along North Atherton are closed? Have to cross North Atherton to catch a bus at Giant. Previous comment referenced closed intersections or open intersections that have the pedestrian signs covered with black plastic? Overlook Heights is being completely isolated!n/a Operational

Point 312603 transit Lack of connectivity to walking or biking facilities, Other Need better sidewalk connection accessing Overlook Heights Construct a better boarding pad and sidewalk connections for boarding and getting off of a bus. Infrastructure

Point 312604 transit The waiting area is crowded/insufficient n/a Enlarge bus boarding area and add a shelter. Infrastructure

Point 307966 walk Other This is a blind corner with CATA stops on both sides. Driving through this area is dangerous as CATA routinely switches drivers here as well.Move the CATA stops or widen the cartway Infrastructure

Point 307980 walk Other n/a

Just an FYI that, for reasons I am still struggling to understand, the Overlook Heights Park was 

dismantled a year ago and no longer exists.  I used this park on a near-daily basis with my toddler 

daughter and would've loved to've used it in the future with my new baby as well. Infrastructure

Point 307994 walk Other Usually do not cross at this intersection due to high amount of vehicular traffic at this intersection.Usually cross at North Hills Place or Cherry Lane when crossing North Atherton. Safety

Point 308032 walk No crosswalk n/a Add a crosswalk along Martin Street in front of entrance to Northland Center Infrastructure

Point 308496 walk Excessive vehicle speed, Other I would come to champs much more if this was part of their deck and not extra parking!  I feel unsafe crossing this during the dinner rush.n/a n/a

Point 308743 walk Excessive vehicle speed, No crosswalk n/a

Impossible to cross the street here even with a crosswalk. Traffic is always backed up with the 

traffic light, so there is never a break in traffic and no one stops for pedestrians here. Operational

Point 308744 walk

Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, Sidewalk condition, Sidewalk not Americans with Disabilities 

Act (ADA) compliant n/a

Crossing into the Giant plaza here from Tudek leaves you in a parking lot with no sidewalk or 

clear markings for pedestrians, and trying to turn the corner towards Brothers / Giant has weird 

sloping of the sidewalk that makes it impossible to get a stroller around it without dipping down 

into the street, which I imagine would be an ADA concern as well. Infrastructure

Point 308772 walk Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, Other although there is a pedestrian signal at this intersection, it often is not working.  Furthermore, since pedestrians must cross multiple highway lanes at the  same time as moving traffic, it is always risky.  Drivers do not like to give pedestrians the right of way.  It would be helpful if the pedestrian signal would stop traffic in all directions to allow pedestrians to cross in any direction including diagonally.  This arrangement would be helpful at intersections elsewhere in the township.Set signals to stop all traffic for pedestrians. Operational

Point 311635 walk Other Lack of signage n/a Infrastructure

Point 312046 walk Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, Excessive vehicle speed, Other Pedestrians are able to enter the Northland Shopping area via W. North Hills Place along 1 sidewalk then it ends. After that to enter the Giant mall you have to cross at the Weis/Giant stop signs or walk down the access road which has no sidewalks and cars go well above the posted 10-15 mph. Also just walking across the parking lots, both Giant and Weis, is dangerous because cars fly through the parking lots, and/or driving diagonally through the lots at 25mph.

see "other" comment on last page. Speed bumps(which snow plows hate), throughout the 

parking lots and in front of Weis Store(already in front of Giant). Sidewalk along access road from 

Blue Course to N Hills Place. Infrastructure

Point 312048 walk Excessive vehicle speed, Lack of enforcement n/a see previous walking point comment regarding Giant/Weis parking lot and access roads. Enforcement

Point 312052 walk Other I just want to thank the township and/or borough for maintaining this path.  I use it daily to commute to/from work and try to do my part to decrease traffic congestion.  I've lived here for 15 years and am not sure why the yellow stripe down the middle of the path was added - makes me feel like I'm following the yellow brick road on my way to work each morning!n/a Operational

Point 312206 walk Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, Sidewalk condition, No shoulder n/a

extend sidewalk all along Clinton avenue, in front of Bilo supplies, put pedestrian crossing across 

exit from Joel Confers infrastructure

Point 312240 walk Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, Sidewalk condition, No shoulder n/a Add sidewalk to connect with bike path from McKee street, Infrastructure

Point 312241 walk Sidewalk condition, Excessive vehicle speed n/a

Use sidewalk often to access Radio park School. See many drivers using martin to Cherry lane as a 

shortcut around traffic and traveling at high speed despite pedestrians and poor sight-lines 

(especially at Cherry/N. Atherton intersection). Safety

Point 312265 walk Excessive vehicle speed, Lack of enforcement n/a n/a Enforcement

Point 312268 walk Excessive vehicle speed, Other difficult to cross safely n/a Safety

Point 312319 walk Excessive vehicle speed, No crosswalk n/a n/a Infrastructure

Point 312349 walk Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, Shoulder is too narrow, Other The shoulder here between where the bike path meets the sidewalk and where you can turn toward Radio Park (but there isn't a sidewalk all the way to the school) is very narrow. On the other side of the sidewalk, the native plantings are really vigorous and crowd and overhang the sidewalk. It makes this stretch of sidewalk -- already by a very fast road -- feel very dangerous, particularly with children present.

Cut back the undergrowth on the inner side of the sidewalk. Connect the sidewalk to Radio Park. 

It would be great if the sidewalk could be further from the road. Infrastructure
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Point 312370 walk Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk n/a

construct missing sidewalks along Cherry Lane and Martin Street to make walking more 

convenient and reduce the need to cross the street at the intersection. Infrastructure

Polyline 1212589 bike Lack of bike lane, Vehicles are going too fast n/a

The bike path turns into a narrow sidewalk and can make biking pretty treacherous.  It's 

especially difficult to cross Atherton over to Clinton because of the heavy traffic turning right to 

go downtown, and they can't see you when you try and use the cross walk because of all the 

electrical boxes and light poles.  I find it safer to jump in the road by Enterprise, but I need to 

time it correctly and pedal my butt off so nobody rides into me that isn't paying attention. Infrastructure

Polyline 1212591 bike Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane n/a Improve access from Tudek Park bicycle trails to business and services in Northland Center. Infrastructure

Polyline 1212594 bike Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane n/a

I typically travel through Teaberry and the Golf Course to Penn State University. It would be a 

significantly shorter journey if I could safely cross North Atherton at Cherry Lane. I also suspect 

that parents who work at Penn State would be more likely to bicycle commute with their children 

(via a stop at Radio Park) if this route was an option. Infrastructure

Polyline 1212615 bike Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane n/a Extend Tudek/Circleville Bikeway from Evergreen Townhomes to Clinton/McKee Bikeway infrastructure

Polyline 1213023 bike Lack of bike lane n/a Add a bike lane Infrastructure

Polyline 1213048 bike

Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane, Lack of connectivity to transit facilities, 

Other No bike path connection from blue course to McKee st path study to determine where a bike lane/bike path could be placed to connect these Infrastructure

Polyline 1213049 bike Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane n/a no connection from tudek park to suburban park. Infrastructure

Polyline 1213081 bike Lack of bike lane, Lack of connectivity to transit facilities There is no safe way to get from bike lane coming out of Tudek or coming up along Radio Park Elementary to connect to the bike lane that runs from Sunset Park to Vairo Blvd.

It is also difficult to cross Atherton on this route due to the light not being pedestrian/bike 

friendly (no ramp off sidewalk prior to construction at least). Infrastructure operational

Polyline 1213082 bike Lack of bike lane, Travel lanes are too narrow n/a

It is very narrow here and heavily traveled by buses, so I avoid this section on my bike when I can.  

It does not allow cars six feet in which to pass a bike. Infrastructure

Polyline 1213141 bike

No shoulder, Shoulder is too narrow, Poor shoulder condition, Lack of bike lane, Lack of 

protected bike lane, Vehicles are going too fast n/a

This route gets you from Tudek to Dairy Queen - a very family friendly route, but a horrible one to 

walk or bike. The left onto Martin is difficult with fast moving traffic, and traveling on Martin on a 

bike is scary with no room for vehicles to pass you. Operational Enforcement

Polyline 1213376 bike No shoulder, Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane, Vehicles are going too fast n/a

There is a missing connection from the bike path coming out of Tudek to connect in to the Bike 

Path that starts at Overlook Park.  The opportunities to cross N Atherton safely are limited as 

well. Infrastructure

Polyline 1213626 bike

Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane, Travel lanes are too narrow, Drainage grates 

make facility unusable or hazardous, Vehicles are going too fast, Lack of connectivity to 

transit facilities Going down Blue Course Bike/Walk path is wonderful, but if I want to get to Northland Shopping or through on Martin Street, I either have to get onto the road, or ride on the pedestrian only sidewalk. It is not well constructed nor marked for bicycle traffic. A lot happens at that intersection and it is difficult to merge from the bike path to the intersection to safely make a left turn onto Martin Street.Improve sidewalk by widening to extend bike path to service Northland Mall and Martin Street. Infrastructure

Polyline 1213627 bike

No shoulder, Shoulder is too narrow, Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane, Travel 

lanes are too narrow, Drainage grates make facility unusable or hazardous, Vehicles are 

going too fast, Buses block roadway Riding on Martin Street to access Wal Mart Plaza is dangerous on a bicycle. Uphill cycling is hard enough, but now I have to go on the sidewalk, cut through parking lots in Northland, and negotiate intersections made for cars only.Bike lane all along Martin Street to extend from Blue Course bike path to Wal Mart Plaza. Infrastructure

Polyline 1213858 bike Lack of bike lane n/a

Connection (path through ditch or bridge)  across railroad ROW to Village Dr and Allen St for 

access to campus without having to walk along Atherton Infrastructure

Polyline 1213904 bike

No shoulder, Shoulder is too narrow, Poor shoulder condition, Lack of bike lane, Lack of 

protected bike lane, Travel lanes are too narrow, Vehicles are going too fast, Lack of 

enforcement, Lack of connectivity to transit facilities n/a

Bike lane that travels along Clinton and Blue Course drive that connects McKee St and Circleville 

Bike Path. Infrastructure

Polyline 1213909 bike

No shoulder, Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane, Travel lanes are too narrow, 

Vehicles are going too fast, Lack of enforcement n/a Need a developed bike path that connects the McKee St Bike Path to Circleville Bike Path infrastructure

Polyline 1213910 bike

Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane, Travel lanes are too narrow, Vehicles are 

going too fast, Lack of enforcement, Lack of connectivity to transit facilities n/a

There are no bike lanes or sidewalks on W. Aaron Dr.  or safe pedestrian crosswalks over N. 

Atherton. Infrastructure Safety

Polyline 1213912 bike

Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane, Travel lanes are too narrow, Vehicles are 

going too fast, Lack of enforcement n/a Need a bike lane or path along Aaron Drive that connects Overlook to Martin Street infrastructure

Polyline 1213940 bike

Lack of bike lane, Lack of protected bike lane, Travel lanes are too narrow, Vehicles are 

going too fast n/a

Getting from the Borough to the bike paths at this intersection is very difficult and often 

dangerous. infrastructure

Polyline 1213948 bike Other Incomplete bike facility or sidewalks. n/a infrastructure

Polyline 1213958 bike Other n/a n/a n/a

Polyline 1213959 bike Other n/a n/a n/a

Polyline 1212326 drive Pedestrians in the roadway, General congestion n/a n/a n/a

Polyline 1212588 drive General congestion, Lack of connectivity n/a Where are their walkways on this property infrastructure

Polyline 1212593 drive General congestion, Lack of connectivity n/a

I use the service entrance to the Northland Center to get to the light at W. North Hills. This is a 

trip to the dentist. I think a road off of Martin Street to the light would help traffic flow. Infrastructure
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Polyline 1212596 drive General congestion, Stopping or turning vehicles, Lack of connectivity n/a

I make this roughly 0.25 mile trek to/from home and daycare twice daily, 5x/week, to drop my 

daughters off to daycare.  It is HELL (to be blunt) thanks to the recent construction.  The ability to 

enter and sometimes exit Village Dr. changes almost minute-by-minute; I occasionally have to 

overshoot Village Dr. if it is unexpectedly blocked off and seek an alternative way into the area 

(I've even had to go 2 miles out of my way due to so many unexpected closures).  Furthermore, 

trying to turn left from my neighborhood (Overlook Heights - Clinton Drive) onto Atherton is 

AWFUL.  The temporary traffic signals occasionally are EXTREMELY short, and congestion in this 

area from the construction often means I have to wait multiple lights before I get a chance to 

turn onto Atherton - occasionally getting marooned in the middle of the intersection in the 

process.  Occasional flaggers will sometimes help me get into/out of Clinton and Village Dr., but 

again, it is extremely inconsistent, as with when, where, and whether I will experience issues.  In 

sum, living in Overlook Heights and trying to access the sites I need to daily is AWFUL.  AWFUL.  I 

understand that numerous construction issues need addressed - but WHY did the township let so 

many roadwork issues pile up to result in YEARS worth of roadwork?  The roads were already in 

atrocious shape - why did they let it get so bad that now people who don't have any alternate 

ways to access their homes, businesses, daycares, etc. are so majorly inconvenienced for an 

extremely long period of time? Infrastructure

Polyline 1212597 drive Stopped buses cause delays, General congestion, Stopping or turning vehicles n/a Widen the road, add a turning lane, anything to lessen the congestion. infrastructure

Polyline 1212598 drive

Pedestrians in the roadway, Stopped buses cause delays, General congestion, Stopping or 

turning vehicles Better turning lanes, more options for turning, in general better options for accessing local stores.n/a infrastructure

Polyline 1212601 drive Other Low visibility, steep hill

Trimming of shrubbery around the intersection, reconstruction the road so the hill on Cherry ln is 

not as steep Infrastructure

Polyline 1212602 drive Other Low visibility, steep hill

Trimming of shrubbery around the intersection, reconstruction the road so the hill on Cherry ln is 

not as steep Infrastructure

Polyline 1212604 drive Pedestrians in the roadway, Other High amount of people crossing on Blue Course, between Martin Street and Circleville Road, NOT using crosswalks.No jaywalking with enforcement on Blue Course Drive. Enforcement

Polyline 1212607 drive Stopped buses cause delays, General congestion, Other Left Turns onto Aaron Drive towards Park Forest.

A left turn signal would help make turning off Martin Street less challenging. A lot of times heavy 

traffic will make it difficult to turn especially as cars are coming off Atherton Street. Then if the 

cars are speeding through the intersection it can cause motorist to second guess safely turning 

left. Operational

Polyline 1212609 drive General congestion, Other Traffic Light Timing/Left Turns

Having a left turn signal at this light would be helpful, especially considering the current light 

cycles through green quite quickly. Operational

Polyline 1212610 drive Other Traffic Light Timing It would be helpful to see the traffic signal make longer green light cycles. Operational

Polyline 1212616 drive

Pedestrians in the roadway, Cyclists in the roadway, Stopped buses cause delays, General 

congestion, Stopping or turning vehicles n/a n/a n/a

Polyline 1212617 drive Pedestrians in the roadway n/a Nope Operational

Polyline 1212622 drive General congestion n/a n/a n/a

Polyline 1212637 drive

Excessive vehicle speed, Stopped buses cause delays, General congestion, Stopping or 

turning vehicles n/a

bus stop pull offs

speed enforcement Infrastructure Enforcement

Polyline 1212814 drive

Pedestrians in the roadway, Cyclists in the roadway, Excessive vehicle speed, General 

congestion n/a Widen road, end construction, forbid game day travel to stadium infrastructure

Polyline 1213050 drive Stopped buses cause delays, General congestion n/a consider bus pull offs to allow traffic to pass Infrastructure

Polyline 1213302 drive

Pedestrians in the roadway, Excessive vehicle speed, Stopped buses cause delays, General 

congestion, Stopping or turning vehicles n/a n/a Enforcement

Polyline 1213631 drive General congestion, Lack of connectivity n/a add a few more bus stops. less road construction Infrastructure

Polyline 1213836 drive Pedestrians in the roadway, Cyclists in the roadway, Stopping or turning vehicles, Other Turning left out of Northland Center onto Blue Course drive, there are cars coming from Atherton, cars coming out of the Asian grocery store lot, possibly buses, pedestrians etc.  I find exiting this way to be somewhat risky, and I usually exit by taking the connector past the bank to Atherton, and turn right.

Encourage cars that plan to travel south on Atherton to exit Northland Center by driving directly 

to Atherton instead of turning right onto Blue Course then Right onto Atherton. Infrastructure

Polyline 1213875 drive Excessive vehicle speed, Other This is a blind spot area when driving from Atherton over the hill toward Cherry Hill Salon and the garage.n/a Enforcement

Polyline 1213913 drive

Excessive vehicle speed, General congestion, Stopping or turning vehicles, Lack of 

connectivity n/a There is no road connection from Denton Ave to the Weis parking area or to Martin St. Infrastructure

Polyline 1213914 drive Lack of connectivity n/a

Connect Clinton Ave to University Dr. or Rt.322 or 99  To alleviate traffic congestion on N. 

Atherton. This was suggested many years ago. Infrastructure

Polyline 1213960 drive Other n/a n/a n/a

Polyline 1213961 drive Other n/a n/a n/a

Polyline 1214522 drive General congestion n/a

It would be very nice if construction in this area ever ended.  I have worked at Penn State for 3.5 

years, and this area is constantly under construction.  Driving from Altoona, I now have to go 

through 4 different work zones on my drive to and from work.  This work should be done at night 

and two lanes of traffic should be open during ALL rush hours. n/a

Polyline 1214523 drive Excessive vehicle speed, General congestion, Stopping or turning vehicles n/a n/a n/a

Polyline 1214524 drive Stopped buses cause delays, General congestion n/a Make areas for the buses to pull off of the street. Infrastructure

Polyline 1214589 drive General congestion, Stopping or turning vehicles n/a

A possibility to turn left, out of the Rite Aid parking lot on to Atherton Street exists. This should 

be reevaluated for more limited access. Operational

Polyline 1212603 transit Other Transit frequency could be improved

Combining the N and V services together (and making NE and VE services stop) would greatly 

increase frequency through the corridor - this would be a long term goal in conjunction with 

major zoning density increases Operational

Polyline 1213625 transit Vehicles are going too fast near the stop n/a There is a kiosk which is good. Is there a bike rack? Enforcement Infrastructure

Polyline 1213857 transit Other Low densities hamper increased frequency

Upzoning to mixed use (could even include student housing) to create a 'downtown' for Ferguson 

Township with much higher densities would allow for more transit service, helping everyone 

along the corridor Operational



WIKIMAPPING SURVEY RESPONSES SORTED BY FOCUS AREA

Focus Area ID Number Mode Issue Other Comment I-Category 1 I-Category 2

Polyline 1212323 walk Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk n/a Add sidewalk. Infrastructure

Polyline 1212595 walk Sidewalk condition n/a

Traffic management at this intersection, in the form of a left turn arrow onto W. Aaron. Also, W. 

Aaron needs street lights for pedestrians at night. Operational

Polyline 1212605 walk Blank n/a More visible law enforcement at or near crosswalks Enforcement

Polyline 1212606 walk Excessive vehicle speed, Lack of enforcement, Other Heavy traffic.

Several vehicles will frequent Martin Street in effort to avoid traffic and/or construction on 

Atherton Street thus making it nearly impossible to find a break to cross Martin Street. Enforcement

Polyline 1212608 walk Excessive vehicle speed, Lack of enforcement Not enough time to cross Atherton before light changes. Even young people have to hustle. Hard if you’re older.n/a Operational

Polyline 1212886 walk Sidewalk condition, Excessive vehicle speed n/a n/a Infrastructure

Polyline 1213103 walk Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, Sidewalk condition, Lack of connectivity to transit facilities n/a Improve transit to Shopping Center Operational

Polyline 1213301 walk Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, Sidewalk condition, Excessive vehicle speed n/a n/a Infrastructure

Polyline 1213353 walk Excessive vehicle speed n/a n/a Enforcement

Polyline 1213635 walk Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk n/a

Please install a sidewalk, bike path. It actually would be nice to connect the McKee street bike 

bath to the bike paths on Blue course Drive. Infrastructure

Polyline 1213642 walk Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, Excessive vehicle speed, No crosswalk n/a

Enforcement of current stop signs. Crosswalk into Northland Center parking lot.

Hedges are too high to see cross traffic when leaving Giant Enforcement

Polyline 1213806 walk Blank n/a

The light crossing Atherton seems to be 2 cars per light and not enough time to walk across. The 

timing was recently shortened. Operational

Polyline 1213855 walk Excessive vehicle speed, No crosswalk, Lack of connectivity to transit facilities n/a

A mid-block crosswalk with refuge in the center lane to connect the CATA bus stops to the Asian 

Market and Giant - people cross here all the time Infrastructure

Polyline 1213856 walk Lack of connectivity to transit facilities n/a

Walking/biking and eventually road connection to Martin St would start a street grid which could 

allow for more density and walkability infrastructure

Polyline 1213905 walk

Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, Sidewalk condition, Excessive vehicle speed, No crosswalk, 

Lack of enforcement n/a

Need Sidewalks from North Hills Place (which is not identified on map) to Northland Center.  No 

side walks there or one that ends abruptly and goes no where. Infrastructure

Polyline 1213906 walk Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, Excessive vehicle speed, No crosswalk, Lack of enforcement n/a

Lack of sidewalks to access Weis market and other businesses on N. Atherton and Martin St. No 

crosswalk/signals from Denton to other side of N. Atherton. Infrastructure

Polyline 1213907 walk Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, No shoulder, Excessive vehicle speed, Lack of enforcement n/a

Once you cross N Atherton at North Hills Place there is no sidewalk on the south side of the road. 

You have to walk in the road way. The sidewalk needs to enter Northland Center and provide a 

marked path to the center. Infrastructure

Polyline 1213908 walk Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, No crosswalk, Lack of enforcement n/a Need sidewalk that connects to the Weis Market to N Atherton by Denten Ave Infrastructure

Polyline 1213911 walk

Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, No shoulder, Excessive vehicle speed, No crosswalk, Lack of 

enforcement n/a Sidewalk along Aaron Drive that safely crosses N Atherton St Infrastructure

Polyline 1214595 walk

Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, Sidewalk condition, Excessive vehicle speed, Lack of 

enforcement n/a If North Hill is also closed, how is an elderly pedestrian supposed to get to Giant? Infrastructure

Polyline 1214618 walk Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk, Other Extend sidewalk all the way to North Atherton n/a infrastructure

OTHER - EMAIL N/A bike

McKee St shared-use path from Sunset Park to Overlook Heights has some pretty steep grades; 

Even with bike lights, with the speeds and curves, it's hard to account for pedestrians and/or dogs 

who don't have lights or reflectors on them until its too late. Unreported accident where biker hit 

elderly man; based on bike safety audit was dark, busy, and leaf covered. Poor nighttime visibility 

created by steep grades that generate higher speeds creating difficulty in preceiving conflicts. 

Path width (8 feet vs. 10 feet current standard). Path is outside study area.
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Northland Area Mobility Study Public Meeting
October 3, 2018
Summary of Public Comments Received

1

Comment forms received at meeting: 1

What do you use this area for?

 Commuting

 Accessing stores, services, goods, healthcare

 Accessing recreational opportunities

How frequently do you use this facility?

 Daily

What about this location causes you concern as a vehicle operator?

 Pedestrians in the roadway

 Excessive vehicle speed

 Stopped buses cause delays

 General congestion

 Lack of connectivity

What about this location causes you concern as a public transit user?

 Accessing transit stop is difficult/unsafe

 The waiting area is crowded/insufficient

 Vehicles are going too fast near the stop

 Lack of connectivity to walking or biking facilities

What about this location causes you concern as a pedestrian?

 Sidewalk ends/no sidewalk

 Shoulder is too narrow

 Excessive vehicle speed

 No crosswalk

 Vehicles don’t stop for pedestrians in crosswalks

 Lack of connectivity to transit facilities

What improvements would you suggest for this area? Or, is there any other information you would like us to
know?

 Generally improving flow, connectivity and aesthetics of corridor
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Northland Area Mobility Study Open House  

March 11, 2019  

Summary of Public Comments Received 

 

1 

 

Comment forms received at meeting: 13  

Comment forms/comments received by email: 9 

 

Transportation methods used to travel within study area (could select multiple): 

• Personal Vehicle:  15 

• Walk:   11 

• Public Transit:  7 

• Bike:   7 

 

My ideal transportation system in the Northland Area would include: 

• Walk and bike 

• Personal vehicle (2) 

• Pedestrian crossings of Atherton St. with enough time for seniors to cross 

• Four lanes on Blue Course Dr. west of Atherton St. 

• A combination of walking, bicycling and personal vehicle, but bicycling is the highest priority 

• True multimodal corridors 

• I walk and use the bus frequently. I bike and drive often through this area. 

• Walking and driving 

 

A. Transit Stops and Mid-Block Crossings on Blue Course Dr. (VOTES: first = 2, second = 1) 

• The best part of this improvement is: 

o Better safety for residents at Blue Course Commons and The Park – option with bikes/foot 

traffic behind the bus shelter will be much safer 

o The option to realign the bikeway to the south makes the most sense and will achieve the best 

long-term outcome (rather than keeping the bikeway where it is) 

o I bike here a lot – it would not matter to me if the bike lane were in front or behind shelter 

o Crossings / Safe crossing in defined space / Clearly defined pedestrian crossing 

o Helps diminish danger for pedestrian crossing / Allows pedestrians to cross safely instead of 

running in front of cars 

o Reduces conflict between cyclists and transit riders 

o Bus shelter 

o It’s fantastic that the existing pedestrian patterns are being recognized 

o You hit the nail on the head, the lower new crosswalk is most important. The bus turn in points 

are most helpful. 

• This improvement would be better if it included: 

o Solution to bike lane intersection between Blue Course Dr. and path behind Tudek Park 

o Better/more signage for vehicles approaching the Circleville light from the west 

o A very different type of change: help change police and drivers’ expectations that they must 

yield 

o A physical/natural barrier that would prevent pedestrians from possibly disregarding the 

crosswalk 

o Potentially, moving the crossing to the other side of the bus stop (closer to The Park 

development) might allow more pedestrians to use it, and the crossing would be farther from 

the nearest intersection 

o Sidewalk connections from the bus stops to the housing developments on both sides of Blue 

Course Dr. would be optimal, but this could be added later 



Northland Area Mobility Study Open House  

March 11, 2019  

Summary of Public Comments Received 

 

2 

 

o I don't think the number of bikes justifies the added cost of routing the bike route to the outside 

of the waiting area. Additionally, 12 ft. and wider car lanes are unsafe and could be narrowed to 

allow for more room for all facilities. 

 

B. Shared Use Path along Blue Course Dr. /Clinton Ave. and Protected Bike Lane Options (VOTES: first = 10, 

second = 4) 

• The best part of this improvement is: 

o Continuous bike lane into Clinton Ave. connecting with the McKee St. Bike Path (3) 

o Protected crossing of Clinton Ave. /N. Atherton St. for pedestrians; sidewalk on Clinton Ave. 

o Prefer separated path/sidewalk 

o I usually avoid biking on Clinton Ave. because I do not like to bike on the street; a bike path here 

would be awesome 

o There will be a designated shared-use path (especially for bicycles) between Circleville Rd. and 

the end of Clinton Ave.  

o The most necessary improvement in the study area; protected bikeway is a significant 

improvement. 

o No preference for shared-use path or cycle track 

o One pathway makes sense in the short term; would increase runners 

o Protected cycletrack on the road is better: cheaper (probably), more urban (uses less space, 

keeps sidewalk for slow traffic), separates speeds so bikes are not going around pedestrians. 

Cycletrack should not require road reconstruction and could be widened by narrowing car lanes: 

12 ft. lanes are not safe. No road reconstruction means must faster to implement; potentially 

beginning only with new paint. 

o Clinton Ave - Good project, but definitely less important than most others because of low traffic 

volumes. Protected bike lanes on-street (8 ft. of space with 10 ft. travel lanes), bike lanes, or 

even sharrows could work as alternates. 

o It extends a heavily used section with a second (east of Clinton Ave. with west of Teaberry Ln.) 

o Safety for bikes, pedestrians, and animals 

o Looks OK 

 

• This improvement would be better if it included: 

o Long light for seniors 

o Extended traffic light at peak commute times for Clinton Ave. to turn left onto N. Atherton St. 

o Extension from Teaberry Ln. to Clinton Ave. 

o I am concerned about cycle and pedestrian movement west to east through the Blue Course Dr. 

/N. Atherton St. intersection when cyclists and pedestrians compete with vehicles turning right 

on red from Blue Course Dr. south onto N. Atherton St. If cyclists and pedestrians have a green 

or walk signal to cross the intersection west to east from Blue Course Dr. to Clinton Ave. at the 

same moment as vehicles are turning right on red south onto N. Atherton St., it is potentially 

dangerous. An improvement would be "no right on red" for vehicles turning from Blue Course 

Drive south onto N. Atherton St. at that intersection.  

o Address the issue of motorist stopping within the shared use paths when exiting the existing 

establishments. Many people don’t seem to pay attention to pavement markings in this town to 

begin with and most commonly I find myself having to walk around vehicles when crossing 

streets because there’s always a car that stops right in the crosswalk. 
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o Have the "straight" and right-turn lanes as the same lane when coming off Blue Course onto 

Atherton is probably a bad idea. There are far more cars trying to turn right, and the people that 

have to stop at the light because they want to go straight will disrupt the flow. A better idea 

might be to have the people going straight and left be in the same lane - much like up at West 

Aaron Dr. where it crosses Atherton. Even having a straight arrow in addition to the left arrow at 

the same time would make sense. 

o There is a frequently used bus stop in front of the East Asian Market next to the Shell, this could 

be accommodated with a similar treatment as the mid-block crossing stop. This bus stop should 

not be moved; many people use it to access the market it is right in front of (also one of the bus 

stops I use!). 

o Four lanes is great - the street only justifies three by traffic volume. Separate right and straight 

lanes with one lane westbound is slightly better: buses turning right on red are not stopped by 

cars going straight and it would be easier to turn this into a 3-lane road with one lane of parallel 

parking protecting the bike track in the future, as the area becomes more urban. 

o Intersection of Blue Course Dr. and N. Atherton St. is important; leading pedestrian interval for 

bikes? 

o The idea to have the "straight" and right-turn lanes as the same lane when coming off Blue 

Course Dr. onto N. Atherton St. is probably a bad idea. There are far more cars trying to turn 

right, and the people that have to stop at the light because they want to go straight will disrupt 

the flow. A better idea might be to have the people going straight and left be in the same lane - 

much like up at W. Aaron Dr. where it crosses N. Atherton St. Even having a straight arrow in 

addition to the left arrow at the same time would make sense. 

 

C. Martin Street North – Roundabout (VOTES: first = 1, second = 2) 

• The best part of the improvement is: 

o Roundabout and easier crossings at Herman Dr. for pedestrians and bikes 

o Significantly slow traffic making it safer for bicyclists 

o Slowing traffic (2) / Roundabout is fine for traffic calming 

o Improves circulation and reduces delay 

o Pull-offs for buses; pedestrian safety for park access 

o Bus turnout would be great 

o Left turns in and out of Weis Markets and Tudek Park will be much easier, in addition to 

pedestrian crossing  

o Love it! 

• This improvement would be better if it included: 

o I see little improvement – northbound traffic will still use lower Weis entrance 

o I do not like roundabouts 

o Semi-trucks in/out of Weis Markets should be directed to utilize the next entrance over instead 

of the entrance that would be located at the roundabout 

o Make sure pedestrians don't have to go very far out of the way - especially continuing on Martin 

St. on the Weis side 

o Bus pullouts are not improvements for bus speed because they consistently have trouble pulling 

back into traffic. At least include a signage, which implores drivers to yield to exiting buses, but 

removing all pullouts would be better. 
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D. Martin Street South – Bus Turnouts and Enhanced Pedestrian Crossings (VOTES: first = 0, second = 3) 

• The best of this improvement is: 

o Less traffic buildup at Martin St/Park Crest Lane from CATA buses (3) 

o Bus turnout/pull offs (3) 

o Relieves driver frustration 

o Good improvement (4) 

o I saw as one of two challenges listed was difficulty buses might experience in exiting the 

turnouts. I use that corridor frequently, now as a motorist and for a number of years as a bus 

passenger. At the one turnout that already exists in front of the bowling alley, I do not recall this 

being much of an issue and I don't believe it will be at proposed stops either with the possible 

exception of the last southbound stop on Martin St. where moving stop maybe 20 yards north 

and away from intersection should remedy issue of any backed up traffic waiting at Blue Course 

light from limiting buses exit. 

o Lighting and shelter improvements are great 

• This improvement would be better if it included: 

o Studies to include Giant entrance to Park Crest Lane. (I.e. when exiting Giant and going straight 

into Park Crest or left onto Martin, it is almost impossible to see traffic coming from the left.) 

Decreasing bus traffic would only make this worse. 

o Not sure about bus stop on each side of street, perhaps different location on each side 

o Bicycle routes/paths 

o Further review of pedestrian crossings. If I recall, I don't believe I see many pedestrians utilize 

the Park Crest Lane crossing when exiting the bus, they sort of just cross. 

o No fences – don’t “manage” the pedestrians! / Fencing to direct pedestrians is not an 

improvement. Instead, add crosswalks where pedestrians would like to cross. Since there is a 

left turn lane going to the same (infrequently used) loading area just before the left turn lane 

paralleling the proposed fencing, add a median refuge and only allow buses to turn left. 

o Bus pullouts are not improvements for bus speed because they consistently have trouble pulling 

back into traffic. At least include signage, which implores drivers to yield to exiting buses, but 

removing all pullouts would be better. 

 

E. Lighting Recommendations (VOTES: first = 0, second = 1) 

• My priority lighting improvement area would be: 

o Clinton Ave. and N. Atherton St. / N. Atherton St. and N. Hills Pl. 

o Martin St. and Blue Course Dr. / Blue Course Dr. where pedestrians cross from the apartments / 

Blue Course Drive from The Park to the Atherton Intersection 

o N. Atherton St. crossings of Aaron Dr. and Martin St.  

o All intersections that have poor lighting 

o P.G.M. – like decorative lights 

o Park Crest crossing to Giant 

o Whatever you decide to do, please make sure signage is highly visible at all times of the day and 

night. There needs to be adequate lighting to ensure the safety of people using the pathways 

and waiting at bus stops. 

• Lighting in the study area would be better if it included: 

o Traffic light for Clinton Ave. turning left on N. Atherton St.  – left turn signal and longer light 

o Be sure lighting is directed below pole (no light pollution) 

o Street signs and lighting continuously along Martin St.  
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o Additional lighting opportunities along Martin St. like that of Colonnade Blvd. for pedestrians. 

 

F. Pedestrian Network and Sidewalk Gaps (VOTES: first = 1 (Martin St. to Cherry Ln. sidewalk)) 

• My favorite part of the pedestrian network is: 

o Ensuring sidewalk/path added on Clinton Ave. along BI-LO past the creek 

o Its completeness, if completed 

o Along Blue Course Dr. 

o Clinton Ave. pedestrian ______ (unreadable) 

o The missing links at Martin St. and Aaron Dr. are addressed 

• The pedestrian network would be better if it included: 

o Ensuring pedestrian only crossing at N. Hills Rd. and N. Atherton St. (right now, this requires a 

vehicle to trip the light) 

o All right-of-way for walkers were the same 

o Improve N. Atherton St. crossings 

o Sidewalks continued on Aaron Dr. and Martin St. That would save me crossing Martin St. and 

Aaron Dr. two times each on my frequent walks in this area. 

o Fill the gaps to create continuous separated pedestrian facility throughout the study area 

o Improved connections on the pathway between Aaron Dr. and Herman Dr.  

o Connecting existing pathways and improving existing pathways is well worth the cost 

 

G. Crash Trends (2013-2018) 

• I am most concerned about safety at ________. This area concerns me the most because _____. 

o Blue Course Commons – I am the property manager and this directly impacts about 300 of my 

residents 

o Blue Course Dr. turning right – pedestrians crossing streets 

o N. Atherton St. and Blue Course Dr. – several lanes on Blue Course Dr. – no light to get onto N. 

Atherton St. from Clinton Ave.  

o N. Atherton St. / intersection of Martin St. and Blue Course Dr.  

o Drivers of vehicles that make right or left turns onto N. Atherton St. from any side street are 

looking for cars to avoid and are not looking for pedestrians and bicycles. Ensure green or walk 

signals for pedestrians and cyclists to cross N. Atherton St. that do not compete with vehicle 

turning right or left. 

o Herman Dr. and Clinton Ave. – aggressive car driving and interactions with cars 

o Timing of the light is out of sync right now. Traffic flow backs up when one car does not or 

cannot turn right on red, you may not make light. Need advance green for crossing Blue Course 

Dr. 

o Intersections such as Martin St. & Aaron Dr. - motorists appear to sometimes disregard the 

pedestrian signal crossing right away when turning. On a few occasions, I have been nearly hit 

because of traffic not yielding when turning. It sometimes appears as if left turning traffic is just 

zipping left in a fast and furious manner as soon as the light turns green. It would be nice if there 

was a delay of the green light to allow time for pedestrians to cross, I've seen the lights in the 

downtown section of State College Borough work this way. 

o Kudos for identifying the lack of the appropriate infrastructure in key places to ensure the safety 

of folks using the pathways (e.g., pedestrians, cyclists) as well as motorists. Crossing Blue Course 

Dr. anywhere is very dangerous. The entire Martin St. corridor is an accident waiting to happen 

because of the number or entrances/exits causing that cross the sidewalks. The intersection of 
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Blue Course Dr. and West College Ave. is marginally safe for pedestrians and cyclists. The mixing 

of pedestrians and cyclists and people waiting at and around bus stops is dangerous especially 

when everyone is looking at their phones and not paying attention to what is happening around 

them. Pedestrians, cyclists and others using the pathways need enough time to cross streets 

safely. I'm a cycling advocate, so the more dedicate bike lanes you can provide the better. 

 

H. Operational Changes (VOTES: first = 2, second = 1) 

• The best part of this improvement is: 

o To change the dedicated left turn arrow to a blinking yellow arrow to allow lefts when no 

approaching traffic from N. Atherton St. 

o Flashing yellow turn lights / implement flashing yellow arrow for all turn arrows 

o Offering opportunity for all vehicles to safely exit Overlook Heights with left turn arrow options! 

o Add left turn arrow on Clinton Ave. 

o I love Belisha Beacon (flashing pedestrian warning light) 

o LPI which sounds like what I'd like to see from section G. / LPI on north side of Blue Course Dr. 

crossing N. Atherton St. would be fantastic – currently left turning cards get right-of-way even 

though there is rarely straight traffic coming from Clinton Ave., and it makes pedestrians wait 

until after the left arrow 

• This improvement would be better if it included: 

o Line of sight improvement for making right turn on red from Martin St. (south bound) onto Blue 

Course Dr. Remove Visual Barriers on ReMax Property!! 

o Add left turn phase to enter N. Atherton St. from Clinton Ave. 

o Add split phase to allow vehicles to enter N. Atherton St. from Clinton Ave. 

o More defined explanation of Blue Course Dr. / Clinton Ave. / N. Atherton St. signal options 

 

Please share any other comments you have on the recommendations shared today, the overall study, or the 

meeting itself: 

• Please ensure cutouts for folks to exit buses. Right now, if snow is present passengers are deposited (or 

enter the bus) through a snow bank! Please add chirping walk signals at all N. Atherton St. intersections. 

Please add extra time for pedestrians at N. Atherton St. and Clinton Ave. 

• All of these suggestions are excellent. If all of these areas could be improved it would be the best 

outcome. This idea suggests that forcing all future construction to include pedestrian and bicycling 

options is critical. Martin St. would be a great bicycle route equivalent to the path from Sunset Park to 

Vairo Blvd. if Martin St. had bike lanes. 

• I like the idea of light at Blue Course Dr. /Clinton Ave. and N. Atherton St. to have one side go first and 

then the other side, just like lights at Red Lobster, Best Buy. 

• I was not aware this went all the way to Aaron Dr. and 322 (N. Atherton St.). But I travel very little there. 

• I walk a lot in this area so my favorite improvement would be the sidewalks on Aaron Dr. and Martin St. I 

also bike frequently and would like to see the bike path continued on Blue Course Dr. / Clinton Ave. 

Driving on Martin St. would be improved with bus turnouts. 

• I think there was a great level of ideas outlined in this presentation. It would have been nice to have 

seen the study area expanded onto more of Aaron Dr. up to Park Ln. I think a lot of the suggestions 

made for Martin St. in the current study would be nicely implemented on Aaron Dr. as well. 

• 12 ft. travel lanes are significantly less safe than 10 or 11 ft. lanes. Narrow lanes make cars go slower 

because they have to pay more attention to more obstacles, and have little to no drop in capacity. This 

might be the single best way to encourage safety. 
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• https://nacto.org/docs/usdg/lane_widths_on_safety_and_capacity_petritsch.pdf 

o "Safety is another oft cited reason for maintaining 12-foot lane widths... This research found 

little to no support for the safety argument (with respect to urban roadways)." "The measured 

saturation flow rates are similar for lane widths between 10 feet and 12 feet." 

• https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/geometric/pubs/mitigationstrategies/chapter3/3_lanewidth.cfm 

o "In a reduced-speed urban environment, the effects of reduced lane width are different. On 

such facilities, the risk of lane-departure crashes is less. The design objective is often how to 

best distribute limited cross-sectional width to maximize safety for a wide variety of roadway 

users. Narrower lane widths may be chosen to manage or reduce speed and shorten crossing 

distances for pedestrians. Lane widths may be adjusted to incorporate other cross-sectional 

elements, such as medians for access control, bike lanes, on-street parking, transit stops, and 

landscaping. The adopted ranges for lane width in the urban, low-speed environment normally 

provides adequate flexibility to achieve a desirable urban cross section without a design 

exception." 

• A mid-block crossing could be added across Blue Course Dr. at the driveway of College Court Apts. and 

the end of the ReMax parking lot to allow people from Giant to access a future CATA stop on Blue 

Course Dr. This could replace the existing stops in the Giant parking lot, which require buses to turn 

multiple times (and require the W to detour completely) and turn left onto Blue Course Dr. at an 

uncontrolled intersection. Additionally, all routes could use the new stops (N, W, NE, WE) rather than 

just the N and W. 

• Information on the website was helpful. Looks like lots of good bike/ped./bus improvements in the 

pipeline. I have included scanned sketches for a comment mostly having to do with a “wayfinder” 

sample that could be used to as an option accessible all day rather than an app. It can be information to 

riders/peds./bus riders, etc. to get an idea of where things are on the terrain ahead. Mostly aimed at 

getting to PSU/Town/other options of routes; a kiosk reader has the chance to use it for commuting or 

recreational route info. The routes are used by riders and joggers, and a wayfinder helps as another 

outlet to inform the public of those opportunities. Some of the information changes on the wayfinder 

based on its placement in the study area, and so on. Locate Wayfinder Kiosks in some places to guide 

rider to less congested roads; some thru Overlook Heights, some to get to Park Ave., etc. Pedestrian/bus 

stops possibly give distance. Sample at corner of Aaron Dr. /Martin St. Wayfinder include information to 

get to: Campus/Downtown; paths such as -Bellefonte Rail Trail - Blue Course Path (refer to examples 

submitted). 

• Thank you for the opportunity to review, discuss, and respond! 

• Interesting study! Improvement will be a challenge – thanks!! 

• Thank you – excellent study and presentation. I am very hopeful. 
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Date/Time  of Safety Audit: 11/6/2018 15:30

Attendees: Ron Seybert, Trish Meek, Greg Kausch, Michelle Goddard, Rob Watts

Road Name(s): W. Aaron Drive

A. Streets

Master

Prompt
Question Notes

Are sidewalks provided along the street? Sidewalks are present on parts of W. Aaron Drive, but there are gaps in the following 

locations: adjacent to the first entrance to the Exxon coming from the intersection 

with Martin St.; the residential property located at the 337 W. Aaron Dr.; on the 

north side of the roadway between the intersection with Martin St. and the Park 

Forest Apartments.

If no sidewalk is present, is there a walkable shoulder 

(e.g. wide enough to accommodate cyclists/pedestrians) 

on the road or other pathway/trail nearby?

There is a walkable shoulder on W. Aaron Dr. between Martin St. and N. Atherton St. 

in the area of the sidewalk gaps. There is not a walkable shoulder on the north side of 

the roadway between the intersection with Martin St. and the Park Forest 

Apartments; however vegetation adjacent to the roadway is mowed so pedestrians 

could walk in the grass if needed. 

Is the sidewalk width adequate for pedestrian volumes? In the area in front of the Dairy Queen, sidewalks are only 4'. The township standard 

is 5'. 

Is there adequate separation distance between vehicular 

traffic and pedestrians?

In some areas a grass buffer is present; in other areas the sidewalk is adjacent to the 

roadway. 

Are sidewalk/street boundaries discernable to people with 

visual impairments?

Yes, except for the areas with sidewalk gaps. 

Are ramps provided as an alternative to stairs? Yes - curb ramps of varying styles are present.

Is the walking surface too steep? No

Is the walking surface adequate and well-maintained? Yes - overall the existing sidewalks are in good condition. The Township reviews 

sidewalk conditions every 4 years and informs property owner know of needed 

improvements.  Leaf debris covered some of the shoulder and sidewalk surfaces on 

the day of the RSA.

Are sidewalks/walkable shoulders continuous and on both 

sides of the street?

No. Sidewalks are present on parts of W. Aaron Drive, but there are gaps in the 

following locations: adjacent to the first entrance to the Exxon coming from the 

intersection with Martin St.; the residential property located at the 337 W. Aaron Dr.; 

on the north side of the roadway between the intersection with Martin St. and the 

Park Forest Apartments. There is a walkable shoulder on W. Aaron Dr. between 

Martin St. and N. Atherton St. in the area of the sidewalk gaps. There is not a 

walkable shoulder on the north side of the roadway between the intersection with 

Martin St. and the Park Forest Apartments; however vegetation adjacent to the 

roadway is mowed so pedestrians could walk in the grass if needed. 

Are measures needed to direct pedestrians to safe 

crossing points and pedestrian access ways?

Crossing areas are marked well for pedestrians. 

Is the sidewalk adequately lit? No - lack of pedestrian lighting. In some areas lighting from local businesses may help, 

but it is not consistent. Lighting is present at the intersection of Aaron Dr. and Martin 

St. 

Does street lighting improve pedestrian visibility at night? Yes, lighting is present at the intersection of Aaron Dr. and Martin St.  (Ron to check 

lighting measurements on Aaron Dr.). 

A.5 Visibility
Is the visibility of pedestrians walking along the sidewalk/ 

shoulder adequate?

Not observed in the dark, but anticipated that pedestrians, particularly those in dark 

clothing, would be hard to see. 

Are the conditions at driveways intersecting sidewalks 

endangering pedestrians?

No, there are multiple driveways, but they do not appear to be an issue. 

Does the number of driveways make the route 

undesirable for pedestrian travel?

No

A.7 Traffic 

Characteristics

Are there any conflicts between bicycles and pedestrians 

on sidewalks?

We did not encounter any bicyclists on the sidewalk. 

A.8 Signs and

Pavement

Markings

Are pedestrian travel zones clearly delineated from other 

modes of traffic through the use of striping, colored and/or 

textured pavement, signing, and other methods?

Yes - sidewalks are concrete and separated from roadway. Road crossing are marked 

with white paint. There is a need to verify that signage is consistent for pedestrians 

throughout the study area. 

Pedestrian Road Safety Audits Guidelines and Prompt Lists adapted for use in the Northland Area Mobility Study

A.6 Driveways

A.1 Presence,

Design, and

Placement

A.2 Quality,

Conditions, and

Obstructions

Is the path clear from both temporary and permanent 

obstructions?

Yes, except for the areas with sidewalk gaps. 

A.3 Continuity and 

Connectivity

A.4 Lighting



Date/Time  of Safety Audit: 11/6/2018 15:30

Attendees: Ron Seybert, Trish Meek, Greg Kausch, Michelle Goddard, Rob Watts

Road Name(s): W. Aaron Drive/N. Atherton Street/Martin Street

B. Street Crossings

Master

Prompt
Question Notes

Do wide curb radii lengthen pedestrian crossing distances 

and encourage high-speed right turns?

May be an issue at the intersection Martin Street and W. Aaron Dr. 

Do channelized right turn lanes minimize conflicts with 

pedestrians?

As much as they can.  The intersection at Aaron Street in the only one in the Martin 

Street corridor with channelized right-turns, and the pedestrian crossings are straight 

to the islands.

Does a skewed intersection direct drivers’ focus away 

from crossing pedestrians?

Somewhat, at Aaron Drive, but the skew is minimal. 

Are pedestrian crossings located in areas where sight 

distance may be a problem?

No

Do raised medians provide a safe waiting area (refuge) for 

pedestrians?

Yes, at the intersection of Martin Street and W. Aaron Dr. 

Are marked crosswalks wide enough? Yes

Are crosswalks sited along pedestrian desire lines? Yes

Are corners and curb ramps appropriately planned and 

designed at each approach to the crossing?

Yes

B.2 Quality, 

Condition and 

Obstructions

Is the crossing pavement adequate and well maintained? Yes

B.3 Continuity and 

Connectivity

Does pedestrian network connectivity continue through 

crossings by means of adequate, waiting areas at 

corners, curb ramps and marked crosswalks?

Yes

B.4 Lighting
Is the pedestrian crossing adequately lit? Ron to check lighting levels. Lighting is present at intersection with Martin St.

Can pedestrians see approaching vehicles at all legs of 

the intersection/crossing and vice versa?

Yes

Is the distance from the stop (or yield) line to a crosswalk 

sufficient for drivers to see pedestrians?

Yes

B.6 Access

Management
Are driveways placed close to crossings? No.

Do turning vehicles pose a hazard to pedestrians? The roadway environment is vehicle-oriented, and drivers are not always respectful 

of the pedestrian right-of-way. Vehicle speed, congestion, and pedestrian visibility 

can hinder vehicular respect for pedestrians.

Are there sufficient gaps in the traffic to allow pedestrians 

to cross the road?

Yes

Do traffic operations (especially during peak periods) 

create a safety concern for pedestrians?

No

Is paint on stop bars and crosswalks worn, or are signs 

worn, missing, or damaged?

No, but need to make sure pedestrian signage is consistent throughout the study 

area. 

Are crossing points for pedestrians properly signed and/or 

marked?

Yes, crossings are signed or marked. 

Are pedestrian signal heads provided and adequate? Yes, signal heads are present at the intersections with N. Atherton Street and Martin 

St. 

Are traffic and pedestrian signals timed so that wait times 

and crossing times are reasonable?

Yes.  (To be verified as part of the study)

Is there a problem because of an inconsistency in 

pedestrian actuation (or detection) types?

No

Are all pedestrian signals and push buttons functioning 

correctly and safely?

Yes

Are ADA accessible push buttons provided and properly 

located?

Yes

B.9 Signals

Pedestrian Road Safety Audits Guidelines and Prompt Lists adapted for use in the Northland Area Mobility Study
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Date/Time  of Safety Audit: 11/6/2018 15:30

Attendees: Ron Seybert, Trish Meek, Greg Kausch, Michelle Goddard, Rob Watts

Road Name(s): W. Aaron Drive

D. Transit Areas

Master

Prompt
Question Notes

Are safe pedestrian crossings convenient for transit and 

school bus users?

The N, NE, VN, and NV routes travel on the section of W. Aaron Dr. to the west of the 

intersection with Martin St. No designated stops are present within the study area 

section of W. Aaron Dr. 

Are shelters appropriately designed and placed for 

pedestrian safety and convenience?

N/A

Is a sufficient landing area provided to accommodate 

waiting passengers, boarding/alighting passengers, and 

through/bypassing pedestrian traffic at peak times?

N/A

Is the landing area paved and free of problems such as 

uneven surfaces, standing water, or steep slopes?

N/A

Is the sidewalk free of temporary/permanent obstructions 

that constrict its width or block access to the bus stop?

N/A

Is the nearest crossing opportunity free of potential 

hazards for pedestrians?

N/A

Are transit stops part of a continuous network of 

pedestrian facilities?

N/A

D.4 Lighting

Are access ways to transit facilities well-lit to 

accommodate early-morning, late-afternoon, and 

evening?

N/A

D.5 Visibility

Are open sight lines maintained between approaching 

buses and passenger waiting and loading areas?

N/A

D.7 Traffic

Characteristics

Do pedestrians entering and leaving buses conflict with 

cars, bicycles, or other pedestrians?

N/A

D.8 Signs and

Pavement

Markings

Are appropriate signs and pavement markings provided 

for school bus and transit stops?

N/A

D.2 Quality, 

Condition, and 

Obstructions

D.3 Continuity and 

Connectivity

D.1 Presence, 

Design, and 

Placement

Pedestrian Road Safety Audits Guidelines and Prompt Lists adapted for use in the Northland Area Mobility Study



Date/Time  of Safety Audit: 11/6/2018 15:30

Attendees: Ron Seybert, Trish Meek, Greg Kausch, Michelle Goddard, Rob Watts

Road Name(s): Martin Street

A. Streets

Master

Prompt
Question Notes

Are sidewalks provided along the street? Yes, sidewalks are provided on both sides of Martin Street until North of the 

intersection with W. Aaron Dr. Then sidewalks are only located on the east side of the 

road. Sidewalks resume on the west side of the road at the Red Lobster as you 

approach N. Atherton St. Sidewalks are missing on the west side of Martin Street, 

south of Blue Course Dr. to the intersection with W. Cherry Ln. 

If no sidewalk is present, is there a walkable shoulder (e.g. 

wide enough to accommodate cyclists/pedestrians) on the 

road or other pathway/trail nearby?

No - there is no shoulder in the area of Martin Street that does not include a sidewalk. 

Pedestrians or bicyclists would likely need to cross to the east side of Martin Street. 

Is the sidewalk width adequate for pedestrian volumes? Yes, 5' sidewalks. Comfortable for two people to walk beside each other. Other 

pedestrians were not encountered often.

Is there adequate separation distance between vehicular 

traffic and pedestrians?

Yes there is a grass buffer with street trees in some locations that separates the 

sidewalk from roadway.

Are sidewalk/street boundaries discernable to people with 

visual impairments?

Yes

Are ramps provided as an alternative to stairs? Yes - curb ramps of varying styles are present.

Is the path clear from both temporary and permanent 

obstructions?

Mostly yes, some street tree branches fall within the walking area of the sidewalk. 

Once the trees are taller this shouldn't be an issue. Most landscaping is well 

maintained and does not interfere with sidewalk. The area in front of the Northland 

Bowl & Sports Center has recent damage to its retaining wall and several blocks were 

on the sidewalk (this should be a temporary issue). The bushes by the Ameriprise 

Complex should be trimmed back. 

Is the walking surface too steep? No

Is the walking surface adequate and well-maintained? Yes - overall the sidewalks are in good condition. The township reviews sidewalk 

conditions every 4 years and lets the property owner know of needed improvements. 

Are sidewalks/walkable shoulders continuous and on both 

sides of the street?

No, sidewalks are provided on both sides of Martin Street until North of the 

intersection with W. Aaron Dr. Then sidewalks are only located on the east side of the 

road. Sidewalks resume on the west side of the road at the Red Lobster as you 

approach N. Atherton St.  Sidewalks are missing on the west side of Martin Street, 

south of Blue Course Dr. to the intersection with W. Cherry Ln. 

Are measures needed to direct pedestrians to safe 

crossing points and pedestrian access ways?

Crossing areas are marked well for pedestrians. The use of RRFB and luminaires is 

recommended in the areas of Herman Drive, the entrance to Park Crest Terrace, and 

at Martin Street and Park Crest Lane bus stop. 

Is the sidewalk adequately lit? No - lack of pedestrian lighting. In some areas lighting from local businesses help, but 

it is not consistent

Does street lighting improve pedestrian visibility at night? Yes, but only in the area of the intersection of Martin Street and Blue Course Drive 

(Ron to check on if two of the lights at this intersection are burnt out). 

A.5 Visibility
Is the visibility of pedestrians walking along the sidewalk/ 

shoulder adequate?

No, pedestrians, particularly those in dark clothing, were hard to see as it started to 

get dark. 

Are the conditions at driveways intersecting sidewalks 

endangering pedestrians?

No, there are multiple driveways, but they do not appear to be an issue. 

Does the number of driveways make the route undesirable 

for pedestrian travel?

No

A.7 Traffic 

Characteristics

Are there any conflicts between bicycles and pedestrians 

on sidewalks?

We encountered one bicyclist passing us on the sidewalk. 

A.8 Signs and

Pavement

Markings

Are pedestrian travel zones clearly delineated from other 

modes of traffic through the use of striping, colored and/or 

textured pavement, signing, and other methods?

Yes - sidewalks are concrete and separated from roadway. Road crossing are marked 

with piano-key paint. There is a need to verify that signage is consistent for 

pedestrian. 

Pedestrian Road Safety Audits Guidelines and Prompt Lists adapted for use in the Northland Area Mobility Study
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Date/Time  of Safety Audit: 11/6/2018 15:30

Attendees: Ron Seybert, Trish Meek, Greg Kausch, Michelle Goddard, Rob Watts

Road Name(s): Martin Street/Blue Course Drive

B. Street Crossings
Master

Prompt
Question Notes

Do wide curb radii lengthen pedestrian crossing 

distances and encourage high-speed right turns?

No.

Do channelized right turn lanes minimize conflicts with 

pedestrians?

As much as they can.  The intersection at Aaron Street is the only one in the Martin 

Street corridor with channelized right-turns, and the pedestrian crossings are 

straight to the islands.

Does a skewed intersection direct drivers’ focus away 

from crossing pedestrians?

Somewhat, at Aaron Drive, but the skew is minimal. 

Are pedestrian crossings located in areas where sight 

distance may be a problem?

No

Do raised medians provide a safe waiting area (refuge) 

for pedestrians?

Yes, at the intersection of Martin Street and W. Aaron Dr. 

Are marked crosswalks wide enough? Yes

Are crosswalks sited along pedestrian desire lines? Yes

Are corners and curb ramps appropriately planned and 

designed at each approach to the crossing?

Herman Drive -- Curb ramps on the north side of Herman Drive/Weis Driveway 

(North) do not have truncated domes and do not provide a smooth transition to the 

crosswalk.  Slopes could be reduced.  If installed, domes could direct pedestrians to 

cross parallel to Martin Street to the preferred crossing of Martin Street to the 

south of Herman Drive.

Weis Driveway South -- Sidewalk does not transition smoothly across the concrete 

curb and gutter across the Weis Driveway.

B.2 Quality, 

Condition and 

Obstructions

Is the crossing pavement adequate and well maintained? A pot hole affects the east side crosswalk across the Weis Driveway opposite 

Herman Drive.  On the Martin Street crosswalk at Herman Drive, a lip on the 

bituminous pavement adjacent to the concrete gutter could impede wheelchair 

movement.

B.3 Continuity and 

Connectivity

Does pedestrian network connectivity continue through 

crossings by means of adequate, waiting areas at 

corners, curb ramps and marked crosswalks?

Yes

B.4 Lighting

Is the pedestrian crossing adequately lit? Ron to check lighting levels. The use of RRFB and luminaires is recommended in the 

areas of Herman Drive, the entrance to Park Crest Terrace, and at Martin Street and 

Park Crest Lane bus stop. Lighting is present at intersections with Blue Course Dr, 

Aaron Drive, Park Crest Lane.

Can pedestrians see approaching vehicles at all legs of 

the intersection/crossing and vice versa?

Yes

Is the distance from the stop (or yield) line to a crosswalk 

sufficient for drivers to see pedestrians?

Yes

B.6 Access

Management

Are driveways placed close to crossings? No in most areas. One exception is crossing that is near entrance to Park Crest 

Terrace Apartments

Do turning vehicles pose a hazard to pedestrians? The roadway environment is vehicle-oriented, and drivers are not always respectful 

of the pedestrian right-of-way, particularly at the mid-block crossings on Martin 

Street.  The intersections are better, but vehicle speed, congestion, and pedestrian 

visibility can hinder vehicular respect for pedestrians.

Are there sufficient gaps in the traffic to allow pedestrians 

to cross the road?

Yes

Do traffic operations (especially during peak periods) 

create a safety concern for pedestrians?

No

Is paint on stop bars and crosswalks worn, or are signs 

worn, missing, or damaged?

No, but pedestrian signage is inconsistent at crossings. 

Are crossing points for pedestrians properly signed 

and/or marked?

Yes, crossings are signed or marked. 

Are pedestrian signal heads provided and adequate? Yes, signal heads are present at the intersections with N. Atherton Street, W. Aaron 

Dr., and Blue Course Dr. 

Are traffic and pedestrian signals timed so that wait times 

and crossing times are reasonable?

Yes

Is there a problem because of an inconsistency in 

pedestrian actuation (or detection) types?

No

Are all pedestrian signals and push buttons functioning 

correctly and safely?

Yes

Are ADA accessible push buttons provided and properly 

located?

Yes

B.9 Signals

B.1 Presence,

Design, and

Placement
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Date/Time  of Safety Audit: 11/6/2018 15:30

Attendees: Ron Seybert, Trish Meek, Greg Kausch, Michelle Goddard, Rob Watts

Road Name(s): Martin Street

D. Transit Areas

Master

Prompt
Question Notes

Are safe pedestrian crossings convenient for transit and 

school bus users?

Yes.

Are shelters appropriately designed and placed for 

pedestrian safety and convenience?

Potential need for a shelter at the stop heading west across from the Weis Markets - 

need to look at stop usage.  A bus shelter is present near the entrance to Best Buy. 

This stop is no longer in use.  

Is a sufficient landing area provided to accommodate 

waiting passengers, boarding/alighting passengers, and 

through/bypassing pedestrian traffic at peak times?

Possible need for larger landing area for the bus stop by the bowling alley.  CATA to 

look into stop usage.

Possible need for larger landing area at the bus stop in front of Park Crest Terrace.

Is the landing area paved and free of problems such as 

uneven surfaces, standing water, or steep slopes?

Yes

Is the sidewalk free of temporary/permanent obstructions 

that constrict its width or block access to the bus stop?

Yes

Is the nearest crossing opportunity free of potential 

hazards for pedestrians?

Yes

Are transit stops part of a continuous network of 

pedestrian facilities?

Yes

D.4 Lighting

Are access ways to transit facilities well-lit to 

accommodate early-morning, late-afternoon, and evening?

There is a lack of lighting along Martin Street. No street lights but some carry over 

lighting from local businesses. 

D.5 Visibility

Are open sight lines maintained between approaching 

buses and passenger waiting and loading areas?

Yes

D.7 Traffic

Characteristics

Do pedestrians entering and leaving buses conflict with 

cars, bicycles, or other pedestrians?

Yes, potential for conflicts especially at the stop near the intersection of Park Crest 

Lane and Martin Street.

D.8 Signs and

Pavement

Markings

Are appropriate signs and pavement markings provided for 

school bus and transit stops?

Need for marked crossing at the transit stop near the intersection of Park Crest Lane 

and Martin Street. 

D.1 Presence, 

Design, and 

Placement

Pedestrian Road Safety Audits Guidelines and Prompt Lists adapted for use in the Northland Area Mobility Study

D.2 Quality, 

Condition, and 

Obstructions

D.3 Continuity and 

Connectivity



Date/Time  of Safety Audit: 11/7/2018 7:00

Attendees: Ron Seybert, Trish Meek,  Rob Watts

Road Name(s): Blue Course Drive

A. Streets
Master

Prompt
Question Notes

Are sidewalks provided along the street? Yes, sidewalks or shared-use paths are provided on both sides of Blue Course Drive 

east of Circleville Road.  West of Circleville Road, the shared-use path on the north 

side merges into the Tudek-Circleville bike path.  The shared-use path on the south 

side continues along Blue Course Drive.

If no sidewalk is present, is there a walkable shoulder 

(e.g. wide enough to accommodate cyclists/pedestrians) 

on the road or other pathway/trail nearby?

N/A

Is the sidewalk width adequate for pedestrian volumes? Yes, 5' sidewalks and 10' shared use path are comfortable for two people to walk 

beside each other. Other pedestrians were not encountered often.  5' width is not 

adequate for a bicyclist and pedestrian to pass each other.

Is there adequate separation distance between vehicular 

traffic and pedestrians?

Yes.  Except on the south side of Blue Course Drive, between the College Court 

driveway and Atherton Street, where the sidewalk is adjacent to the street curb line.

Are sidewalk/street boundaries discernable to people with 

visual impairments?

Yes.

Are ramps provided as an alternative to stairs? Yes.  Curb ramps of varying designs are present.

Yes.

Is the walking surface too steep? Driveway cuts between the College Court Driveway and Atherton Street have 

sidewalk transitions that are steeper than current ADA guidelines would allow.

Is the walking surface adequate and well-maintained? Yes.

Are sidewalks/walkable shoulders continuous and on 

both sides of the street?

Yes.  A "non-connected" stretch of sidewalk extends from Cherry Lane toward Blue 

Course Drive, but does not connect to the sidewalk along Blue Course Drive.  

Bicyclists use the sidewalk and cut across the grass to make the connection, or they 

ride through the parking area of the apartment building at the end of Cherry Lane.  

The preferred path around the apartment building could be designated and signed.

Are measures needed to direct pedestrians to safe 

crossing points and pedestrian access ways?

Yes.  Pedestrians cross Blue Course Drive mid-block when accessing the transit stops 

east of Circleville Road.

Is the sidewalk adequately lit? No - lack of pedestrian lighting. In some areas lighting from private property helps, 

but lighting is not continuous or consistent.

Does street lighting improve pedestrian visibility at night? Yes, at intersection crossings, but lighting is not located to illuminate the noted 

midblock pedestrian crossing locations. 

A.5 Visibility

Is the visibility of pedestrians walking along the sidewalk/ 

shoulder adequate?

Not observed in the dark.  The "openness" of the street and presence of light from 

private property allows pedestrians on the sidewalk to be seen at most locations.  

However, at some points pedestrians in dark clothing would be hard to see.

Are the conditions at driveways intersecting sidewalks 

endangering pedestrians?

No, there are multiple driveways, but none were noted to have specific issues.  The 

potential for closing one small driveway to a single residence (across from the 

Northland Center driveway) was discussed.  Alternative parking is provided to the 

rear of the property.  The steep sidewalk transitions (noted earlier) could be an 

issue for those with visual impairments.

Along the Tudek-Circleville Path, bikes/peds are "cutting the corner" across the grass 

strip and driveway to reach the shared use path along the north side of Blue Course 

Drive.

Does the number of driveways make the route 

undesirable for pedestrian travel?

No.  In general, access is reasonably controlled.  Driveways are most noted in the 

section between Martin Street and Atherton Street.  Access management along Blue 

Course Drive would simplify traffic operations and reduce vehicle/ped conflicts in 

this section.

A.7 Traffic 

Characteristics

Are there any conflicts between bicycles and pedestrians 

on sidewalks?

Yes.  Many bicyclists use the sidewalk, rather than ride on Blue Course Drive.  The 

sidewalk provides a convenient off-road link between the shared use path (south 

side of Blue Course Drive) and Cherry Lane, Martin Street, etc.  Transit patrons 

waiting at the bus stops along Blue Course Drive near Circleville Road conflict with 

bicyclists and pedestrians traveling along the shared use path.  A designated waiting 

area is needed.

A.8 Signs and

Pavement

Markings

Are pedestrian travel zones clearly delineated from other 

modes of traffic through the use of striping, colored 

and/or textured pavement, signing, and other methods?

Yes, at intersection crossings (signals).

No, along the shared use paths and sidewalk where modal conflicts were noted.

Is the path clear from both temporary and permanent 

obstructions?

Pedestrian Road Safety Audits Guidelines and Prompt Lists adapted for use in the Northland Area Mobility Study
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Date/Time  of Safety Audit: 11/7/2018 7:00

Attendees: Ron Seybert, Trish Meek, Rob Watts

Road Name(s): Blue Course Drive

B. Street Crossings
Master

Prompt
Question Notes

Do wide curb radii lengthen pedestrian crossing distances 

and encourage high-speed right turns?

Somewhat.  Larger radii were noted at the signalized intersections--particularly on SB 

Atherton right-turn and Northland Center driveway.

Do channelized right turn lanes minimize conflicts with 

pedestrians?

Yes.

Does a skewed intersection direct drivers’ focus away 

from crossing pedestrians?

Blue Course/Circleville is the only skewed intersection.  Skew makes ped crossings 

more "in line of sight" for left turns from minor streets.  Channelized right turns 

bypass the ped crossings on Blue Course.  Pedestrian crossings are placed at logical 

locations.  Piano key crossings are provided.

Are pedestrian crossings located in areas where sight 

distance may be a problem?

No.

Do raised medians provide a safe waiting area (refuge) for 

pedestrians?

No.

Are marked crosswalks wide enough? Mostly.  Crosswalks at Blue Course/Circleville could be slightly wider (south side) to 

carry the width of the shared use path through the intersection.

Are crosswalks sited along pedestrian desire lines? Yes.

Are corners and curb ramps appropriately planned and 

designed at each approach to the crossing?

Some issues were noted in the construction of the curb ramps on the southwest 

corner of the Blue Course/Atherton intersection.  Ramps across the bank driveway 

have steep side slopes (non-compliant?).
B.2 Quality, 

Condition and 

Obstructions

Is the crossing pavement adequate and well maintained? Yes.

B.3 Continuity and 

Connectivity

Does pedestrian network connectivity continue through 

crossings by means of adequate, waiting areas at 

corners, curb ramps and marked crosswalks?

Yes.

B.4 Lighting

Is the pedestrian crossing adequately lit? Lighting is present at intersections with Atherton Street, Martin Street, and 

Circleville Road.

<< Get results from lighting study >>

Can pedestrians see approaching vehicles at all legs of 

the intersection/crossing and vice versa?

At Blue Course/Atherton, peds on the southeast corner waiting to cross Atherton 

Street may not be seen by drivers on the EB Blue Course Drive right-turn lane.  The 

driver's line of sight is compromised by the controller cabinet and the various signs 

and poles located on the corner.

Is the distance from the stop (or yield) line to a crosswalk 

sufficient for drivers to see pedestrians?

Yes.  The 4-foot (min.) MUTCD standard is followed.

B.6 Access

Management

Are driveways placed close to crossings? Driveways are a concern at Atherton Street, particularly the driveways at the gas 

station (SW corner) and Bi-Lo Supply (SE corner).  

Do turning vehicles pose a hazard to pedestrians? The roadway environment is vehicle-oriented, and drivers are not always respectful 

of the pedestrian right-of-way. Vehicle speed, congestion, and pedestrian visibility 

can hinder vehicular respect for pedestrians.

Are there sufficient gaps in the traffic to allow pedestrians 

to cross the road?

Yes.

Do traffic operations (especially during peak periods) 

create a safety concern for pedestrians?

Operations at the Martin Street intersection are of some concern (recent ped crash 

noted at this location).  The Atherton Street intersection is vehicle-oriented.  Peds 

don't always understand/respect the protected left-turn and right-turn overlap 

phases.  Ped/bike conflicts occur crossing Atherton and crossing Blue Course at 

Martin Street, particularly as bikes use the sidewalk along the south side of Blue 

Course Drive. 

Is paint on stop bars and crosswalks worn, or are signs 

worn, missing, or damaged?

Markings are worn where vehicles commonly track.

Are crossing points for pedestrians properly signed and/or 

marked?

Yes.

Are pedestrian signal heads provided and adequate? Yes.

Are traffic and pedestrian signals timed so that wait times 

and crossing times are reasonable?

Yes.  (To be verified as part of the study)

Is there a problem because of an inconsistency in 

pedestrian actuation (or detection) types?

No.  All ped detection in the study area is by push button.

Are all pedestrian signals and push buttons functioning 

correctly and safely?

Yes.

Are ADA accessible push buttons provided and properly 

located?

Yes.

B.9 Signals
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Date/Time  of Safety Audit: 11/7/2018 7:00

Attendees: Ron Seybert, Trish Meek, Rob Watts

Road Name(s): Blue Course Drive

D. Transit Areas

Master

Prompt
Question Notes

Are safe pedestrian crossings convenient for transit and 

school bus users?

Pedestrians cross Blue Course Drive at midblock (not marked or signed) to reach the 

transit stops east of Circleville Road.

Are shelters appropriately designed and placed for 

pedestrian safety and convenience?

Yes.  Shelters could be added at transit stops along Blue Course Drive.

Is a sufficient landing area provided to accommodate 

waiting passengers, boarding/alighting passengers, and 

through/bypassing pedestrian traffic at peak times?

Landing areas between sidewalk and curb are needed at various stops along Blue 

Course Drive.  Waiting areas along the shared use path could be expanded and 

designated to reduce conflicts with bikes and peds traveling on the shared use path.

Is the landing area paved and free of problems such as 

uneven surfaces, standing water, or steep slopes?

Not always.  The grass buffers between sidewalk and curbline are not all in good 

repair and some were muddy.  No landing area is provided for the stops along Blue 

Course Drive near Circleville Road.

Is the sidewalk free of temporary/permanent obstructions 

that constrict its width or block access to the bus stop?

Yes.

Is the nearest crossing opportunity free of potential 

hazards for pedestrians?

Pedestrians cross Blue Course Drive at midblock (not marked or signed) to reach the 

transit stops east of Circleville Road.

Are transit stops part of a continuous network of 

pedestrian facilities?

Yes.

D.4 Lighting

Are access ways to transit facilities well-lit to 

accommodate early-morning, late-afternoon, and evening?

Access to the stops along Blue Course east of Circleville has little lighting.  Accessways 

themselves (to/from The Park) require attention.

D.5 Visibility

Are open sight lines maintained between approaching 

buses and passenger waiting and loading areas?

Yes.

D.7 Traffic

Characteristics

Do pedestrians entering and leaving buses conflict with 

cars, bicycles, or other pedestrians?

These conflicts can occur at the stops along Blue Course east of Circleville, where the 

stop unloads to the shared use path.

D.8 Signs and

Pavement

Markings

Are appropriate signs and pavement markings provided for 

school bus and transit stops?

Yes.

D.1 Presence, 

Design, and 

Placement

D.2 Quality, 

Condition, and 

Obstructions

D.3 Continuity and 

Connectivity

Pedestrian Road Safety Audits Guidelines and Prompt Lists adapted for use in the Northland Area Mobility Study



Date/Time  of Safety Audit: 11/7/2018 7:00

Attendees: Ron Seybert, Trish Meek,  Rob Watts

Road Name(s): Cherry Lane

A. Streets

Master

Prompt
Question Notes

Are sidewalks provided along the street? Sidewalk is provided along the north side of Cherry Lane from Martin Street to 

Atherton Street.  Only a short stretch of sidewalk is provided along the south side of 

Cherry Lane near Atherton Street.  Sidewalk is missing along the north and south 

sides of Cherry Lane west of Martin Street.

If no sidewalk is present, is there a walkable shoulder 

(e.g. wide enough to accommodate cyclists/pedestrians) 

on the road or other pathway/trail nearby?

There is evidence of pedestrians walking on the grass on the north side of Cherry 

Lane.

Is the sidewalk width adequate for pedestrian volumes? The 5' sidewalk width is adequate, except at a few pinch points, where the sidewalk 

narrows near utility poles and stormwater inlets (set back into the sidewalk).  The 

sidewalk feels narrow because of vegetation along the north side of Cherry Lane.

Is there adequate separation distance between vehicular 

traffic and pedestrians?

Only the street-side vertical curb separates vehicular traffic from pedestrians.  The 

sidewalk is adjacent to the curb.

Are sidewalk/street boundaries discernable to people with 

visual impairments?

Yes.

Are ramps provided as an alternative to stairs? Yes.  Ramps at some driveways are not to current ADA standards.

Is the walking surface too steep? The walking surface follows the profile of Cherry Lane, which includes steep sections 

between Atherton Street and the C.S. Myers and Son/Penske Truck Rental building.  

Within these steep slope areas, ramps at driveways add to the steep grades.

Is the walking surface adequate and well-maintained? Yes.

Are sidewalks/walkable shoulders continuous and on both 

sides of the street?

No.

Are measures needed to direct pedestrians to safe 

crossing points and pedestrian access ways?

No.

Is the sidewalk adequately lit? No - lack of pedestrian lighting. In some areas lighting from private property and 

businesses may help, but it is not consistent. Lighting is present at the intersection of 

Cherry Lane & Atherton Street.

Does street lighting improve pedestrian visibility at night? Yes.

A.5 Visibility
Is the visibility of pedestrians walking along the sidewalk/ 

shoulder adequate?

Not observed in the dark, but it is anticipated that pedestrians would be hard to see 

against the trees in the more wooded sections.

Are the conditions at driveways intersecting sidewalks 

endangering pedestrians?

No.

Does the number of driveways make the route 

undesirable for pedestrian travel?

No.  Driveways do exist along the corridor, but land uses do not generate high 

volumes of traffic.

A.7 Traffic 

Characteristics

Are there any conflicts between bicycles and pedestrians 

on sidewalks?

No.  Pedestrians use the sidewalk.  Bicyclists use the street.

A.8 Signs and

Pavement

Markings

Are pedestrian travel zones clearly delineated from other 

modes of traffic through the use of striping, colored and/or 

textured pavement, signing, and other methods?

Yes, at intersection crossings (signals).

Special delineation, signs, and markings are not provided and are likely not necessary.  

Based on user behavior, it seems to be understood that the concrete sidewalk is the 

pedestrian space.

Pedestrian Road Safety Audits Guidelines and Prompt Lists adapted for use in the Northland Area Mobility Study

A.3 Continuity 

and 

Connectivity

A.4 Lighting

A.6 Driveways

A.1 Presence,

Design, and

Placement

A.2 Quality,

Conditions, and

Obstructions

Is the path clear from both temporary and permanent 

obstructions?

No.  Where there are wooded areas along the sidewalks, leaves, branches, and other 

organic material build up and cover part of the sidewalk.  Near Martin Street, a set of 

post-mounted mailboxes have been located within the 5' sidewalk area.



Date/Time  of Safety Audit: 11/7/2018 7:00

Attendees: Ron Seybert, Trish Meek, Rob Watts

Road Name(s): Cherry Lane

B. Street Crossings

Master

Prompt
Question Notes

Do wide curb radii lengthen pedestrian crossing distances 

and encourage high-speed right turns?

Yes

Do channelized right turn lanes minimize conflicts with 

pedestrians?

No.

Does a skewed intersection direct drivers’ focus away 

from crossing pedestrians?

Somewhat, at Cherry Lane/Atherton Street.  Street grades on Cherry Lane depress 

vehicle speeds, which benefit pedestrians in the crosswalk.

Are pedestrian crossings located in areas where sight 

distance may be a problem?

No.

Do raised medians provide a safe waiting area (refuge) for 

pedestrians?

No.

Are marked crosswalks wide enough? Crosswalk width meets MUTCD minimum standards.  The width is appropriate for the 

pedestrian volumes observed.

Are crosswalks sited along pedestrian desire lines? Yes.

Are corners and curb ramps appropriately planned and 

designed at each approach to the crossing?

Yes, within the geometric constraints of the streets and right-of-way.

B.2 Quality, 

Condition and 

Obstructions

Is the crossing pavement adequate and well maintained? Yes.

B.3 Continuity and 

Connectivity

Does pedestrian network connectivity continue through 

crossings by means of adequate, waiting areas at 

corners, curb ramps and marked crosswalks?

Yes.  Waiting areas and ramps are appropriate for the pedestrian volumes observed.

B.4 Lighting
Is the pedestrian crossing adequately lit?  Lighting is present at Cherry Lane/Atherton Street intersection.

<< Get results from lighting study >>

Can pedestrians see approaching vehicles at all legs of 

the intersection/crossing and vice versa?

Yes.

Is the distance from the stop (or yield) line to a crosswalk 

sufficient for drivers to see pedestrians?

Yes.  The 4-foot (min.) MUTCD standard is followed.

B.6 Access

Management
Are driveways placed close to crossings? Driveways are somewhat of a concern on Cherry Lane near Atherton Street.

Do turning vehicles pose a hazard to pedestrians? The roadway environment is vehicle-oriented, and drivers are not always respectful 

of the pedestrian right-of-way. Vehicle speed, congestion, and pedestrian visibility 

can hinder vehicular respect for pedestrians.

Are there sufficient gaps in the traffic to allow pedestrians 

to cross the road?

Yes.

Do traffic operations (especially during peak periods) 

create a safety concern for pedestrians?

Peds don't always understand/respect the protected left-turn phases at Atherton.

Is paint on stop bars and crosswalks worn, or are signs 

worn, missing, or damaged?

Markings are worn where vehicles commonly track.  Markings on Atherton Street 

affected by roadway project.

Are crossing points for pedestrians properly signed and/or 

marked?

Yes.

Are pedestrian signal heads provided and adequate? Yes.

Are traffic and pedestrian signals timed so that wait times 

and crossing times are reasonable?

Yes.  (Timings on the signal permit plans are to be verified as part of this study)

Is there a problem because of an inconsistency in 

pedestrian actuation (or detection) types?

No.  All ped detection in the study area is by push button.

Are all pedestrian signals and push buttons functioning 

correctly and safely?

No non-functional push buttons were encountered, but exhaustive testing was not 

completed as part of this study.

Are ADA accessible push buttons provided and properly 

located?

Yes.

Pedestrian Road Safety Audits Guidelines and Prompt Lists adapted for use in the Northland Area Mobility Study

B.5 Visibility

B.7 Traffic

Characteristics

B.8 Signs and

Pavement

Markings

B.9 Signals

B.1 Presence,

Design, and

Placement



Date/Time  of Safety Audit: 11/7/2018 7:00

Attendees: Ron Seybert, Trish Meek, Rob Watts

Road Name(s): Cherry Lane

D. Transit Areas

Master

Prompt
Question Notes

Are safe pedestrian crossings convenient for transit and 

school bus users?

Yes

Are shelters appropriately designed and placed for 

pedestrian safety and convenience?

N/A

Is a sufficient landing area provided to accommodate 

waiting passengers, boarding/alighting passengers, and 

through/bypassing pedestrian traffic at peak times?

N/A

Is the landing area paved and free of problems such as 

uneven surfaces, standing water, or steep slopes?

N/A

Is the sidewalk free of temporary/permanent obstructions 

that constrict its width or block access to the bus stop?

N/A

Is the nearest crossing opportunity free of potential 

hazards for pedestrians?

N/A

Are transit stops part of a continuous network of 

pedestrian facilities?

N/A

D.4 Lighting

Are access ways to transit facilities well-lit to 

accommodate early-morning, late-afternoon, and 

evening?

N/A

D.5 Visibility

Are open sight lines maintained between approaching 

buses and passenger waiting and loading areas?

N/A

D.7 Traffic

Characteristics

Do pedestrians entering and leaving buses conflict with 

cars, bicycles, or other pedestrians?

N/A

D.8 Signs and

Pavement

Markings

Are appropriate signs and pavement markings provided 

for school bus and transit stops?

N/A

Pedestrian Road Safety Audits Guidelines and Prompt Lists adapted for use in the Northland Area Mobility Study

D.1 Presence, 

Design, and 

Placement

D.2 Quality, 

Condition, and 

Obstructions

D.3 Continuity and 

Connectivity



Date/Time  of Safety Audit: 11/7/2018 7:00

Attendees: Ron Seybert, Trish Meek,  Rob Watts

Road Name(s): Clinton Avenue

A. Streets

Master

Prompt
Question Notes

Are sidewalks provided along the street? Yes.  Sidewalks or shared-use paths are provided on the south side of Clinton 

Avenue, except in the following locations:  between Atherton Street and North 

Allen Street, and between the Confer Body Shop driveway and McKee Street bike 

path.  A short stretch of sidewalk is provided on the north side of Clinton Avenue 

between Atherton Street and North Allen Street.  Sidewalk and connections on the 

Bi-Lo site are painted through the parking area (along Atherton Street).

If no sidewalk is present, is there a walkable shoulder 

(e.g. wide enough to accommodate cyclists/pedestrians) 

on the road or other pathway/trail nearby?

The street is curbed, and the shoulder is not otherwise delineated.  Since traffic 

volume is relatively low on Clinton Ave, pedestrians will walk on the street next to 

the curb.

Is the sidewalk width adequate for pedestrian volumes? Yes.

Is there adequate separation distance between vehicular 

traffic and pedestrians?

Yes.

Are sidewalk/street boundaries discernable to people 

with visual impairments?

Yes.

Are ramps provided as an alternative to stairs? Yes.  Curb ramps of varying designs are present.

Is the walking surface too steep? No.

Is the walking surface adequate and well-maintained? Yes.

Are sidewalks/walkable shoulders continuous and on 

both sides of the street?

No.  (See A.1)

Are measures needed to direct pedestrians to safe 

crossing points and pedestrian access ways?

It may be beneficial to direct EB pedestrians on the north Atherton Street crosswalk 

to the sidewalk/path along the south side of Clinton Avenue, as the sidewalk along 

the north side of Clinton Avenue is not continuous.

Is the sidewalk adequately lit? No - lack of pedestrian lighting. In some areas lighting from private property helps, 

but lighting is not continuous or consistent.

Does street lighting improve pedestrian visibility at 

night?

Yes.

A.5 Visibility

Is the visibility of pedestrians walking along the sidewalk/ 

shoulder adequate?

Not observed in the dark.  The "openness" of the street and presence of light from 

private property allows pedestrians on the sidewalk to be seen at most locations.

Are the conditions at driveways intersecting sidewalks 

endangering pedestrians?

No.  However, where the sidewalk ends at the driveway to The Greek/Waffle Shop, 

pedestrians have few options but to enter the street or cross the Bi-Lo property on 

an unimproved surface.

Does the number of driveways make the route 

undesirable for pedestrian travel?

No.

A.7 Traffic 

Characteristics

Are there any conflicts between bicycles and 

pedestrians on sidewalks?

No.  Pedestrians use the sidewalk.  Bicyclists use the street.

A.8 Signs and

Pavement

Markings

Are pedestrian travel zones clearly delineated from other 

modes of traffic through the use of striping, colored 

and/or textured pavement, signing, and other methods?

Yes, at intersection crossings (signals).

Special delineation, signs, and markings are not provided and are likely not 

necessary.  Based on user behavior, it seems to be understood that the concrete 

sidewalk is the pedestrian space.

Pedestrian Road Safety Audits Guidelines and Prompt Lists adapted for use in the Northland Area Mobility Study

A.3 Continuity 

and 

Connectivity

A.4 Lighting

A.6 Driveways

A.1 Presence,

Design, and

Placement

A.2 Quality,

Conditions, and

Obstructions

Is the path clear from both temporary and permanent 

obstructions?

Yes.



Date/Time  of Safety Audit: 11/7/2018 7:00

Attendees: Ron Seybert, Trish Meek, Rob Watts

Road Name(s): Clinton Avenue

B. Street Crossings

Master

Prompt
Question Notes

Do wide curb radii lengthen pedestrian crossing distances 

and encourage high-speed right turns?

No.

Do channelized right turn lanes minimize conflicts with 

pedestrians?

No.

Does a skewed intersection direct drivers’ focus away 

from crossing pedestrians?

No.

Are pedestrian crossings located in areas where sight 

distance may be a problem?

No.

Do raised medians provide a safe waiting area (refuge) for 

pedestrians?

No.

Are marked crosswalks wide enough? Yes.

Are crosswalks sited along pedestrian desire lines? Yes.

Are corners and curb ramps appropriately planned and 

designed at each approach to the crossing?

Yes.

B.2 Quality, 

Condition and 

Obstructions

Is the crossing pavement adequate and well maintained? Yes.

B.3 Continuity and 

Connectivity

Does pedestrian network connectivity continue through 

crossings by means of adequate, waiting areas at 

corners, curb ramps and marked crosswalks?

The waiting area on the southeast corner of Atherton/Clinton is relatively small.  The 

adjoining walkway along Atherton Street (to the south) enters and traverses the Bi-Lo 

parking area on a painted pathway.

B.4 Lighting
Is the pedestrian crossing adequately lit? Lighting is present at the intersections with Atherton Street.

<< Get results from lighting study >>

Can pedestrians see approaching vehicles at all legs of 

the intersection/crossing and vice versa?

Yes.

Is the distance from the stop (or yield) line to a crosswalk 

sufficient for drivers to see pedestrians?

Yes.  The 4-foot (min.) MUTCD standard is followed.

B.6 Access

Management
Are driveways placed close to crossings? Driveways are somewhat of a concern on Clinton Avenue near Atherton Street (Bi-

Lo).

Do turning vehicles pose a hazard to pedestrians? The roadway environment is vehicle-oriented, and drivers are not always respectful 

of the pedestrian right-of-way. Vehicle speed, congestion, and pedestrian visibility 

can hinder vehicular respect for pedestrians.

Are there sufficient gaps in the traffic to allow pedestrians 

to cross the road?

Yes.

Do traffic operations (especially during peak periods) 

create a safety concern for pedestrians?

The Atherton Street intersection is vehicle-oriented.  Peds don't always 

understand/respect the protected left-turn and right-turn overlap phases.  Ped/bike 

conflicts occur crossing Atherton, particularly as bikes use the sidewalk along the 

south side of Blue Course Drive. 

Is paint on stop bars and crosswalks worn, or are signs 

worn, missing, or damaged?

Markings are worn where vehicles commonly track.  Markings on Atherton Street 

affected by roadway project.

Are crossing points for pedestrians properly signed and/or 

marked?

Yes.

Are pedestrian signal heads provided and adequate? Yes.

Are traffic and pedestrian signals timed so that wait times 

and crossing times are reasonable?

Yes.  (Timings on the signal permit plans are to be verified as part of this study)

Is there a problem because of an inconsistency in 

pedestrian actuation (or detection) types?

No.  All ped detection in the study area is by push button.

Are all pedestrian signals and push buttons functioning 

correctly and safely?

No non-functional push buttons were encountered, but exhaustive testing was not 

completed as part of this study.

Are ADA accessible push buttons provided and properly 

located?

Yes.
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Date/Time  of Safety Audit: 11/7/2018 7:00

Attendees: Ron Seybert, Trish Meek, Rob Watts

Road Name(s): Clinton Avenue

D. Transit Areas

Master

Prompt
Question Notes

Are safe pedestrian crossings convenient for transit and 

school bus users?

Yes.

Are shelters appropriately designed and placed for 

pedestrian safety and convenience?

No transit shelters are located along Clinton Avenue.

Is a sufficient landing area provided to accommodate 

waiting passengers, boarding/alighting passengers, and 

through/bypassing pedestrian traffic at peak times?

The transit stop along the north side of Clinton Avenue has no pad and is located next 

to a private driveway.  The resident places trash cans at the curb for pick-up around 

the transit stop sign.  The stop on the south side relies on the sidewalk as a waiting 

area.

Is the landing area paved and free of problems such as 

uneven surfaces, standing water, or steep slopes?

N/A.

Is the sidewalk free of temporary/permanent obstructions 

that constrict its width or block access to the bus stop?

Yes.

Is the nearest crossing opportunity free of potential 

hazards for pedestrians?

Yes.

Are transit stops part of a continuous network of 

pedestrian facilities?

Yes.

D.4 Lighting

Are access ways to transit facilities well-lit to 

accommodate early-morning, late-afternoon, and 

evening?

Lighting from adjacent private property helps, but no lighting is specific to the transit 

stop.

D.5 Visibility

Are open sight lines maintained between approaching 

buses and passenger waiting and loading areas?

Yes.

D.7 Traffic

Characteristics

Do pedestrians entering and leaving buses conflict with 

cars, bicycles, or other pedestrians?

No buses were observed, but it is possible bus drivers may unload passengers onto 

the private driveways near the bus stops.

D.8 Signs and

Pavement

Markings

Are appropriate signs and pavement markings provided 

for school bus and transit stops?

Yes.

D.2 Quality, 

Condition, and 

Obstructions

D.3 Continuity and 

Connectivity

D.1 Presence, 

Design, and 

Placement
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Date/Time of Safety Audit: 11/7/2018, 3:30 PM

Attendees:  Dave Modricker, Lindsey Schoch, Rob Watts

Road Name(s):  Aaron Drive, Martin Street, Blue Course Drive, Clinton Avenue, Cherry Lane

TOPIC/Question Notes

Do bicycle accommodations exist currently? Aaron Drive, Martin Street -- None defined; share the road or ride on sidewalk

Cherry Lane -- None defined; share the road implied; sidewalk not suitable for bikes

Clinton Avenue -- Shared use path along some sections; share the road in remainder

Blue Course Drive (Atherton to The Park) -- None defined; share the road or ride on sidewalk.

Blue Course Drive (The Park to Circleville) -- Shared use path (south); ride on sidewalk (north).

Are design features present that adversely impact the 

use of the facility by cyclists?

Low branches on trees overhanging sidewalk along Martin Street are hit by cyclists.

Driveway cuts in sidewalk along Cherry Lane and Blue Course Drive make certain areas not suitable 

for bicycle riding.
Are intersection/interchange accommodations designed 

to reduce conflicting movements and communicate 

proper bicycle positioning through the crossing?

Intersection accommodations appear to be designed with pedestrians in mind.

Intersection crossing push buttons are not always located logically for bicyclists.

Are transition areas designed with logical termini or do 

they end abruptly, potentially contributing to sudden 

and difficult merges, midblock crossings, or behaviors 

such as wrong- way riding?

Shared use path/sidewalk along Clinton Avenue is intermittent and varies in design.  Transitions 

to/from street happens at driveways.

Shared use path along Blue Course Drive transitions to sidewalk at midblock.

Bike path through Blue Course Commons intersects Blue Course Drive midblock; encourages mid-

block crossings to bike path on opposite side of Blue Course Drive.

Are transit facilities designed and placed to minimize 

conflicts with other modes?

Sidewalk along Martin Street used as transit waiting area.

Shared use path along Blue Course Drive used for transit waiting area.

Are there suitable provisions for cyclists given the 

characteristics of the roadway or path (speed, volume, 

traffic, and functional classification)?

Aaron Drive, Cherry Lane -- Lower volume/speed streets; share the road OK.

Martin Street -- Moderate volume/speed street; sidewalk conflicts make bike lanes desirable.

Blue Course Drive -- Higher volume/speed street; shared use path or bike lanes desireable.

Atherton Street -- Very high volume/speed street; not suitable as a bike route.

Do traffic operations (especially during peak periods) 

create a safety concern for cyclists?

Yes, on Blue Course Drive and Martin Street.

Do shared roadway geometrics change substantially or 

frequently?

No, not along the streets.

Changes occur at intersections (added turn lanes, median becomes left-turn lane, etc.).

Are transit facilities designed and placed to minimize 

conflicts with other modes?

Transit stops along Blue Course Drive conflict with bikes and peds on the sidewalk and shared use 

path.

There is potential for conflict along Martin Street, particularly at the Park Crest Lane stops.

Is the riding surface smooth, stable, and free of debris 

and is drainage adequate? Is there an abrupt change in 

riding surface?

Some sidewalk surfaces along Aaron Drive are in poor repair.

Most surfaces along the other streets are in good repair (sidealk, shared use path, and streets).

Are drainage grates designed for cyclists? Yes.  Bicycle-safe grates are Township standard.

Are there any obstacles at crossings? None noted.

Are the manhole covers properly designed? Yes.

Are transit stops maintained during periods of inclement 

weather?

<< Question for CATA and Ferguson Township >>

Are there any horizontal or vertical obstructions 

(temporary or permanent) along the facility?

No.

If bollards or other physical terminal devices are used, is 

the risk of occasional motorized vehicles greater than 

the risk of a fixed object within the travel way?

N/A

Is the waiting area free of temporary/permanent 

obstructions that constrict its width or block access to 

the bus stop?

Yes.  But the sizes of waiting areas do not accommodate peak periods without spilling onto the 

sidewalk or shared use path.

5.Obstructions

1.Presence & Availability

2.Design & Placement

3.Operations
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4.Quality & Conditions



Date/Time of Safety Audit: 11/7/2018, 3:30 PM

Attendees:  Dave Modricker, Lindsey Schoch, Rob Watts

Road Name(s):  Aaron Drive, Martin Street, Blue Course Drive, Clinton Avenue, Cherry Lane

TOPIC/Question Notes

Bicycle Road Safety Audit Guidelines and Prompt Lists adapted for use in the Northland Area Mobility Study

November 2018

Is the clear zone for cyclists’ operating space adequate? Yes, where shared use paths are provided.

Are bicycle accommodations connected and convenient 

for transit users?

Yes.  For the most part, they are immediately adjacent to the transit stops.

Are bicycle accommodations continuous? No.  Connections are needed.

Do bicycle accommodations provide adequate 

connectivity to major destinations?

No.  Connections are needed.

Is there a safe way for cyclists from both directions to 

access connections or continue to other destinations 

along the street network?

No.  Connections are needed.

Is the riding surface adequately lit? Not continuously.

<< Get results from lighting samples >>

Is the visibility of cyclists using the facility adequate from 

the perspective of all road users?

Yes.

Can cyclists see approaching vehicles/ pedestrians at all 

legs of an intersection/ crossing, and vice versa?

Yes.

Are signs and markings along the riding surface visible, 

well- maintained, easily understood, and adequate?

Wayfinding signage is a known need.  Bicycle specific signage and signals are limited to the shard 

use paths.

Do signs and markings along the cycling facility clearly 

indicate the cyclist path and right-of-way at 

intersections?

Bicycle and pedestrian paths/right-of-way are mingled on the crosswalks at most intersections.  

Painted bike pathways would be desirable where on road bike lanes are provided or shared use 

paths cross a public street.

If bicycle traffic signalization and detection are present, 

are they properly positioned, functioning, and effective?

Bicycle signalization and detection are not currently used.  The Atherton Street Project will install 

radar stop bar detection, which has capabilities for detecting bikes.

Does the traffic signal design accommodate all users? The signal design accommodates all users, but to different degress.  Signals are designed with 

vehicles and pedestrians in mind, but design specific to bicycles is not present.  Bicycles are the 

smallest group of street and intersections users.

What are all roadway users (vehicles, bicyclists, 

pedestrians, transit, etc.) doing with regards to bicycle 

traffic, and vice versa?

Many motorized vehicle drivers do not pay adequate attention to bicycles and pedestrians, and 

they do not respect their position in the street space.  By the same token, many bicyclists do not 

properly obey the rules of the road.

Are bridges/tunnels designed with adequate bicycle 

accommodations on both sides?
N/A

Does the gradient of the cycling accommodations impact 

the use of the facility?
N/A

Is drainage adequate to accommodate bicyclists? Yes.

Is the grating/ bridge surface designed for cyclists? N/A

Are there longitudinal or transverse joints that may 

cause cyclists problems?
N/A

Is there adequate horizontal and vertical clearance? N/A

Are railings, guardrail, and/or parapets and other 

structures installed at an appropriate height and shy 

distance?

Railings along Blue Course Drive (south side, near Atherton Street; and north side near ReMax 

Building) do not have the desired shy distance so cyclists can ride on the sidewalk.

Are bridges and tunnels adequately lit? Yes.  (Bike path tunnel under Blue Course Drive)

11.Signals

12.Human Factors / Behavior

13. Structure Questions (if needed)

6.Roadside

7.Continuity & Connectivity

8.Lighting

9.Visibility

10.Signs & Pavement Markings
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329 Innovation Blvd., Suite 116
State College, PA 16803
Phone: (814) 861-4948
Fax: (814) 861-2550

MEMO
TO: Ronald A. Seybert, Jr., Ferguson Township Engineer

FROM: Robert Watts, McCormick Taylor

CC: File

DATE: March 11, 2019

REFERENCE: Northland Area Mobility Study
Ferguson Township, Centre County, PA

SUBJECT: Mid-Block Pedestrian Crossing Study
Blue Course Drive, between Martin Street and Circleville Road

As part of the Northland Area Mobility Study, a concept for a mid-block crossing of Blue Course Drive
between Martin Street and Circleville Road has been developed. The following documents an
engineering study of the proposed unsignalized mid-block pedestrian crossing according to the
“Unsignalized Midblock Crosswalks” criteria found in PennDOT Publication 46, Chapter 11.9.

Minimum Requirements:

1. Speed Limit – Required to be 35 mph or lower. The posted speed limit on Blue Course Drive at
the location of the proposed mid-block crossing is 35 mph.

2. Other Marked Crosswalks – Required to be 300 feet or more from the nearest adjacent marked
crosswalk location. The nearest marked crosswalk on Blue Course Drive is approximately 375
feet away at the Blue Course Drive/Circleville Road intersection.

3. Number of Pedestrian Crossings – Required to be 80 or more in any one hour; or 40 or more
during each four (4) hours of the day. Pedestrian crossings were not counted directly.
Pedestrians are crossing Blue Course Drive at mid-block primarily to reach the CATA bus stop
on the south side of Blue Course Drive. CATA ridership data for Wednesday, October 19, 2016
indicates 34, 50, 23, and 27 boardings and alightings at the stop on the south side of Blue
Course Drive during the four (4) hours from 7:00 AM to 10:00 AM. With these pedestrians
originating from or destined to Blue Course Commons and The Park on the north side of Blue
Course Drive, these totals translate into the same number of crossings of Blue Course Drive.
This pedestrian crossing data does not fully meet the PennDOT minimum requirements.
However, with installation of the mid-block crossing and roadside fencing, it is anticipated that
pedestrian and bike crossings will be attracted to and focused at the crossing.

4. Traffic Volume – Required to be less than 15,000 per day, or less than 30,000 per day, where a
median refuge is provided. No more than three travel lanes may be crossed without a raised
median or pedestrian refute island. The daily traffic volume on Blue Course Drive is near 18,000
vehicles per day (ADT). The proposed mid-block crossing provides a raised, 11-foot wide
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median refuge island, and the ADT is less than the 30,000 maximum. Two travel lanes are
crossed to reach the median pedestrian refuge, and then two more travel lanes are crossed to
reach the other side.

5. Parking Restrictions – Parking is not permitted within 75 feet of the mid-block crossing unless
6-foot (min.) curb extensions are provided. Parking is not permitted along Blue Course Drive.

6. Sight Distance – The Available Sight Distance must be greater than the Minimum Sight Distance
specified in the table below. Sight distance measurements were taken on 3/11/2019, assuming
both a driver eye height and object height of 3.5 feet above the roadway. The Available Sight
Distance represents the distance that a driver has to a pedestrian waiting at the side of the road.
The Available Sight Distance to the proposed Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons would be
greater than shown below—particularly for the westbound Blue Course Drive approach.
Minimum sight distance is provided for both approaches to the proposed mid-block crossing.

Approach to
Mid-Block Crossing

Speed Limit Grade
Minimum Sight

Distance
Available Sight

Distance *
Eastbound Blue
Course Drive

35 mph -1.0% 310 feet > 1,000 feet

Westbound Blue
Course Drive

35 mph -1.5% 312 feet 525 feet

* Available sight distance to a pedestrian waiting at the side of the road.

Design Considerations:

Figures 1 illustrates the conceptual plan-view layout and cross-section of the proposed mid-block
crossing. The following design considerations are noted:

 The crossing would be configured at 90 degrees to the roadway and is to be marked with a
high-visibility “piano key” pattern. The marking would be consistent with PennDOT
Pavement Marking Standard TC-8600. The crosswalk width is proposed to be 10-feet wide,
consistent with the shared used path width.

 The pedestrian signs (W11-2) and diagonal downward pointing arrow (W16-7P) would be
fluorescent green in color, to match other nearby pedestrian crossing installations.

 Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFB) would be installed in conjunction with the
roadside (ground-mount) signage on both sides of each crossing segment—i.e., two sets of
signs and RRFB facing each direction.

 Pavement markings on each roadway approach would include “sharktooth” markings located
approximately 50 feet in advance of the crossing. The marking would be consistent with
PennDOT Pavement Marking Standard TC-8600.

 The crossing location would be lit by new overhead LED lighting supported by roadside
standards. The lighting would conform to the AASHTO Lighting Design Guidelines, as are
commonly applied in Pennsylvania.

Conclusion:

The proposed mid-block crossing of Blue Course Drive between Martin Street and Circleville Road
meets all of the PennDOT Minimum Requirements, except for the pedestrian crossing volume. Based
on CATA ridership data, there are an average of 34 pedestrian crossings per hour of Blue Course
Drive between the hours of 7:00 AM and 11:00 AM—which is 85% of the 40 crossings per hour
requirement.
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Figure 1. Blue Course Drive Mid-Block Crossing,
Conceptual Layout and Cross-Section
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Northland Area Mobility Study

Project ID
1

Description Quantity

Unit of 

Measure Unit Cost Total Cost

Road Pavement Install SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Concrete island / pavement divider SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Road Pavement Removal 287 SY  $                 40.00  $          11,488.89 

Shared-Use Path install 792 SY  $               110.00  $          87,107.78 

Sidewalk install 95 SY  $               110.00  $          10,486.67 

Sidewalk Removal 466 SY  $                 20.00  $            9,328.89 

Detectable Warning Surface 160 SF  $                 50.00  $            8,000.00 

Curb Install 858 LF  $                 70.00  $          60,060.00 

Curb Removal 800 LF  $                 65.00  $          52,000.00 

Pavement Marking Stripe Removal & Replacement 859 Corridor LF  $                   9.50  $            8,160.50 

Pavement Marking - Turn Arrow 10 Each  $               425.00  $            4,250.00 

Pavement Marking - Words & Symbols 5 Each  $               600.00  $            3,000.00 

Pavement Marking - Crosswalk 54 Crossing LF  $                 65.00  $            3,510.00 

Pavement Marking - Yield Line Crossing LF  $                 20.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Green Shared Use Path area 242 SY  $                 45.00  $          10,890.00 

Post Mounted Signs install new Each  $               300.00  $                       -   

Post Mounted Signs remove & reset 5 Each  $               200.00  $            1,000.00 

Overhead Lane Use Sign Mast Arm 1 Each  $          14,000.00  $          14,000.00 

Rect. Rapid Flashing Beacon (2 posts) w/luminaire Each  $          16,200.00  $                       -   

Rect. Rapid Flashing Beacon (4 posts) w/luminaire Each  $          20,000.00  $                       -   

Drainage Inlet & Pipe 6 Each  $            5,000.00  $          30,000.00 

Pedestrian Decorative Fence LF  $                 75.00  $                       -   

Grass buffer strip / Landscaping 859 Corridor LF  $                 15.00  $          12,885.00 

Erosion & Sediment Control Devices 859 Corridor LF  $                 10.00  $            8,590.00 

Clearing & Grubbing 859 Corridor LF  $                   5.00  $            4,295.00 

Notes:

Traffic Signal Cabinet at Atherton St may need to be relocated

Temporary & Permanent R/W impacts along College Court apartment property

334,758$        

26,781$               

83,689$               

50,214$               

495,441$        

113,952$             

609,400$        

8%   MOBILIZATION

Blue Course Drive/Clinton Avenue Central Section

Shared Use Path Option

SUBTOTAL

 See Notes Above 

for anticipated 

impacts 

TOTAL (rounded)

25% CONTINGENCY

15% CONSTR. ENGR & INSPECTION

SUBTOTAL

23% SURVEY & DESIGN COSTS

UTILITIES

RIGHT-OF-WAY ESTIMATE

Print date: 4/30/2019

Prepared by:  McCormick Taylor -- rjw

Mobility Study Cost Estimate_Packages_v3.xlsx

Opt 1 Martin-Atherton



Northland Area Mobility Study

Project ID
---

Description Quantity

Unit of 

Measure Unit Cost Total Cost

Road Pavement Install 222 SY  $               110.00  $          24,407.78 

Concrete island / pavement divider SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Road Pavement Removal SY  $                 40.00  $                       -   

Shared-Use Path install 53 SY  $               110.00  $            5,793.33 

Sidewalk install 223 SY  $               110.00  $          24,554.44 

Sidewalk Removal 239 SY  $                 20.00  $            4,786.67 

Detectable Warning Surface 80 SF  $                 50.00  $            4,000.00 

Curb Install 451 LF  $                 70.00  $          31,570.00 

Curb Removal 462 LF  $                 65.00  $          30,030.00 

Pavement Marking Stripe Removal & Replacement 859 Corridor LF  $                   9.50  $            8,160.50 

Pavement Marking - Turn Arrow 10 Each  $               425.00  $            4,250.00 

Pavement Marking - Words & Symbols 15 Each  $               600.00  $            9,000.00 

Pavement Marking - Crosswalk 58 Crossing LF  $                 65.00  $            3,770.00 

Pavement Marking - Yield Line Crossing LF  $                 20.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Green Shared Use Path area 219 SY  $                 45.00  $            9,855.00 

Post Mounted Signs install new Each  $               300.00  $                       -   

Post Mounted Signs remove & reset Each  $               200.00  $                       -   

Overhead Lane Use Sign Mast Arm 1 Each  $          14,000.00  $          14,000.00 

Rect. Rapid Flashing Beacon (2 posts) w/luminaire Each  $          16,200.00  $                       -   

Rect. Rapid Flashing Beacon (4 posts) w/luminaire Each  $          20,000.00  $                       -   

Drainage Inlet & Pipe 3 Each  $            5,000.00  $          15,000.00 

Pedestrian Decorative Fence LF  $                 75.00  $                       -   

Grass buffer strip / Landscaping 859 Corridor LF  $                 15.00  $          12,885.00 

Erosion & Sediment Control Devices 859 Corridor LF  $                 10.00  $            8,590.00 

Clearing & Grubbing 859 Corridor LF  $                   5.00  $            4,295.00 

Notes:

Temporary & Permanent R/W impacts along College Court apartment property

210,653$        

16,852$               

52,663$               

31,598$               

311,766$        

71,706$               

383,500$        TOTAL (rounded)

25% CONTINGENCY

15% CONSTR. ENGR & INSPECTION

SUBTOTAL

23% SURVEY & DESIGN COSTS

UTILITIES

RIGHT-OF-WAY ESTIMATE

 See Notes Above 

for anticipated 

impacts 

Blue Course Drive/Clinton Avenue Central Section

Cycle Track Option

SUBTOTAL

8%   MOBILIZATION

Print date: 4/30/2019

Prepared by:  McCormick Taylor -- rjw

Mobility Study Cost Estimate_Packages_v3.xlsx

Opt 2 Martin-Atherton



Northland Area Mobility Study

Project ID
2

Description Quantity

Unit of 

Measure Unit Cost Total Cost

Road Pavement Install SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Concrete island / pavement divider SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Road Pavement Removal SY  $                 40.00  $                       -   

Shared-Use Path install 988 SY  $               110.00  $       108,667.78 

Sidewalk install 43 SY  $               110.00  $            4,681.11 

Sidewalk Removal 513 SY  $                 20.00  $          10,251.11 

Detectable Warning Surface 40 SF  $                 50.00  $            2,000.00 

Curb Install 52 LF  $                 70.00  $            3,640.00 

Curb Removal 52 LF  $                 65.00  $            3,380.00 

Pavement Marking Stripe Removal & Replacement Corridor LF  $                   9.50  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Turn Arrow Each  $               425.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Words & Symbols Each  $               600.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Crosswalk Crossing LF  $                 65.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Yield Line Crossing LF  $                 20.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Green Shared Use Path area SY  $                 45.00  $                       -   

Post Mounted Signs install new Each  $               300.00  $                       -   

Post Mounted Signs remove & reset Each  $               200.00  $                       -   

Overhead Lane Use Sign Mast Arm Each  $          14,000.00  $                       -   

Rect. Rapid Flashing Beacon (2 posts) w/luminaire Each  $          16,200.00  $                       -   

Rect. Rapid Flashing Beacon (4 posts) w/luminaire Each  $          20,000.00  $                       -   

Drainage Inlet & Pipe Each  $            5,000.00  $                       -   

Pedestrian Decorative Fence LF  $                 75.00  $                       -   

Grass buffer strip / Landscaping 862 Corridor LF  $                 15.00  $          12,930.00 

Erosion & Sediment Control Devices 862 Corridor LF  $                 10.00  $            8,620.00 

Clearing & Grubbing 862 Corridor LF  $                   5.00  $            4,310.00 

Notes:

Temporary & Permanent R/W impacts along  properties north & south of this segment

154,170$        

12,334$               

38,543$               

23,126$               

228,172$        

52,479$               

280,700$        

UTILITIES  See Notes Above 

for anticipated 

impacts RIGHT-OF-WAY ESTIMATE

TOTAL (rounded)

8%   MOBILIZATION

25% CONTINGENCY

15% CONSTR. ENGR & INSPECTION

SUBTOTAL

23% SURVEY & DESIGN COSTS

Blue Course Drive/Clinton Avenue West Section

Shared Use Path

SUBTOTAL

Print date: 4/30/2019

Prepared by:  McCormick Taylor -- rjw

Mobility Study Cost Estimate_Packages_v3.xlsx

Opt 1 Circleville-Martin



Northland Area Mobility Study

Project ID
3

Description Quantity

Unit of 

Measure Unit Cost Total Cost

Road Pavement Install SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Concrete island / pavement divider 562 SY  $               110.00  $          61,856.67 

Road Pavement Removal 562 SY  $                 40.00  $          22,493.33 

Shared-Use Path install 279 SY  $               110.00  $          30,653.33 

Sidewalk install 44 SY  $               110.00  $            4,852.22 

Sidewalk Removal 102 SY  $                 20.00  $            2,044.44 

Detectable Warning Surface 120 SF  $                 50.00  $            6,000.00 

Curb Install 119 LF  $                 70.00  $            8,330.00 

Curb Removal 119 LF  $                 65.00  $            7,735.00 

Pavement Marking Stripe Removal & Replacement 1347 Corridor LF  $                   9.50  $          12,796.50 

Pavement Marking - Turn Arrow Each  $               425.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Words & Symbols Each  $               600.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Crosswalk 54 Crossing LF  $                 65.00  $            3,510.00 

Pavement Marking - Yield Line 42 Crossing LF  $                 20.00  $               840.00 

Pavement Marking - Green Shared Use Path area SY  $                 45.00  $                       -   

Post Mounted Signs install new 4 Each  $               300.00  $            1,200.00 

Post Mounted Signs remove & reset 6 Each  $               200.00  $            1,200.00 

Overhead Lane Use Sign Mast Arm Each  $          14,000.00  $                       -   

Rect. Rapid Flashing Beacon (2 posts) w/luminaire Each  $          16,200.00  $                       -   

Rect. Rapid Flashing Beacon (4 posts) w/luminaire 1 Each  $          20,000.00  $          20,000.00 

Drainage Inlet & Pipe Each  $            5,000.00  $                       -   

Pedestrian Decorative Fence 479 LF  $                 75.00  $          35,925.00 

Grass buffer strip / Landscaping 485 Corridor LF  $                 15.00  $            7,275.00 

Erosion & Sediment Control Devices 485 Corridor LF  $                 10.00  $            4,850.00 

Clearing & Grubbing 485 Corridor LF  $                   5.00  $            2,425.00 

Notes:

Temporary & Permanent R/W impacts along  properties north & south of this segment

231,562$        

18,525$               

57,890$               

34,734$               

342,711$        

78,824$               

421,600$        

SUBTOTAL

8%   MOBILIZATION

Blue Course Drive/Clinton Avenue West Section

Mid-Block Crossing and Transit Stop Improvements

25% CONTINGENCY

15% CONSTR. ENGR & INSPECTION

SUBTOTAL

23% SURVEY & DESIGN COSTS

UTILITIES  See Notes Above 

for anticipated 

impacts RIGHT-OF-WAY ESTIMATE

TOTAL (rounded)

Print date: 4/30/2019

Prepared by:  McCormick Taylor -- rjw

Mobility Study Cost Estimate_Packages_v3.xlsx

Opt 1 Circleville-Martin



Northland Area Mobility Study

Project ID
4

Item No. Description Quantity

Unit of 

Measure Unit Cost Total Cost

9910-0001 LED COBRA HEAD LUMINAIRE, ARM MOUNT 2 Each 1,000.00$            2,000.00$            

0951-2155

TRAFFIC SIGNAL SUPPORT, 55' MAST ARM WITH 

LUMINAIRE ARM (30' MOUNTING HEIGHT) 1 Each 29,000.00$          29,000.00$          

0955-3208 VEHICULAR SIGNAL HEAD, THREE 12" SECTIONS 2 Each 850.00$               1,700.00$            

0955-3209 VEHICULAR SIGNAL HEAD, FOUR 12" SECTIONS 1 Each 950.00$               950.00$               

0955-3722

LED COUNTDOWN PEDESTRIAN SIGNAL HEAD, 

TYPE A 2 Each 700.00$               1,400.00$            

9956-0790 RELOCATE ACCESSIBLE PEDESTRIAN SIGNALS 2 Each 400.00$               800.00$               

9956-0801

OPTICAL PREEMPTION SYSTEM, EACH 

APPROACH, TOMAR 1 Each 800.00$               800.00$               

SIGNS, WIRING, CONDUIT, JB (IN CONTINGENCY) -$                     

MPT (USE 5% OF INTERSECTION) 1 LS 3,700.00$            3,700.00$            

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

Notes:

40,350$          

3,228$                 

10,088$               

6,053$                 

59,718$          

11,944$               

71,700$          TOTAL (rounded)

25% CONTINGENCY

15% CONSTR. ENGR & INSPECTION

SUBTOTAL

20% DESIGN COSTS

UTILITIES  See Notes Above 

for anticipated 

impacts RIGHT-OF-WAY ESTIMATE

SUBTOTAL

8%   MOBILIZATION

Install Flashing Yellow Arrow on Eastbound Blue Course Drive at Martin Street

Print date: 4/30/2019

Prepared by:  McCormick Taylor -- rjw

Mobility Study Cost Estimate_Packages_v3.xlsx

BCD-Martin FYA-EB



Northland Area Mobility Study

Project ID
5

Description Quantity

Unit of 

Measure Unit Cost Total Cost

Road Pavement Install SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Concrete island / pavement divider SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Road Pavement Removal SY  $                 40.00  $                       -   

Shared-Use Path install SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Sidewalk install 118 SY  $               110.00  $          13,016.67 

Sidewalk Removal SY  $                 20.00  $                       -   

Detectable Warning Surface 40 SF  $                 50.00  $            2,000.00 

Curb Install 53 LF  $                 70.00  $            3,710.00 

Curb Removal 53 LF  $                 65.00  $            3,445.00 

Pavement Marking Stripe Removal & Replacement 0 Corridor LF  $                   9.50  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Turn Arrow Each  $               425.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Words & Symbols Each  $               600.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Crosswalk Crossing LF  $                 65.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Yield Line Crossing LF  $                 20.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Green Shared Use Path area SY  $                 45.00  $                       -   

Post Mounted Signs install new Each  $               300.00  $                       -   

Post Mounted Signs remove & reset Each  $               200.00  $                       -   

Overhead Lane Use Sign Mast Arm Each  $          14,000.00  $                       -   

Rect. Rapid Flashing Beacon (2 posts) w/luminaire Each  $          16,200.00  $                       -   

Rect. Rapid Flashing Beacon (4 posts) w/luminaire Each  $          20,000.00  $                       -   

Drainage Inlet & Pipe Each  $            5,000.00  $                       -   

Pedestrian Decorative Fence LF  $                 75.00  $                       -   

Grass buffer strip / Landscaping 500 Corridor LF  $                 15.00  $            7,500.00 

Erosion & Sediment Control Devices 200 Corridor LF  $                 10.00  $            2,000.00 

Clearing & Grubbing 0 Corridor LF  $                   5.00  $                       -   

Notes:

31,672$          

2,534$                 

7,918$                 

4,751$                 

46,874$          

10,781$               

57,700$          TOTAL (rounded)

25% CONTINGENCY

15% CONSTR. ENGR & INSPECTION

SUBTOTAL

23% SURVEY & DESIGN COSTS

UTILITIES  See Notes Above 

for anticipated 

impacts RIGHT-OF-WAY ESTIMATE

Teaberry Lane Sidewalk Gap

SUBTOTAL

8%   MOBILIZATION

Print date: 4/30/2019

Prepared by:  McCormick Taylor -- rjw

Mobility Study Cost Estimate_Packages_v3.xlsx

SW Gap Project #6



Northland Area Mobility Study

Project ID
6

Item No. Description Quantity

Unit of 

Measure Unit Cost Total Cost

9910-0001 LED COBRA HEAD LUMINAIRE, ARM MOUNT 1 Each 1,000.00$            1,000.00$            

0951-2130

TRAFFIC SIGNAL SUPPORT, 30' MAST ARM WITH 

LUMINAIRE ARM (30' MOUNTING HEIGHT) 1 Each 18,000.00$          18,000.00$          

0955-3208 VEHICULAR SIGNAL HEAD, THREE 12" SECTIONS 1 Each 850.00$               850.00$               

0955-3210 VEHICULAR SIGNAL HEAD, FIVE 12" SECTIONS 1 Each 1,500.00$            1,500.00$            

0955-3722

LED COUNTDOWN PEDESTRIAN SIGNAL HEAD, 

TYPE A 2 Each 700.00$               1,400.00$            

0956-0500 PEDESTRIAN PUSH BUTTON 2 Each 450.00$               900.00$               

9956-0801

OPTICAL PREEMPTION SYSTEM, EACH 

APPROACH, TOMAR 1 Each 800.00$               800.00$               

SIGNS, WIRING, CONDUIT, JB (IN CONTINGENCY) -$                     

MPT (USE 5% OF INTERSECTION) 1 LS 2,500.00$            2,500.00$            

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

Notes:

26,950$          

2,156$                 

6,738$                 

4,043$                 

39,886$          

7,977$                 

47,900$          TOTAL (rounded)

25% CONTINGENCY

15% CONSTR. ENGR & INSPECTION

SUBTOTAL

20% DESIGN COSTS

UTILITIES  See Notes Above 

for anticipated 

impacts RIGHT-OF-WAY ESTIMATE

SUBTOTAL

8%   MOBILIZATION

Install Left-Turn Phase on Westbound Clinton Avenue at Atherton Street

Print date: 4/30/2019

Prepared by:  McCormick Taylor -- rjw

Mobility Study Cost Estimate_Packages_v3.xlsx

Clinton LT-WB



Northland Area Mobility Study

Project ID
7

Description Quantity

Unit of 

Measure Unit Cost Total Cost

Road Pavement Install 639 SY  $               110.00  $          70,302.22 

Concrete island / pavement divider SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Road Pavement Removal SY  $                 40.00  $                       -   

Shared-Use Path install SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Sidewalk install 185 SY  $               110.00  $          20,337.78 

Sidewalk Removal 327 SY  $                 20.00  $            6,540.00 

Detectable Warning Surface 40 SF  $                 50.00  $            2,000.00 

Curb Install 614 LF  $                 70.00  $          42,980.00 

Curb Removal 1247 LF  $                 65.00  $          81,055.00 

Pavement Marking Stripe Removal & Replacement 711 Corridor LF  $                   9.50  $            6,754.50 

Pavement Marking - Turn Arrow 2 Each  $               425.00  $               850.00 

Pavement Marking - Words & Symbols Each  $               600.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Crosswalk Crossing LF  $                 65.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Yield Line Crossing LF  $                 20.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Green Shared Use Path area SY  $                 45.00  $                       -   

Post Mounted Signs install new Each  $               300.00  $                       -   

Post Mounted Signs remove & reset 4 Each  $               200.00  $               800.00 

Overhead Lane Use Sign Mast Arm Each  $          14,000.00  $                       -   

Rect. Rapid Flashing Beacon (2 posts) w/luminaire Each  $          16,200.00  $                       -   

Rect. Rapid Flashing Beacon (4 posts) w/luminaire Each  $          20,000.00  $                       -   

Drainage Inlet & Pipe 3 Each  $            5,000.00  $          15,000.00 

Pedestrian Decorative Fence 98 LF  $                 75.00  $            7,350.00 

Grass buffer strip / Landscaping 711 Corridor LF  $                 15.00  $          10,665.00 

Erosion & Sediment Control Devices 711 Corridor LF  $                 10.00  $            7,110.00 

Clearing & Grubbing 711 Corridor LF  $                   5.00  $            3,555.00 

Notes:

Temporary & Permanent R/W impacts along east and west sides of this segment

271,745$        

21,740$               

67,936$               

40,762$               

402,182$        

92,502$               

494,700$        

RIGHT-OF-WAY ESTIMATE

TOTAL (rounded)

23% SURVEY & DESIGN COSTS

UTILITIES  See Notes Above 

for anticipated 

impacts 

25% CONTINGENCY

15% CONSTR. ENGR & INSPECTION

SUBTOTAL

SUBTOTAL

8%   MOBILIZATION

Martin Street South Bus Turnouts, Left-Turn Lane, and Curb Radius Modification

Print date: 4/30/2019

Prepared by:  McCormick Taylor -- rjw

Mobility Study Cost Estimate_Packages_v3.xlsx

Martin St South



Northland Area Mobility Study

Project ID
8

Description Quantity

Unit of 

Measure Unit Cost Total Cost

Road Pavement Install SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Concrete island / pavement divider SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Road Pavement Removal SY  $                 40.00  $                       -   

Shared-Use Path install SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Sidewalk install 19 SY  $               110.00  $            2,114.44 

Sidewalk Removal 19 SY  $                 20.00  $               384.44 

Detectable Warning Surface 60 SF  $                 50.00  $            3,000.00 

Curb Install 70 LF  $                 70.00  $            4,900.00 

Curb Removal 70 LF  $                 65.00  $            4,550.00 

Pavement Marking Stripe Removal & Replacement Corridor LF  $                   9.50  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Turn Arrow Each  $               425.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Words & Symbols Each  $               600.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Crosswalk 96 Crossing LF  $                 65.00  $            6,240.00 

Pavement Marking - Yield Line Crossing LF  $                 20.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Green Shared Use Path area SY  $                 45.00  $                       -   

Post Mounted Signs install new Each  $               300.00  $                       -   

Post Mounted Signs remove & reset Each  $               200.00  $                       -   

Overhead Lane Use Sign Mast Arm Each  $          14,000.00  $                       -   

Rect. Rapid Flashing Beacon (2 posts) w/luminaire 2 Each  $          16,200.00  $          32,400.00 

Rect. Rapid Flashing Beacon (4 posts) w/luminaire Each  $          20,000.00  $                       -   

Drainage Inlet & Pipe Each  $            5,000.00  $                       -   

Pedestrian Decorative Fence LF  $                 75.00  $                       -   

Grass buffer strip / Landscaping Corridor LF  $                 15.00  $                       -   

Erosion & Sediment Control Devices Corridor LF  $                 10.00  $                       -   

Clearing & Grubbing Corridor LF  $                   5.00  $                       -   

Notes:

Temporary & Permanent R/W impacts along east and west sides of this segment

53,589$          

4,287$                 

13,397$               

8,038$                 

79,312$          

18,242$               

97,600$          

 See Notes Above 

for anticipated 

impacts RIGHT-OF-WAY ESTIMATE

TOTAL (rounded)

23% SURVEY & DESIGN COSTS

UTILITIES

25% CONTINGENCY

15% CONSTR. ENGR & INSPECTION

SUBTOTAL

SUBTOTAL

8%   MOBILIZATION

Martin Street South Enhanced Pedestrian Crossings and Crosswalk

Print date: 4/30/2019

Prepared by:  McCormick Taylor -- rjw

Mobility Study Cost Estimate_Packages_v3.xlsx

Martin St South



Northland Area Mobility Study

Project ID
15

Description Quantity

Unit of 

Measure Unit Cost Total Cost

Road Pavement Install SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Concrete island / pavement divider SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Road Pavement Removal 78 SY  $                 40.00  $            3,128.89 

Shared-Use Path install 847 SY  $               110.00  $          93,170.00 

Sidewalk install 70 SY  $               110.00  $            7,736.67 

Sidewalk Removal 278 SY  $                 20.00  $            5,560.00 

Detectable Warning Surface 200 SF  $                 50.00  $          10,000.00 

Curb Install 463 LF  $                 70.00  $          32,410.00 

Curb Removal 409 LF  $                 65.00  $          26,585.00 

Pavement Marking Stripe Removal & Replacement 1259 Corridor LF  $                   9.50  $          11,960.50 

Pavement Marking - Turn Arrow Each  $               425.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Words & Symbols Each  $               600.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Crosswalk Crossing LF  $                 65.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Yield Line Crossing LF  $                 20.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Green Shared Use Path area 235 SY  $                 45.00  $          10,565.00 

Post Mounted Signs install new Each  $               300.00  $                       -   

Post Mounted Signs remove & reset 11 Each  $               200.00  $            2,200.00 

Overhead Lane Use Sign Mast Arm Each  $          14,000.00  $                       -   

Rect. Rapid Flashing Beacon (2 posts) w/luminaire Each  $          16,200.00  $                       -   

Rect. Rapid Flashing Beacon (4 posts) w/luminaire Each  $          20,000.00  $                       -   

Drainage Inlet & Pipe Each  $            5,000.00  $                       -   

Pedestrian Decorative Fence LF  $                 75.00  $                       -   

Grass buffer strip / Landscaping 1259 Corridor LF  $                 15.00  $          18,885.00 

Erosion & Sediment Control Devices 1259 Corridor LF  $                 10.00  $          12,590.00 

Clearing & Grubbing 1259 Corridor LF  $                   5.00  $            6,295.00 

Notes:

Existing utility poles may need to be relocated along the Joel Confer property.

234,791$        

18,783$               

58,698$               

35,219$               

347,491$        

79,923$               

427,500$        

8%   MOBILIZATION

Blue Course Drive/Clinton Avenue East Section

Shared Use Path

SUBTOTAL

 See Notes Above 

for anticipated 

impacts 

TOTAL (rounded)

25% CONTINGENCY

15% CONSTR. ENGR & INSPECTION

SUBTOTAL

23% SURVEY & DESIGN COSTS

UTILITIES

RIGHT-OF-WAY ESTIMATE

Print date: 4/30/2019

Prepared by:  McCormick Taylor -- rjw

Mobility Study Cost Estimate_Packages_v3.xlsx

Opt 1 Atherton-Curtin



Northland Area Mobility Study

Project ID
16

Description Quantity

Unit of 

Measure Unit Cost Total Cost

Road Pavement Install SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Concrete island / pavement divider SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Road Pavement Removal SY  $                 40.00  $                       -   

Shared-Use Path install SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Sidewalk install 828 SY  $               110.00  $          91,055.56 

Sidewalk Removal 21 SY  $                 20.00  $               417.78 

Detectable Warning Surface 80 SF  $                 50.00  $            4,000.00 

Curb Install 165 LF  $                 70.00  $          11,550.00 

Curb Removal 165 LF  $                 65.00  $          10,725.00 

Pavement Marking Stripe Removal & Replacement 0 Corridor LF  $                   9.50  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Turn Arrow Each  $               425.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Words & Symbols Each  $               600.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Crosswalk 50 Crossing LF  $                 65.00  $            3,250.00 

Pavement Marking - Yield Line Crossing LF  $                 20.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Green Shared Use Path area SY  $                 45.00  $                       -   

Post Mounted Signs install new Each  $               300.00  $                       -   

Post Mounted Signs remove & reset Each  $               200.00  $                       -   

Overhead Lane Use Sign Mast Arm Each  $          14,000.00  $                       -   

Rect. Rapid Flashing Beacon (2 posts) w/luminaire Each  $          16,200.00  $                       -   

Rect. Rapid Flashing Beacon (4 posts) w/luminaire Each  $          20,000.00  $                       -   

Drainage Inlet & Pipe Each  $            5,000.00  $                       -   

Pedestrian Decorative Fence LF  $                 75.00  $                       -   

Grass buffer strip / Landscaping 500 Corridor LF  $                 15.00  $            7,500.00 

Erosion & Sediment Control Devices 200 Corridor LF  $                 10.00  $            2,000.00 

Clearing & Grubbing 750 Corridor LF  $                   5.00  $            3,750.00 

Notes:

130,498$        

10,440$               

32,625$               

19,575$               

193,138$        

44,422$               

237,600$        TOTAL (rounded)

25% CONTINGENCY

15% CONSTR. ENGR & INSPECTION

SUBTOTAL

23% SURVEY & DESIGN COSTS

UTILITIES  See Notes Above 

for anticipated 

impacts RIGHT-OF-WAY ESTIMATE

Martin Street Extension (North) and Aaron Drive Sidewalk Gap

SUBTOTAL

8%   MOBILIZATION

Print date: 4/30/2019

Prepared by:  McCormick Taylor -- rjw

Mobility Study Cost Estimate_Packages_v3.xlsx

SW Gap Project #2



Northland Area Mobility Study

Project ID
17

Item No. Description Quantity

Unit of 

Measure Unit Cost Total Cost

9910-0001 LED COBRA HEAD LUMINAIRE, ARM MOUNT 3 Each 1,000.00$            3,000.00$            

0951-2145

TRAFFIC SIGNAL SUPPORT, 45' MAST ARM WITH 

LUMINAIRE ARM (30' MOUNTING HEIGHT) 2 Each 28,000.00$          56,000.00$          

0955-3208 VEHICULAR SIGNAL HEAD, THREE 12" SECTIONS 4 Each 850.00$               3,400.00$            

0955-3209 VEHICULAR SIGNAL HEAD, FOUR 12" SECTIONS 2 Each 950.00$               1,900.00$            

0955-3722

LED COUNTDOWN PEDESTRIAN SIGNAL HEAD, 

TYPE A 4 Each 700.00$               2,800.00$            

0956-0500 PEDESTRIAN PUSH BUTTON 4 Each 450.00$               1,800.00$            

9956-0801

OPTICAL PREEMPTION SYSTEM, EACH 

APPROACH, TOMAR 2 Each 800.00$               1,600.00$            

SIGNS, WIRING, CONDUIT, JB (IN CONTINGENCY) -$                     

MPT (USE 5% OF INTERSECTION) 1 LS 7,100.00$            7,100.00$            

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

Notes:

77,600$          

6,208$                 

19,400$               

11,640$               

114,848$        

22,970$               

137,900$        TOTAL (rounded)

25% CONTINGENCY

15% CONSTR. ENGR & INSPECTION

SUBTOTAL

20% DESIGN COSTS

UTILITIES  See Notes Above 

for anticipated 

impacts RIGHT-OF-WAY ESTIMATE

SUBTOTAL

8%   MOBILIZATION

Install Flashing Yellow Arrow on Eastbound and Westbound Blue Course Drive at

Circleville Road/Teaberry Lane

Print date: 4/30/2019

Prepared by:  McCormick Taylor -- rjw

Mobility Study Cost Estimate_Packages_v3.xlsx

BCD-Circle FYA



Northland Area Mobility Study

Project ID
18

Description Quantity

Unit of 

Measure Unit Cost Total Cost

Road Pavement Install SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Concrete island / pavement divider SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Road Pavement Removal 7 SY  $                 40.00  $               262.22 

Shared-Use Path install SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Sidewalk install 119 SY  $               110.00  $          13,090.00 

Sidewalk Removal 59 SY  $                 20.00  $            1,186.67 

Detectable Warning Surface SF  $                 50.00  $                       -   

Curb Install 135 LF  $                 70.00  $            9,450.00 

Curb Removal 135 LF  $                 65.00  $            8,775.00 

Pavement Marking Stripe Removal & Replacement 0 Corridor LF  $                   9.50  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Turn Arrow Each  $               425.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Words & Symbols Each  $               600.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Crosswalk Crossing LF  $                 65.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Yield Line Crossing LF  $                 20.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Green Shared Use Path area SY  $                 45.00  $                       -   

Post Mounted Signs install new Each  $               300.00  $                       -   

Post Mounted Signs remove & reset Each  $               200.00  $                       -   

Overhead Lane Use Sign Mast Arm Each  $          14,000.00  $                       -   

Rect. Rapid Flashing Beacon (2 posts) w/luminaire Each  $          16,200.00  $                       -   

Rect. Rapid Flashing Beacon (4 posts) w/luminaire Each  $          20,000.00  $                       -   

Drainage Inlet & Pipe Each  $            5,000.00  $                       -   

Pedestrian Decorative Fence LF  $                 75.00  $                       -   

Grass buffer strip / Landscaping 0 Corridor LF  $                 15.00  $                       -   

Erosion & Sediment Control Devices 0 Corridor LF  $                 10.00  $                       -   

Clearing & Grubbing 0 Corridor LF  $                   5.00  $                       -   

Notes:

32,764$          

2,621$                 

8,191$                 

4,915$                 

48,491$          

11,153$               

59,700$          TOTAL (rounded)

25% CONTINGENCY

15% CONSTR. ENGR & INSPECTION

SUBTOTAL

23% SURVEY & DESIGN COSTS

UTILITIES  See Notes Above 

for anticipated 

impacts RIGHT-OF-WAY ESTIMATE

Aaron Drive Sidewalk Gaps

SUBTOTAL

8%   MOBILIZATION

Print date: 4/30/2019

Prepared by:  McCormick Taylor -- rjw

Mobility Study Cost Estimate_Packages_v3.xlsx

SW Gap Project #3



Northland Area Mobility Study

Project ID
20a

Description Quantity

Unit of 

Measure Unit Cost Total Cost

Road Pavement Install 76 SY  $               110.00  $            8,360.00 

Concrete island / pavement divider 162 SY  $               110.00  $          17,783.33 

Road Pavement Removal 216 SY  $                 40.00  $            8,622.22 

Shared-Use Path install SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Sidewalk install 217 SY  $               110.00  $          23,918.89 

Sidewalk Removal 171 SY  $                 20.00  $            3,422.22 

Detectable Warning Surface 240 SF  $                 50.00  $          12,000.00 

Curb Install 564 LF  $                 70.00  $          39,480.00 

Curb Removal 577 LF  $                 65.00  $          37,505.00 

Pavement Marking Stripe Removal & Replacement 583 Corridor LF  $                   9.50  $            5,538.50 

Pavement Marking - Turn Arrow Each  $               425.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Words & Symbols Each  $               600.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Crosswalk 116 Crossing LF  $                 65.00  $            7,540.00 

Pavement Marking - Yield Line Crossing LF  $                 20.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Green Shared Use Path area SY  $                 45.00  $                       -   

Post Mounted Signs install new 12 Each  $               300.00  $            3,600.00 

Post Mounted Signs remove & reset 4 Each  $               200.00  $               800.00 

Overhead Lane Use Sign Mast Arm Each  $          14,000.00  $                       -   

Rect. Rapid Flashing Beacon (2 posts) w/luminaire Each  $          16,200.00  $                       -   

Rect. Rapid Flashing Beacon (4 posts) w/luminaire Each  $          20,000.00  $                       -   

Drainage Inlet & Pipe 3 Each  $            5,000.00  $          15,000.00 

Pedestrian Decorative Fence LF  $                 75.00  $                       -   

Grass buffer strip / Landscaping 357 Corridor LF  $                 15.00  $            5,355.00 

Erosion & Sediment Control Devices 357 Corridor LF  $                 10.00  $            3,570.00 

Clearing & Grubbing 357 Corridor LF  $                   5.00  $            1,785.00 

Notes:

Temporary & Permanent R/W impacts outside the roundabout

Fire hydrant to be relocated

192,495$        

15,400$               

48,124$               

28,874$               

284,893$        

79,770$               

364,700$        

RIGHT-OF-WAY ESTIMATE

TOTAL (rounded)

28% SURVEY & DESIGN COSTS

UTILITIES  See Notes Above 

for anticipated 

impacts 

25% CONTINGENCY

15% CONSTR. ENGR & INSPECTION

SUBTOTAL

SUBTOTAL

8%   MOBILIZATION

Martin Street North -- Roundabout Option

Print date: 4/30/2019

Prepared by:  McCormick Taylor -- rjw

Mobility Study Cost Estimate_Packages_v3.xlsx

Martin St North



Northland Area Mobility Study

Project ID
21

Description Quantity

Unit of 

Measure Unit Cost Total Cost

Road Pavement Install SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Concrete island / pavement divider SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Road Pavement Removal SY  $                 40.00  $                       -   

Shared-Use Path install SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Sidewalk install 172 SY  $               110.00  $          18,932.22 

Sidewalk Removal 172 SY  $                 20.00  $            3,442.22 

Detectable Warning Surface 80 SF  $                 50.00  $            4,000.00 

Curb Install 321 LF  $                 70.00  $          22,470.00 

Curb Removal 321 LF  $                 65.00  $          20,865.00 

Pavement Marking Stripe Removal & Replacement 0 Corridor LF  $                   9.50  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Turn Arrow Each  $               425.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Words & Symbols Each  $               600.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Crosswalk 38 Crossing LF  $                 65.00  $            2,470.00 

Pavement Marking - Yield Line Crossing LF  $                 20.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Green Shared Use Path area SY  $                 45.00  $                       -   

Post Mounted Signs install new Each  $               300.00  $                       -   

Post Mounted Signs remove & reset Each  $               200.00  $                       -   

Overhead Lane Use Sign Mast Arm Each  $          14,000.00  $                       -   

Rect. Rapid Flashing Beacon (2 posts) w/luminaire Each  $          16,200.00  $                       -   

Rect. Rapid Flashing Beacon (4 posts) w/luminaire Each  $          20,000.00  $                       -   

Drainage Inlet & Pipe 1 Each  $            5,000.00  $            5,000.00 

Pedestrian Decorative Fence LF  $                 75.00  $                       -   

Grass buffer strip / Landscaping 500 Corridor LF  $                 15.00  $            7,500.00 

Erosion & Sediment Control Devices 200 Corridor LF  $                 10.00  $            2,000.00 

Clearing & Grubbing 0 Corridor LF  $                   5.00  $                       -   

Notes:

Remove and reset one inlet

86,679$          

6,934$                 

21,670$               

13,002$               

128,286$        

29,506$               

157,800$        TOTAL (rounded)

25% CONTINGENCY

15% CONSTR. ENGR & INSPECTION

SUBTOTAL

23% SURVEY & DESIGN COSTS

UTILITIES  See Notes Above 

for anticipated 

impacts RIGHT-OF-WAY ESTIMATE

Cherry Lane Sidewalk Replacement

SUBTOTAL

8%   MOBILIZATION

Print date: 4/30/2019

Prepared by:  McCormick Taylor -- rjw

Mobility Study Cost Estimate_Packages_v3.xlsx

SW Gap Project #5



Northland Area Mobility Study

Project ID
22

Description Quantity

Unit of 

Measure Unit Cost Total Cost

Road Pavement Install SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Concrete island / pavement divider SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Road Pavement Removal SY  $                 40.00  $                       -   

Shared-Use Path install SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Sidewalk install 462 SY  $               110.00  $          50,868.89 

Sidewalk Removal 11 SY  $                 20.00  $               211.11 

Detectable Warning Surface 40 SF  $                 50.00  $            2,000.00 

Curb Install 106 LF  $                 70.00  $            7,420.00 

Curb Removal 106 LF  $                 65.00  $            6,890.00 

Pavement Marking Stripe Removal & Replacement 0 Corridor LF  $                   9.50  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Turn Arrow Each  $               425.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Words & Symbols Each  $               600.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Crosswalk 72 Crossing LF  $                 65.00  $            4,680.00 

Pavement Marking - Yield Line Crossing LF  $                 20.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Green Shared Use Path area SY  $                 45.00  $                       -   

Post Mounted Signs install new Each  $               300.00  $                       -   

Post Mounted Signs remove & reset Each  $               200.00  $                       -   

Overhead Lane Use Sign Mast Arm Each  $          14,000.00  $                       -   

Rect. Rapid Flashing Beacon (2 posts) w/luminaire Each  $          16,200.00  $                       -   

Rect. Rapid Flashing Beacon (4 posts) w/luminaire Each  $          20,000.00  $                       -   

Drainage Inlet & Pipe Each  $            5,000.00  $                       -   

Pedestrian Decorative Fence LF  $                 75.00  $                       -   

Grass buffer strip / Landscaping 0 Corridor LF  $                 15.00  $                       -   

Erosion & Sediment Control Devices 0 Corridor LF  $                 10.00  $                       -   

Clearing & Grubbing 0 Corridor LF  $                   5.00  $                       -   

Notes:

72,070$          

5,766$                 

18,018$               

10,811$               

106,664$        

24,533$               

131,200$        TOTAL (rounded)

25% CONTINGENCY

15% CONSTR. ENGR & INSPECTION

SUBTOTAL

23% SURVEY & DESIGN COSTS

UTILITIES  See Notes Above 

for anticipated 

impacts RIGHT-OF-WAY ESTIMATE

Martin Street Extension (South) and Cherry Lane Sidewalk Gaps

SUBTOTAL

8%   MOBILIZATION

Print date: 4/30/2019

Prepared by:  McCormick Taylor -- rjw

Mobility Study Cost Estimate_Packages_v3.xlsx

SW Gap Project #1



Northland Area Mobility Study

Project ID
23

Description Quantity

Unit of 

Measure Unit Cost Total Cost

Road Pavement Install SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Concrete island / pavement divider SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Road Pavement Removal SY  $                 40.00  $                       -   

Shared-Use Path install SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Sidewalk install 128 SY  $               110.00  $          14,055.56 

Sidewalk Removal 128 SY  $                 20.00  $            2,555.56 

Detectable Warning Surface 80 SF  $                 50.00  $            4,000.00 

Curb Install 291 LF  $                 70.00  $          20,370.00 

Curb Removal 291 LF  $                 65.00  $          18,915.00 

Pavement Marking Stripe Removal & Replacement 0 Corridor LF  $                   9.50  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Turn Arrow Each  $               425.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Words & Symbols Each  $               600.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Crosswalk Crossing LF  $                 65.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Yield Line Crossing LF  $                 20.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Green Shared Use Path area SY  $                 45.00  $                       -   

Post Mounted Signs install new Each  $               300.00  $                       -   

Post Mounted Signs remove & reset Each  $               200.00  $                       -   

Overhead Lane Use Sign Mast Arm Each  $          14,000.00  $                       -   

Rect. Rapid Flashing Beacon (2 posts) w/luminaire Each  $          16,200.00  $                       -   

Rect. Rapid Flashing Beacon (4 posts) w/luminaire Each  $          20,000.00  $                       -   

Drainage Inlet & Pipe Each  $            5,000.00  $                       -   

Pedestrian Decorative Fence LF  $                 75.00  $                       -   

Grass buffer strip / Landscaping 500 Corridor LF  $                 15.00  $            7,500.00 

Erosion & Sediment Control Devices 200 Corridor LF  $                 10.00  $            2,000.00 

Clearing & Grubbing 0 Corridor LF  $                   5.00  $                       -   

Notes:

69,396$          

5,552$                 

17,349$               

10,409$               

102,706$        

23,622$               

126,400$        TOTAL (rounded)

25% CONTINGENCY

15% CONSTR. ENGR & INSPECTION

SUBTOTAL

23% SURVEY & DESIGN COSTS

UTILITIES  See Notes Above 

for anticipated 

impacts RIGHT-OF-WAY ESTIMATE

Blue Course Drive Sidewalk Replacement

SUBTOTAL

8%   MOBILIZATION

Print date: 4/30/2019

Prepared by:  McCormick Taylor -- rjw

Mobility Study Cost Estimate_Packages_v3.xlsx

SW Gap Project #4



Northland Area Mobility Study

Project ID
24

Description Quantity

Unit of 

Measure Unit Cost Total Cost

Road Pavement Install 38 SY  $               110.00  $            4,204.44 

Concrete island / pavement divider SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Road Pavement Removal SY  $                 40.00  $                       -   

Shared-Use Path install SY  $               110.00  $                       -   

Sidewalk install 35 SY  $               110.00  $            3,801.11 

Sidewalk Removal 73 SY  $                 20.00  $            1,462.22 

Detectable Warning Surface SF  $                 50.00  $                       -   

Curb Install 224 LF  $                 70.00  $          15,680.00 

Curb Removal 232 LF  $                 65.00  $          15,080.00 

Pavement Marking Stripe Removal & Replacement Corridor LF  $                   9.50  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Turn Arrow Each  $               425.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Words & Symbols Each  $               600.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Crosswalk Crossing LF  $                 65.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Yield Line Crossing LF  $                 20.00  $                       -   

Pavement Marking - Green Shared Use Path area SY  $                 45.00  $                       -   

Post Mounted Signs install new Each  $               300.00  $                       -   

Post Mounted Signs remove & reset Each  $               200.00  $                       -   

Overhead Lane Use Sign Mast Arm Each  $          14,000.00  $                       -   

Rect. Rapid Flashing Beacon (2 posts) w/luminaire Each  $          16,200.00  $                       -   

Rect. Rapid Flashing Beacon (4 posts) w/luminaire Each  $          20,000.00  $                       -   

Drainage Inlet & Pipe Each  $            5,000.00  $                       -   

Pedestrian Decorative Fence LF  $                 75.00  $                       -   

Grass buffer strip / Landscaping 226 Corridor LF  $                 15.00  $            3,390.00 

Erosion & Sediment Control Devices 226 Corridor LF  $                 10.00  $            2,260.00 

Clearing & Grubbing 226 Corridor LF  $                   5.00  $            1,130.00 

Notes:

Temporary & Permanent R/W impacts outside the roundabout

Fire hydrant to be relocated

45,878$          

3,670$                 

11,469$               

6,882$                 

67,899$          

19,012$               

87,000$          

 See Notes Above 

for anticipated 

impacts RIGHT-OF-WAY ESTIMATE

TOTAL (rounded)

28% SURVEY & DESIGN COSTS

UTILITIES

25% CONTINGENCY

15% CONSTR. ENGR & INSPECTION

SUBTOTAL

SUBTOTAL

8%   MOBILIZATION

Martin Street North -- Bus Turn-Outs

Print date: 4/30/2019

Prepared by:  McCormick Taylor -- rjw

Mobility Study Cost Estimate_Packages_v3.xlsx

Martin St North



Northland Area Mobility Study

Project ID
25

Item No. Description Quantity

Unit of 

Measure Unit Cost Total Cost

9910-0001 LED COBRA HEAD LUMINAIRE, ARM MOUNT 1 Each 1,000.00$            1,000.00$            

9951-2150

TRAFFIC SIGNAL SUPPORT, DUAL MAST ARMS, 

50' AND 55' WITH LUMINAIRE ARM (30' MOUNTING 

HEIGHT) 1 Each 34,000.00$          34,000.00$          

0955-3208 VEHICULAR SIGNAL HEAD, THREE 12" SECTIONS 4 Each 850.00$               3,400.00$            

0955-3209 VEHICULAR SIGNAL HEAD, FOUR 12" SECTIONS 1 Each 950.00$               950.00$               

0955-3722

LED COUNTDOWN PEDESTRIAN SIGNAL HEAD, 

TYPE A 2 Each 700.00$               1,400.00$            

0956-0500 PEDESTRIAN PUSH BUTTON 2 Each 450.00$               900.00$               

9956-0801

OPTICAL PREEMPTION SYSTEM, EACH 

APPROACH, TOMAR 2 Each 800.00$               1,600.00$            

SIGNS, WIRING, CONDUIT, JB (IN CONTINGENCY) -$                     

MPT (USE 5% OF INTERSECTION) 1 LS 4,400.00$            4,400.00$            

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

Notes:

47,650$          

3,812$                 

11,913$               

7,148$                 

70,522$          

14,104$               

84,700$          TOTAL (rounded)

25% CONTINGENCY

15% CONSTR. ENGR & INSPECTION

SUBTOTAL

20% DESIGN COSTS

UTILITIES  See Notes Above 

for anticipated 

impacts RIGHT-OF-WAY ESTIMATE

SUBTOTAL

8%   MOBILIZATION

Install Flashing Yellow Arrow on Westbound Blue Course Drive at Martin Street

Print date: 4/30/2019

Prepared by:  McCormick Taylor -- rjw

Mobility Study Cost Estimate_Packages_v3.xlsx

BCD-Martin FYA-WB



Northland Area Mobility Study

Project ID
26

Item No. Description Quantity

Unit of 

Measure Unit Cost Total Cost

9910-0001 LED COBRA HEAD LUMINAIRE, ARM MOUNT 1 Each 1,000.00$            1,000.00$            

9951-2140

TRAFFIC SIGNAL SUPPORT, DUAL MAST ARMS, 

40' AND 45' WITH LUMINAIRE ARM (30' MOUNTING 

HEIGHT) 1 Each 30,000.00$          30,000.00$          

0955-3208 VEHICULAR SIGNAL HEAD, THREE 12" SECTIONS 4 Each 850.00$               3,400.00$            

0955-3209 VEHICULAR SIGNAL HEAD, FOUR 12" SECTIONS 1 Each 950.00$               950.00$               

0955-3722

LED COUNTDOWN PEDESTRIAN SIGNAL HEAD, 

TYPE A 2 Each 700.00$               1,400.00$            

9956-0790 RELOCATE ACCESSIBLE PEDESTRIAN SIGNALS 2 Each 400.00$               800.00$               

9956-0801

OPTICAL PREEMPTION SYSTEM, EACH 

APPROACH, TOMAR 2 Each 800.00$               1,600.00$            

9954-0402 RELOCATE ELECTRICAL SERVICE, TYPE B 1 Each 1,500.00$            1,500.00$            

SIGNS, WIRING, CONDUIT, JB (IN CONTINGENCY) -$                     

MPT (USE 5% OF INTERSECTION) 1 LS 4,000.00$            4,000.00$            

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

Notes:

44,650$          

3,572$                 

11,163$               

6,698$                 

66,082$          

13,216$               

79,300$          TOTAL (rounded)

25% CONTINGENCY

15% CONSTR. ENGR & INSPECTION

SUBTOTAL

20% DESIGN COSTS

UTILITIES  See Notes Above 

for anticipated 

impacts RIGHT-OF-WAY ESTIMATE

SUBTOTAL

8%   MOBILIZATION

Install Flashing Yellow Arrow on Northbound Martin Street at Aaron Drive

Print date: 4/30/2019

Prepared by:  McCormick Taylor -- rjw

Mobility Study Cost Estimate_Packages_v3.xlsx

Martin-Aaron FYA-NB



Northland Area Mobility Study

Project ID
Various

Item No. Description Quantity

Unit of 

Measure Unit Cost Total Cost

0910-0002 Junction Box 1 each 1,000.00$            1,000.00$            

0910-0154 Foundation 1 each 1,700.00$            1,500.00$            

0910-0352 Lighting Pole 1 each 3,885.00$            3,000.00$            

0910-4112 Underground Cable 50 LF 2.20$                   110.00$               

0910-5055 2" Underground Conduit 50 LF 3.30$                   165.00$               

0910-6000 Trench 50 LF 8.40$                   420.00$               

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

-$                     

Notes:

6,195$            

496$                    

1,549$                 

929$                    

9,169$            

1,834$                 

11,100$          TOTAL (rounded)

25% CONTINGENCY

15% CONSTR. ENGR & INSPECTION

SUBTOTAL

20% DESIGN COSTS

UTILITIES  See Notes Above 

for anticipated 

impacts RIGHT-OF-WAY ESTIMATE

Add Lighting Projects (per new pole)

SUBTOTAL

8%   MOBILIZATION

Print date: 4/30/2019

Prepared by:  McCormick Taylor -- rjw

Mobility Study Cost Estimate_Packages_v3.xlsx

Lighting


